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TOBACCO A= WIIZAT COSIMISSICN XZECILANTS,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.,
J. "UtT. Sure -zae,a.geseee•-. Fres: Aeret
DIRK( I
N. N. Xebec. M fi„ Nooks. K. . Sebeee, T. Gaines, M. Lipstiae, A. Boales
T. C. HANSERY. M. I.'. SHRNER.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1887.
EXCELSIOR
Planing Mills.
We have the largest 'emit of Seeds In
this market, of all kinds,
0.000 311%%1111.1111a.
We have 111 flock Three Thoussiiii Bush-
els of the very finest Northern Seed
Oats, which we shall sell it the bottom.
1.pC)COCOm
We want td buy Oire Thousand Itnahela ef
Clover Seed at owe, FOR SPOT CA811.
PLOWS.
We handle the following line of rkiws, Which
are Ili, best made:
South Bend
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs., Chilled Plows.
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and Ilth. 
Avery & Son's







ifirCareftil attention gi,,•11 tO saMpliing and selling all Tobacco consigned to Ns.
1,1BERA L ADVANCES ON TOBACCO IN STORE.
Cood Quarters for Teams and Teamsters:
W h. r 14 JoliM M 
MILLI
W. H. F %NON. Hook -Keeper.
WHEELER, MILLS a CO„
Tobacco Warehousemen & Commission Merchants
IN 1) E.1.LEltS.
eel CO NAT ES. rieolx co es 42hp
Rueeeliville and Railroad Streete, Hopkintville, Ky.
Libeled Advanee on Contignmente. All Tobacco sent us Covered by Insuraneis.









Ample Aceomniodation for Tetsuo and Teamsters Free ot Charge.
Garner s-:-City-:-Pharmacy
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
 One of thellargest a...I iioud eleizarit eilitlees in [tie city  
New and Complete in All Its Departments'.
H. 14. iiarner. of tne old arm iiish 4:saner. who for many years id the leading drug trade Is
Western Kenturky. having purchased Or. litidt'• interest, in now wile proprietor of the new hoinw H •
will ono all his experience and ability to Werra... If puarible. the high reputsnoti of the old firm for fail
dealing, competency and reliability, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
• ad stork of the best quality In all departments of the trade, at the lowest prices. Drugs. Paints and
tolls of • ,• kind, Including SD ERW INA WI LI.1 A Ms• cELEItRATS:D PAINTS, Patent Medicines,
the best and most popular in stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.








Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors.
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!




OURPEE'S FARM ANNUAL FOR 1887:it ;it " f "pages. with hun-dreds ( Thri (f lorld ;mem,sua Tit I: s• a, di u,
sod rower noes. Plants. Theron beret* '...twek and I .441C/
I/1,0%V FR
Posltry. ft sEEDs 6sarr,r4ell SUMO NOW g in V IblaIRT•131.1sai
.• • •--vd
ois • 3 r-af' ,.**16.4%• *.t";•noia'1011;1411161*all°611...g .
BURP ElPril, PA.
MT" AL Mir ES NiTIIALLIE
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
A ND
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
.1 NSTITUTED OVER ONE-THIRD of a CENTURY.
treranAe mei- [orient'. Many of the best book-keepers Anil busInew men in hristian
• ,ounty ara.11, 41.,i at this old Reliable Commercial School. We teach in the moot
thonrugh aianner Book-Keeping of every ifeecription, Business sail
Ornamental Penmanship, Rusinees 1 alculationa and
Mathematics, Bum sees 'ferma and
Actual InIsiDesa.
We ke. p repairs for all Plows we sell You
an relv on bottom prices.
BARBED WIRE.
We sell the celebrated Washburn Moen Wire
and ihr Superior Wire. Place y r order. won.



















All kind. of motoring on t% um! kt a-
eliu uer), tool Horse shoeing






COr. Virginia and Spring Sts..
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
Th: :situ Srpitg B
auorma.;*.
Any
Is a apeclally in my line. I seep
A Full Stock
Of this build *lasso on lisool, and recommend




Short-Hand, Type-Writing and Telegraphy.
The young man of to-day cannot do himself justice w ithout railing every effort to obtain * ade to Order.• thorough Busineas Kilucation. If you ex oeet to be either a Mec ha•ie. It an u faettirer. Ranker,
eterreant. Lawyer, Doctor, Farmer. lerk, -K es-per, or even an I...loot., a oirer r •., I 14,
tamate mice!~ 112 anLof these departnients of trade w III lw folin.1 in gr/tina ii11.1 De.. 0. a.
Mon in our college. This is an abnolute feet. Ladies received upon equal terms. si isisd open
all the year round. Students can enter at any time For terms, Etc apply 10




full stock of itools•. Rtationery, and Sehool Supplies. Orders by mail promptly attended




Will always receive prompt attention. be dons




bre and Scalp Covered with Eczema-
tous scabs and Sores Cur-
od by Cuticura.
Y aged eight nears, ham liven
dieted with koreina Of Weall.,
11014w grist penile' of tliti hist), ever 0114'9 119
54* t sears 0141 It WWI 14 his more, Slid
Veil 14'1,1'27 ;Li imv.“111:1," ism.trer yl
eked peered he, testione intense Itching and
thrtress, auil leaving Mr hair matted anil Mo-
les*. Underneath Mews web/ the skin was
raw, like piece of beefsteak. itraillially the
hair came out and war dertroymi, until but a
small patell Wits left at the back of the head.
My friends in Peabody know how my little boy
has auffere.t. At night would scratch his
bead until his pillow a as covered with blood
I treed to tie hi* hands behind him. and in
many way* tried to prevent his ocratching;
but it was no use. he would scratch. 1 tool him
to the hoepit al and to the best/physicians in Pea-
body without succeed. About this time, some
friend's, who hail le•en cured by the Cutieura
Remedied, prevailed upon me to try them. I
Legato to use them on the 15th January last. In
seven 00000 nth* every particle of the disease wee
removed. Niit a -pot or scab remairm on his
to tell the story of his suffering. His
hair has returned, met is thick and strong and
his scalp as sweet and clean as any• child's in
the world I eosins& say e gli to exprews my
gratitude for this wonderful cure by the Cuti •
curt Remedies, and wish all similarly afflicted
knoW that tily statement is true and without
exaggeration.
(Oct. 9, MSS. 
CHARLES McK A 1",
remissly, Maas.
I have seen Mr, Mer ay'r boy when badly af-
ferbed with the Rezema. He was a pitiful
sight to look at. I know that he line tried our
.1sest physticians, and did all a father COUllt lio
fur a suffering child, but availed nothing. I
know that the stakonents he has Male yOU as
regards the euring of lila body by our Cutworm
Iternetlies are true in every part 'ruler
WILLIAM J. kleCARTHY.
:CS rooter St , Peabody'. Mars.
Sohl everywhere. Price: Cutienra, 50 centm;
Cutieura soap, 25 cents; Cntieura Resolvent,
$1 00. Prepared by Potter Drug and Chemical
Co.. Boehm.
Send For "Hots- I o Cure Sitio fn.
•
Blackheads, Skin Bloom/dies,
Ill and Baby Ilumors, use Cutworm Soap
IN ONE MINUTE.
I
Itheumatism, Neuralgie, itriatic, Mild.
den, Sliari. and nervous Pains and
W eak nerstos relo•vcil in one minute by
the I uticura Anti-Plain Pliister. At
druggists, 2:- cents. P. d ter Drug Co.,
Biotin..
AFTER DINNER.
, eats e ho suffer from Indigestion
eau erne! the pro:erste of that Indere!
..14 114 Ills Ilse yr f after-dinner
1...1, 4'01111.'44i IllUt it N ill gine tone
I o . prio clit heartburn. reties.
the Iit. r to healthful Notion. int leorate
the keine) i bus. the nee% ity
of the-, Ortrall., 'Toned.. the nature!
1,,.,,,eeet et tee -toned) and howeks.
.t I'll LI lire eo vollIpontoIl 41 met
Iloilo' a. Moises med. etes•tuallv ero-
de,. the result-, They efee, in
. Cull. 4.11. remove tiw clitow
Itiii,dinitenn, Lit s•r I iimplaint. Kidney
NIP iMil Innen other meriting
4.YER'S PILLS
Mill. nil nor telefoon* sub.
end de net ern 4. *mho, the
1, :ire in i;:tirsl, and toil* their
lir:111r— To eonlifille their
. • I , see.: ar.,1 er 4'10.1'..
.1 I. • 1:114. ill instead
refeiti: lser mein. te out in-
ishesio• es Iran el. r• •I•iirst ly settled
I '1 where ians nr• Hot at
ibey Pre of isieoiteigile value.
eee-re I. lenity sheeted flee will pot
..1i. late, on 1 iii Inost ensem tone It' taken
. T. girl. just entering
1'4'011 11 44111:111111.41. 111141 to ti 14110.4e,
I .r tieternity is dement: 10 a l'104,4`.
r'. PPR hi mods•rute doses. merely
iistirt• rentlar action of the
inn els. no In. 1%4111.1 "f
Incalculable Value.
l'.‘11ED Ity
D r. J. Ayer & Co, Lowell, Haas.
flold by all Deere-bet.
The twat and oared Remedy for Care Of
all diseases caused by any derangement of
the Liver, Kidneym, Stomach and Bowels.
Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Constipation,
Hillons Complaints and Maliu-ta of all kinds
yield readily to the beneficent influence of
PA=
..t1
It is pleasant to the taste, tones se
system, reetores aad preserves health.
It is purely Vegetable, and cannot fall te
prove beneticial, both to old and yoneg.
Al • Blood Purifier it is superior to all





allarperls Illaisaar Patterns.— New
11.4.1.1 reeeined ha the styles change.
If you would make home comfortable line
your earwig with
Heavy Paper Twill,
keep out the cold and save your eurpeta.
They have a large stock of Stationery, you
would do well to examine. Their stock of





Nair Brushes, Combs, Toilet Soaps




More attention is given to theme decorations
than ever before Call and *ea Us stud we will




manufacturer of Stained and Enameled
4311' IA AL. IS ES
for churches, memorials, and other church w in -
iloWs, rirh design. EmIsisaed red Etched
tile.. for halls, ilwellinge, etc.
211 W. Croon St., near Simonet St.,
Louisville. Kv.
ean live at home, and make more
money at work for us than at any-
thing else in the world Capital not
needed; you are started free; both
sexes; all age*. Anyone c•n do the work.
earnings sure from first start Costly outfit
and tern,. free. Better not 111.1/1y. Ctstts you
nothing to *end Us your address mei' find ant; If
you are wise You Will do ao at once. 11. RCS-
LETT & Co., Perused, Maine.
YOU
A FANCY.
The dim Michela of the east,
needing their misty fabrice, teach
Teat out of far eternities
We come agnin t human opss,eh
For ps•tianee, nuol aiirf.•r
Than earth eon 1°11141.1 Oa Ileftlfal.
We bat 114 Wad awl lovely shore.
Ah, then, hew awl .1,eas were tea stele
hi that 44.1 Ian wu %pied u. lin..
If item lei sof traispie tutippinew
Am all Ilic oitrilt 04141 give
Ili Mir new lit., *here year hy )..ar
vtalifrini other bottom, dear,
Than heave., that *limit us hero'
—Harriet Prtueott hpofford Ilarpeer Baser.
A SERVANT LASSIE.
Only a simple servant lassie? Yes, but
for 'a that there will be servant lessee in
heaven just 118 well as brew folk. The
poor were never dtepisal by 1:ini when
He was on earth.
Ileigho! 1 havena written half a dozen
lines o' my story yet, and gully con-
(cactus that I've made blundera already.
I mean to write it a' in English, and if a
bit Scotch wordie does tumble in noo
and again I'm sure you'll forgie me.
When I warm to my work I'll get better
on. This is the way wi' a' Scotch folk;
when no excited it's their own broad
Doric they speak, but my conscience, if
you once put up their birse it's as fine
sounding Englieh they'll speak ae any
southener that ever steppeel in shoo
leather.
3Iy eame is Jeannie, Jeannie McLean.
that's it a' thegither, or complete as I
ought to say. From far, far north the
Tweed I come, ay, and north the Dee as
wed. As far west as the train can term-
trate among the Donside hills, on a bon-
nie braelead, among bonnie green knolls.
among woods o' dark waving fir and
emit.... lighted up hoe and then. wi' the
tender green of the hothery larch, and
begirt wi' hands o' yellow broom and
gowden furze, there steod my father's
hitne4t. oot, And every nieht et my
happy young lifo meet to Ito lulled to
bleep by a &mind like waves) brotkine on
a eliffigly beach; for, if it wasn't the
wind whimpering and mottniug through
the trees, it %las Ow incemant hurtle o'
the Don rushing on over the pebbles told
bowlders. Su near were we to the riser
that deer Johnnie could throw a stone
right over It A among, strong arm had
Johnnie. Johnnie wti.4 my only brother,
and I never had a sister,
My mother dig! when Johnnie and I
were eo young that neitlwr of ua could
remember her, and Grannie kept my
father's house. Dear auld Grannie, with
her clear caller, eanty face, and her busy,
eaehe way., it is years a:et since she has
pme to her long haute in the Auld kirk-
e eel. She aye had a pleasant smile for
Johnnie rue, me, and used to tell us old
vlov.tii.ritl,lr,stories re the long forenights 'o
linagine us, if you can, pothered round
thet Seuttieh country fireside, a great fire
of rats anti weed is blazing and crackling
on the lwarth-there ta no other light.
At one comer sits my father in an easy
chair, he day's toil is past and his pipe
is alight; ut the other is maid Graimie,
and click, click, click. click, go her knit-
ting wires ass she tells her tale, Johnnie
and I complete the circle; our eyes are
riveted on Grannie's face. The emoke
gee; Purling up the wide chimney. the
blaze sometinate following yards high,
the wind without le roaring end whist-
ling round the house, shaking doors and
dandling windows; but it makm us feel
al the 'snugger within. I just creep
cluster to Johnnie, lean my bead on his
ahouider, Ned listen,
By and by Grannie stops 'speaking, and
for a while the wind has it all its own
way; then my father rises solemnly and
puts hiss pipe away in the wahhok.
-Bairns. let us worship God," he
says.
Grannie lights the black oil lamp, with
its dried meth wicks, and father takee the
Book. He reads a chapter, then, to the
half mournful note% some such tune
as Martyrdom, we sing, peehape, "The
Lordes 51y Shepherd."
There was always plenty to do, and
Johnnie and I were never sorry when
Sebbath came. Sabbath and a long
walk to the wee bit kirk on the hill head,
where in earntet and improseive voice our
good minister would point the way to
happier spheres; he never failed te hreathe
worths of comfort for the weary, coneola-
tion for the berchved. and hopee of future
joy for all.
Never a Sunday meted that Johnnie
and I did not linger behind, till all the
other kirk folk had passed away out and
homewarde, then we would go quietly
round and visit mother's grave. This
was not all sentiment, both (4 us loved
mother, thoueh we hardly remembered
seeing her. Hut her mortal remains were
there in that mild kirkyard, and they
would rise again, such was our simple
faith; and Wri lleVer looked tliad4 mother
as deed, but as a saint in heaven, She
could two us, wo thought, nay, might
even be permitted to watch over us, and
lovingly guard an.I befriend us in trial
and in danger. She saw us each Salt-
bath. then, as we bent low and touched
the greasy knoll and bid thereon our of-
ferings of flowers. Humble enough
these might be. but in spring there were
tho sweet scented yellow prininse and
sprigs o' crimson may, in &month there
were always rich buttercups and rich ox-
eyed daisige and a hundred wild &were
from hedgerow and copee; even winter
brought its garlands of rot rowans and
its evergreens, to all the year round
mother's grave never wanted beauty.
That obi churchyard and the wee hit
kirk. I hare but to shut my eyes and
they rise up tefcro rne. What though
the kirk itself was steeplelese, the bell
devoid of mimic, the gram lorg and
green on the graves, and after rain look-
ing as thought it had been combed down;
what though the tombetonos were gray
and lichen clad. and leant in everydirec-
tion except the right one -mother's grave
was there!
You English maids may laugh at me,
but sh! you little ken how dearly we
Scotch mountaineers love our wild
helmet beeidee, you know-I'm only a
simple servant lassie.
Our Johnnie could play the fiddle so
sweetly. It was the merry airs auld
Grannie liked the bee, but there was one
thing that Johnnie used to play and eine
that never failed to bring the tears to my
eyes at host; though somehow it was a
sweet kind of melancholy it inspired, anti
neither grief nor mellincholy ever injures
the heart if tears can flow.
Had I any other companions except
Johnnie? Yes, a neighbor Nettie would
sometimes drop in. and-well, why
should I deny it., sometimee a neighbor
laddie-why shouldn't a simple Scotch
Lennie like me lave a bit sweetheart?
What for no?
But it wee only on Sunday evenings in
tils sweet riMilTner time that Jamie and I
used to take a timely walk. And where
did wo walk, think you? Why, down
the ROO in the far north of
dear mild Steele/id trains don't run tun
the Sebbath day, and the line is the favor.
prt made. Green. feathery larch
teem bounded the bunks all along, and
the LeUlkil themselves were painted with
wed flowers the mweebest colons you
could imagine-patches of crimson clover,
patches of white either, beds of orange
tenfoile. bees of bluest speedwell, and tall
rtel ragged robins everywhere. Then
there was the hum of the boot. as they
bummed from flower to flower, the sweet
perfume t f the clover and the wild. glad
totes of the chaffie near his t in the
larc tree. AO -yee, and Jaineeevoice,
tweeter to mo than tel. 'Die I love Jarnle?
dinna ken. Jamie never what you
might call made love to me, but I dare
say I did like him a wee bit. Bonnie
black hair had Jamie, blue, blue oen. rosy
dimpled cheeks, a coekit bonnet wi' long
strings that fluttered o'er hie lock and
shoulders, anti such a wineetne smile!
No, he never made love like. but he
would talk for an hour at a time about
his horses and kye, and I used juet to
look and laugh and listen.
You may be tienk I'm dwelling too
long on my younger days and our happy
life at the little farm on the bmehead-
but the net of my story is all co sad.
I'm sure enough that neither Johnnie
nor I ever gate a thought for to-morrow.
In this respect we fulfilled the Scriptures
right enough. It never struck us that
our present life would not last till we
closed our eyes for aye and went to sleep
in the moots.
But one wet, rough winter's evening,
with the wind moaning in the chimney
and the cold snow and niece tearing over
the hills and through the woods, father
came home looking wan and queer. No,
no, I cannot dwell un thie That nieht
he took to his bed, and in spite of the
&dee. attmetion. in twee tho kind-
. _
neas of an English lady who was dwell-
ing at the big house, he slipt quietly
away one night and joined our mother
lit heaven.
What a change! Thr Amend past and
a broken up tieing Everything carept
the old eightelay duel, %shish Grannie
wtoldn't pert with, itislul by Ptillp, (1111h•
filO in a little hut by the
hillside, fuel Jultitide a mildew in lite gel.
lent f'orty-twa, Anil right hantlsoute
did he look hi Ilia Highland tine*, with
hes brawny logs and his bonnet and
plumes.
And I-a temple servant lassie. For
the kind English lady had taken quite a
fancy ̀ to nut anti I was bound for the
south as her maid. As the train rolled
away from the station, as I lost sight el
the woode, and hills and bonnie braes.
what could I do but loan back in a corner
of the carriage and cry-lassie like. Poor
Jamie, too!
Grief does not break young hearts, and
in my new home at Southsea, everything
was very new indeed, and my heart leapt
up ono day with a namelme joy when I
heard that the Forty-second was coming
to Portsmouth.
My mistress was kindneas itself, and
consideration, too. She was a lady,
thought not rich, and I m sure would
have bitten her tongue at any time rather
than say a single word to wound the
feelings or hurt the heart of a simple ser-
vant lassie. Ah! would that all mis-
tresses were the same! She timber hin-
dered me from going out. and, indeed,
often suggeeted it. Anil so, many were
the walks Johnnie and I had ow the
ramparts, and many a talk of the dear
old timoi that even now seemed eo far
away.
And my mietress had always a kind
word antl a senile for me, arid talked so
naturally and to encouragingly that at
any time I believe I would have laid
down my life tit save hers. After a few
months of Portsmouth life my mistress
and I started to spend a few weeks in
France. Johnnie saw us off, and I think
I see the handsome, manly boy yet, with
the bunny emilo on his aunburnt fee°. in
the dark tartan kilt and white spats,
standing there on the station waving us
good by with his bonnet and plumes.
We were two months away, telt re-
turned at lath. anti the very next merg-
ing I went to eve for Johnnie.
I was rounding the corner of a street,
when the slow. half muffled sound of
drums fell on my ear, and prteently I
could hear the musk) itself. It was a
dirge, a coronach, paved by the pipers.
It was no ordinary dead march. It was the




To every word there was a etroke of
the drum and a step of the men. And
yonder is the eviller and the bonnet and
feathers.
1.W ho is-4-d-deml?" I cried.
clutchiag the arm of a soldier who ntood
Ile must have seen I was choking.
Rear 1110,
lle put one arm round my waist kindly
as he replied:
"Poor Jack McLean, my lass. Are
you his sweetheart?"
I remember nothing more for weeks,
for all this time I lay raving with brain
fever.
. • • • • •
A year had paased away and a change
had come over my situation in life. For
my dear, kind niist rem w as obligee to give
up house and go abroad, and 1 wad en-
gaged as general servant to a lady in
Portemouth.
Now I was to know what ineted it
meant to be a simple servant lassie under
a thouglithes anti unkind mistrals. Per-
haps she did not mate mean to be un-
kind, perhaps eito coubl nut help it I be-
here that. hard though her heart un-
doubtedly was, she would often have felt
for LI10 could she but have known Low
her words used to burn into my feelings.
I'm sure I tried to photo her. I'm sure
I did what I could and as well as I coaid,
but my whole life soon became a burden
tO Me. I used to go to my room and,
don't laugh, cry and pray. That hello!
me renne-hlon't forget I'm but a siurple
Scottish laseie.
Did my mistrem mold? No, not down-
right. She nagged. Oh! that worrying,
nerve breaking nagging. hew much more
mean it Le than tiny selling!
When Ft-esteem first asked my name
and I tfkI her "Je'enie," "I shall call
you Ann," she replied. "I call all my
I'm sure master felt sorry for me, but
servants Ann."
he dared my nothing. I believe he was
as much afraid of her as I was, though a
kindly hearted gentlemen ho whs. Ile
would come in to dinner happy hoeing
and singing. and at tall) begin to talk
and laugh with his pretty s of did-
d.t.n. Tlien tuistrem would n to nag
at me as i laid Ow dineer. ul poor
tetz
etas:teen fate would fall at once. There
woied be no more talking or laughing
with the children after that. Ile would
hurkedly reel silently swallow a fee
meta:thee Own, making some excuee
a' OUL work to enish disappear.
lett the room never was clustisi enoueh
to pl ase mistrese, the fire Leyte bunted
briehtle enough. the sthings were never
properly put on the Mile
I wed to dread BO lying ton late of a
morning that my tieeit's net Wag all one
ir.infiti. confaist.1 dream, I would start
may be at 3 and look at the watch nesain
and again at 4, and it I die this I
&mike to fall asleep again. I woubl le.
and read for an hour or two, then go
down to the cold kitchen among the
beetles mel strueele for another lour
with wet sticks and damp coals before I
got the fire to light.
Was it any wonder I got thin aed
worn and 60 nervous that my mistress'
voice eudtit•nly calling "Ann" felt like a
red lot knife jerked into my heart?
I now come to the turning point of
my somewhat sad history, which would
never have been written had I not
thought this eimple narrative might move
some mistnesea W be a little more cen-
siderate of the feelings of their eervants.
What was my fate to be. I often
aaked that question of myself, lassie
like. Would Jamie be my fate?--Though
I know he lilted Inc. in his letters be
never breathed a wool ef love, but al-
ways told me about mild Grannie and
the eight day clock and about his horses
&nil klyiatt.i
only one friend new in the
world. And he-I feel sure yea will
laugh-was the brewer's drayman.
WIwn he called for Illi empty caek or to
deposit a full one in the cellar, he always
had a genue word anti a smile for me,
lk wee a jolly holders youne man with
a handsome face, a burly Conn. anul an
apron big enough for a lathine tent. And
if eoted hilly 'ken him pita' the grad
calks ale ot-- wily John wax term%
enoueh to lift a COW.
One day mistreen had been more tank-
erome them ever, and my eyes were red
with weeping. Joim noticed it, and
talked ever so heeler, and I told him all,
and (lean that day for months I took to
telling John all, wed ho always had a
word of comfort for me. Ls it any won-
der that my heart warmed to hint?
I urged to light him down to the dark
cellar, and it was down there wo mord to
.hold our little confabs.
But Ill iloTt.1 forget the morning Joha
salted me to boogie. his wife.
Tho tallow candle barely dispelled the
gloom of that damp, (lark cellar, and the
daylight streaming in above us from a
grating, fought with the gloom and was
swallowed up.
eWhich I've loved you for a long
time," said John, "though I dursn't
summon up courage to speak my mind.
But I have the prettiest little cettage and
garden in the houtaldrts aa ever ye seed.
And it only wants a mistreas, Jeannie,
Which it'll bo your sweet self and nobbut
else."
I was glaAl the cellar WM RO dark, eo
he couldn't see my face; but next mo-
ment I was pressed close to John's big
apron, and it did smell ot malt and hops
so.
Yes, it il a sweet, wee cottage, and
bonnie do the roses look twining round
the porch in summer, anti John is the
dtarest and Lest of husbands. Yee, I'm
happy. and I've almost forgotten that
ever I was a simple servant beide. !
Good by-there is John corning.-Genh
don Stables in Hotne Chimes. ,
OrIgta er -is wen" -roomy...
At fluidises, called in Scripture Pibte
tette now Itatita, the chief of worship
was hate the geadvas of fire. who is
Raid to have traridorined herself into a
cat when the geds fled into Fesgiut. ln
her temple cats wer,o kept as Hatred ani-
inaLs. and front her name. Peelle our
word " purely •' is supposed le have been
derived.---Cosnetpolitan.
EerresFeDele9ce.
Dohs From Hayes' Chapel.
Meier New Kra:
Thit young Niko bad guilty an etijoyas
hie date's. at the ittepitithle reoltiettee
'Squire Motel. on the Witte, uf the 7th,
hist,
It gives Oa to Static that
Herniate the bright little eon of Mr.
John Harnett, and Pearl, the little
daughter of Wm. Sauntierm, who have
been quite tick %lei pneumonia, are
convalescent.
We are:proud to learn that Johanna
and Louis K name., who have been quite
sick, are well again.
le fee Miry Knaust, of your city, vis-
ited her parents lately. Mr. Wni. Lind-
ley is teaching a flve menthe' school at
the Welker school house, partly public
and partly subscription.
Miss Chilton, from near Trenton, Is
teaching a subscription seh000l at Ed-
wards' school house.
A subecription school was eommenced
at Hayes' Chapel school house on the
first Monday ill this month by J. II.
W in n .
There are many girls aml boys in the
community who will make men and
women if they will continue through





Mearies still prevallitig in this town.
Whooping cough Ind chicken pox,
v. hat next? -
Mr. Lucian I"Pool's family are all
down with measles. Mr. Ilenry Solo-
man died at Mr. Pool'e, also Mr. l'ool's
little boy. Mr. Ilene Stewart lost two
childree, alio severed other deaths in
viciuity.
We learn that Walionia has a fatal
case of railroad fever.
Cerulean just tow is eujoying a very
quiet season. No tobacco moving at all.
Mott of our farmers are nearly through
etripping, some have burned plant land
for another crop, tome will not mem
any of the weed this year, owing to
low prices.
We learn Mr. George Boyd, son of
our ex-eiterifle will lead to Hymens alter
Miss Eddie Kelly, daughter of Judge
Kelly on Thursday evening next.
Mr. Henry B. Wilkerson, our polite
tax collector, was in town last week,
doing up the boys.
There is a flue opening at this place
for a first clam flouring mill, also for
two or three tobacco buyers. Over a
million pounds in this lunnediate lo-
eality.
Secrets to the Nhoir Fhet.
More anon. Rex.
Pon Scrapings.
PoN, K y., Feb. 23, 18e7.
Editor New Era:
The valentinedrawing on the 14th, at
Mr. Alf Younglove's, was &succeed.
There was preaching here last Sunday
but the congregation was small on ac-
count of the bail roads,
There are no plant beds burned aa yet,
but if tobacco don't take a rise, they will
hardly be worth burning.
Our town is alive with email birds and
high stepping duties with stiff hate.
We are pained to learn that Miss An-
nie Cooper is still *Attained to her bed
with that dreadful diseeee, consumption.
Rev. M. V. Lyon preached hit fare-
well sermon at Pleasant Hill church the
fourth Sunday in January lifter serving
the church as pastor tor two years.
church called Rev. I. E. Baggette as pas-
tor tor this year. '1 hey chatuged the day
of church meeting front the fourth Sat-
urday ill the inotitit to the seeontl.
Mrs. E. Wilson has been very sick
with perm-notes. She ie convalescent.
Mr. W. F. Crenshaw, agent tor the
German Insurance Compatly, of Free-
port, Ill., sag in our neighborhood last
week soliciting.
Mr. John Marts, from near Crofton,
has moved to his mother-in-law's, Mrs.
Marqueees, on the Greetuville road, at
the George Hord place.
Mr. Lee King'a hsby Is sick. I hope'
it will be well eteni.
Married, on the Oth, Mr. Sam Baker,
from near idadieonville, to Mies Allis
Saddler, one of Dogwood Chapel fairest
flowers. We extend to them our con-
gratulations end wish them a happy
voyage through life. Eider Moore, from
110pktue comity, officiated. The happy
couple took the north bound train tor
their home.
Mr. Nev. Nixon and lady entertained
a number of their friends with a ball the
15th inst.
Mr. Maryland Hord is still giving
balls for the purpose of training the
children to dance. If any person wish-
es to have their children trained they
would do well to see Mr. Hord and en-
ter them at onee as he will take board-
ers.
Mrs. Polly A. Healey, who lialt been
colutitted to her bed for nearly three
years with &testy, is not expected to live
long. She is very low.
Tim Dogwood Chapel district wants a
teacher to teach a spring school.
SKNRAIS.
Caaky Fisk.bar Joint..
CASEY, KY., Feb. 22, 1S57.
Editor New Era:
Attorneys Henry and Johnaon were
here on legal bueinese Monday.
A. R. McKee and Col. W. A. Lowry
were among the visitors to the Station
Friday.
Herman Bennett left Saturday oil a
visit to his old home in Hartford.
D. M. Whitaker has premed Miss
White, of Elkton, Ky. to teach the
school In hie neighborhoOth
W. T. Radford added thirty improved
cattle stanchions to hie barn last week.
Charlie Warner has charge of his herd
again.
J. L. Brasher, who has been in school
at Loultiville for tome time, returned to
this place Monday.
Quite a initnb;r of tick folk.; in this
locality now, among the rest are Will
Hancock &tie Baylor Harris.
MieeesilLitia and leetinie Garnett went
to Hopkinsville Saturday, on a shopping
tour.
Tom Graham progreseive as usual
had his e'en atid tested imeily plow-
ing last week.
There waa a wreck and a runaway on
the Nashville road neat John Boxleye •
few evenings Fillet. Nobody hurt, only
a smashed buggy and a scared untie.
The storm Thursday night del little
dausage in this neighborhood beyond
blowing down fences and a few trees.
Remembering the storm of Feb. 211th,
18s0, some of the citizens were badly
frightened.
The friends of John Davie, formerly
section foreman here will be glad to
know that he has been promoted to the
forensans place on the eection at Hop-
kinsville. Joliti is a popular boy and a
good track man.
Jim Ferguson, who was so ill a few
weeks since, is new about well anti has
moved over to the farm lately vacated
by Wheeler Cayce. Ye ecribe rejoicetit
for Jim is "a hail fellow well met" and
the best grower of watermelons in Ow
state.
After a week of Mesa, "Old Jonah,"
Will Wititlowoh buggy horse, gate up
his life anti departed let us hope to the
place where gtxxl horses go. "Jonah"
was Mit remarkable for speed, but for un-
adulterated goodness "he was titer every
tinie." Peace to hie memory.
A certain young Nimrod of this lo-
cality, went hunting a few days ago
and wend a squirrel meetly situated in
his den near the top of a large tree.
Nothing daunted he cut clown the tree
and secured his squirrel. Verily labor
conquers all thing«.
01.D ItNlittelSIKY.
A Lad3's Unfortunate Experienee,
Was that of else of our acquaintance
who suffered from scrofula, a yellow
complexion, and distress of the stomach,
for years before timing Dr. Harterh Iron
Tonic, which finally cured her.
Pembroke News.
Pamaaoss, Feb.29. 1887.
Kim. New KRA :
Dr. J. H. l'alne, offierrettaburg, has
ret etitly moved el l'enibroke iirae•
the hilt protegee'''. lie tomes' hiehly
reetemiteituleti as a physiciali, and tour.
trent, 1101110ot gentleman,
The wife of Dr, Howarth who hie
been ieriously in rot revere! weeks, we
ere sorry to say Is no better. She lias
the 'sympathy of the entire community.
Farmer* are eomplaining of low and
unsatisfactory prices of tobacio, yet are
swigeelidit.ig for a favorable season in which
to burn plant heds, in order to @ow seed
for another crop of the troublesome
Meows. W. D. Garnett and R. R.
Lloyd, are buying and stemming quite
a quantity of tobatoo, which no doubt
decrease the number of Mids. sold on the
Hopkinsviile market.
Tile young gentleman who tent a
"choice eelection" of Florida oranges to
"his girl" should be more tearful in
future; either procure a regular fruit
basket, or if lie borrows hie sister's high-
ly appreciated work-basket, simply
state in a note, "basket to be returned,"
just for sake of peace in the fatally, so
to speak.
M ists Beesie Chilton Is now absent teach-
ing whose and boarding with the fami-
ly of Mr. Pink Edwards.
Prof. Burnett, who is teaching in our
town, certainly has a proper conception
of the full development ot both mental
and physical organs. On Friday night
he opens his school room for a skating
rink, much to the delight of the young
people. Although many of the gine
and boys appear to eidpy the sport ot
skating, a certain youeg man waits un-
til the arrival of "his girl," an corners
her behind the door, and from the length
of time he consumes in convereation
must have something sweet to tell her."
The entertainment at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Garnett on the
night of the 14th, complimentary to
Mr. R. Wall, was largely attended and
greatly appreciated by the young ladies
and gentleman. Rev. J. M. Peay, pas-
tor of Pembroke Baptist Church, is now
absent mooting Rev. P. H. Lockett in a
protracted meeting at Madisonville.
Mr. Locket preached two very eloquent
tweetons on Sunday mornieg and night,
in the abeence to Mr. Pesy, greatly to
gtirei gdsetliioguisit. and edification of large con-
Mimi Otis Dickerson, of Trenton, a
very bright and taecinating young lady,
after a visit to our 'owe, has returned
home. Her departure appears to have
had a very deliterious effect upon a cer-
tain young gentleman who can now be
seen bobbing around.
Trabue, of Allensville, and
Eldiltilear.Paytie, of Ilopkingville, are visit-
ing the hoepitable residence of M. G.
Mies Sallie McElwain, of Trenton, is
spending a short time with her aunt,
Mrs. V. A. Garneu on &omit Main.
Mr. Frank McCoy lias gone to Nash-
etu. 
lite. We are eorry to give him
up. Success attend him in his new
P.
CROFTON ITEMS.
New erierao:grox, KY., Feb. 8, 1887.
stobluiracteiJi.  C. Woodson, of our town, is
dangerously ill es ith congestion of the
Jas. B. Woodruff, of Empire, returned
from Murray to-day witit a drove of
nutiguhlets. which he will offer for sale.
Rev. Alex. McCown of the Methodist
church will preach here next Sunday
What in the world did that Leruisville
maul want to waste his precious time in
Inventing a cork retainer for when ev-
erybody knows the average Louievillian
don't want to retain corks? It is a
noleeless extractor they want.
You may talk of the most melancholy
days of the year, but men whoee winter
clothing begins to show bay windows,
and whoee leers are that they will not
last until the days of palmetto hats and
flax pants will warrant their &hoiden-
ment, will have no controversy as to the
most melancholy days.
Another son of Than Smith, whilst
riding the same mare that kicked the lit-
tle fellow of whom we made mention
last week, was thrown by her a few days
ago and his arm broken.
Lawyers Henry J. Stites and dm). W.
Payne were here to-day to attend a spec-
ial term of 'Squire Lockharts court
Master Strother Hancock took advan-
tage of the spring-like weather and pul-
led the first specitnene of piecatorial in-
habitants to the surface of the mill pond
a few days ago.
lIealth and mirth go together. When
mirth and fun exist welaitclioty and sick-
ness are driven away. True happiness
finds no lodgment ih a household where
mormienese and melancholy wield their
scepter of power. Let mirth, fun and
jollity come in however, and assert su-
premacy and the former leaves by the
back door. A house wants sunshine, it
wants light, it wants air, it viatica health,
happiness and proeperity, and these can
not exist when Elm dismal intluencee of
these dark, quiet, unwelcome melee-
cholies are felt. We can not always be
cheerful that is true. Yet becauee we
cannot be we ought not communicate
the uncheerfulnees of our nature to oth-
ers who want to be cheerful.
C. A .B.
Ceorroe, Feb. 20, 1887.
Editor New Era:
Mr. Wm. Jameson, who had been con-
fined to his bed with consumption for
several weeks died last night. He leaves
a wife and one little boy, with many
triends to mount their loss. Realizing
hie condition he teld his friends some-
time ago that death was only a matter
of time, but that he was not afraid to
die. As his devoted wife and aged
mother were attending his last wants he
told them that all would be well with
him, that lie felt that he was going to a
better world than this. The writer has
never seen anyone more reconciled to
die, nor any one haying etronger faith
that death was but a transition to a hap-
pier and better state. lie will be buried
near here to-morrow.
The merchants Imre bought about 500
doz. eggs yesterday paying Sts cents
per dozen therefor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jno. Bartiee, from near
your city, camg down here last
week to see their daughter, Mre. Frank
Isong, who id sick.:
Dark muddy might. le a very bad
time for young Men who have engage-
ment with their girls. A young man
here realizes that fact, he f011tld big hat
next meriting and gave a boy ten cent(
o fish it out of the mud with an ox
It seems to us that the best method of
coast defenee would be to drag • bushel
of two year old mackerel tip and down
the coast about a dozen times. see pee
tilers however valiant could tackle so
formidable defense w ith any show of
success.
Mr. J. J.Daniele was married last Fri-
day night to Miss Grant, daughter of
eine. Grim, of the Hamby precinet.
'Squire Tom Martin tied the knot.
Mrs. Jae. Brown, from Louleville, ar-
rived here to-day to attend the funeral
of her brother, Mr. Jameson.
Figures dont usually lie, but when a
man runs a tousand dollar family with
a five hundred dollar income, some al-
allowanee must be made for the varia-
tion of the flgeres.
Ahead is the word that thrills our
hearts, when we are in doubt and un-
certainty, when etriving for success,
when embarking in spetolation, when
asking or relying on the voices of the
people through their ballot, and in a
thoneand other wa3 g, we await the re-
stilt with throbbing heart and anxious
suspenee. Who can meamire that sud-
den relief of pleasure u the lightning
!bullies that word before us? Men want
to come out ahead. There is a spirit of
rivalry and ambition that stimulates ac-
tivity to success in all vocations of life
One man wants a better horse than his
neighbor, a Retool boy likes to be at the
head of hit Oast, and you never Saw a
women that ditint want • prettier bon-
net then the woman that sits in front of
her at church, and in any and all the
different phrases of life this desire to be
ahead, to go ahead and to come out
ahead stimulate.' to renewed energy, pro-
duces extra exertions, and brings up the
standard of excellencee
f C. A. B.
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Itrlitor New firs:
The birthday of hint who was Justly
ealled the father of hie country, of lilni
Who !Wall kola a lie, Of WM tO *low,
Vidor, petriotigni and fidelity uo 1. le MIDI.
try, Anierkit (maid her trpodum,
Mr. I/. M. Pyle tiled at the resIdeotei
of lee role James H. Pyle, the H illh.
by preterite., of pneumonia, yesterday.
lie was bUrled la the Boyd grave yard
!tear Kelly's Station to-dry.
When there is nothing in the coal bin
it is an evidence that it has cold been.
The peripatetic bagpipe and flagolet
men did our town to-day, relieving the
boys of the surplus nickels that have ac-
cumulated sluice prohibition has been in
force.
Mr. Curran, our shoe-maker, moved
his family to Trenton to-day.
?dist Jeanette Lacy, of your city, is







Swears off New 1 eae• day
Mr. Claude Clark, from you city w as
here last Sunday to see his uncle's fam-
ily, V. C. Clark.
The hoot of the owl was once regard-
ed ae portentious of bad luck, but about
the only bad luck that follows the owl
now is our effort to intimate him when
lie is "biled."
Women ecream frightfully sometimes
when they shake a moui4e out of their
stockings. Same eay with men when
they shake snakes out of their boots.
atilv'eT. Stewart went to White Plains to-
day to be atment for a week visiting rel-
A boy ought to have a good opinion of
hiiiipelt, a good quantity of gel( esteem,
a proper estimate of his ability and in-
telligence and sufficient confidence and
ambition to make his life a suecees.
does not want so much of lehowevegthat
lie becomes arrogant, haughty and big-
oted. Boye of this kind ought to plow
in a new ground about one day, about
the time ins jumping coulter failed to
elevate iteelf over a stump and lie moves
forward with about the same momen-
tum that his horse moves in an oppoaite
direction. When the right hand hand-
ie ut the plow stop, his stomach, but al-
lows the nose to go ahead and explore
the plow beam and his hands to grapple
around in the briars, this boy then feels
that lite is a failure. lie feels how in-
significant a creature he is. He may
have gone Into that new ground with a
desire to work himself tip to the prole-
deney of a street ear company, but if
that experience don't knock out hie
presidential aepirations he la not made
of the same material that ordinary boys
are. C. A. B.
es. 
If the sufferers from t onsamptioa,
Scrolula, and General Debility, will try
SCOrl"S EMULSION of l'ure Cod
Liver Oil with Hyphosphites, they will
flnd immediate relief and a permanent
benelit. DR. B. H. Baoresex,Brodnax.
La., says: "I gave Soett's Emulsion to
Mrs. C., troubled with a very severe
Bronchial affection. Added to this the
birth of a child and subsequent illness,
she was in a bad condition. I ordered
Scott's Emulsion, which she commenced
dtalinng, giving at the same time eome to
the baby, which was very poor (weight
three and one-half pounds). Since tak-
ing the Emulsion, cough is gone, looks
fresh, full in the face, flesh tirm, good
color; baby same, fat and in fine eon-
Mathens, The Colored Medal.
'1'lle republicans in the U. S. senate
have evidently made a political blunder
in rejecting Mathews. It is not assum-
ed that this colored man is not person-
ally well fitted for the office to which
the President appointed him.-He is a
man of good education and reputation
and in hie management of the recorder's
office from the time of his appointment
until his rejection by the senate, he
proved industrious, economical and
thoroughly efficient. The aesumption
that the senate's rejection was predica-
ted on the wish to favor residents' of
Waehington for district offices and that
Matthews was from Albany w as trump-
ed up for the occeeion as the senate has
repeatedly ;confirmed non-resident re-
publicans to local district offices. The
true reason for his rejection lay in the
color of his skin and his poeitics. The
senate would have condoned jut objec-
tions to either separately, but it could
not agree that a negro should be given
an office of importance by a democratic
administration, when would be an
advertieement to the country that the
war is over and that a colored citizen
liOt imposteible democratic office-
holder.
The radicals wish to perpetuate the
delusion that only in their aecendancy
was there hope for office of the enfran-
• d negro, hence their deep chagrin
when they find they have failed to de-
lude obeervant colored citizens. The
hote of thanks recently tendered by a
Merril bishop and his twenty-one fel-
low paators to the President for his re-
nonimation of Mathews and condemna-
tion of the rejection by the radical
senate, will poiteibly awaken the unfair
pelitirians in that body to a realization
that the world has moved forward in
the pot two pears. Two years of Gro-
ver leveland has about convinced the
semailde colored man that he is entrails
chieed for good, and that no change of
party administration can endanger his -
rights or contract his liberties.
What Trne Merit Will Dm
The unprecedented sale of Borcher's
Gcruess Syrup within a few days, has tot-
tonished the world. It is without doubt
theeafteist and beet remedy ever discov-
ered for the speedy and effectual cure of
Cough'', Colds and the severest Lung
troubles. It acts on an entirely differ-
ent principle from the usual prescrip-
tion.' given by Physicians, as it does not
dry 'up a Cough and leave the disease
• ie the system, but on the coutrary
removes the rause of the trouble heals
tim parts affected and leavee them in .a
purely healthy condition. A bode
kept in the house for uee when the di-
seows 'mike their appearance, will cave
doctor's bills and a long spell of eerious
illness'. A trial will convince you of
theft facts. It is positively sold by all
druggiste anti general dealers in the
land. Price, 75 cents, large bottles.
There was only one vote against sub-
miekion in the Alabama Senate.
ewe-
Unfailing Spetitic for Liver Disease.
SYMPTOMS• Bitter or bad taste in the• mouth: tongue contest
white or covered with a brown fur; pain in the-
back, aides or yoints--of ten mistaken for Itheu
platoon, Sour Stomach, Loss of Appetite; some-
times naumea and waterbresh. or indigeetion;
flatulency and acctilleructations; bowels alter-
nately cortive and lax; Headache; lose of mem-
ore wits A painful (sensation of having
failed to do itomething which ought to have
been done ; debility ,• low spirits; a thick, yellow
appearance t if the skin and eye*: A dry cough:
fever; restlessness; the urine is scanty and high




Is generally used in the South to arouse the
forpid Liver to a healthy action.








Koine.. A ffectionsi, Jaundice,
Menial Itepresoioe,
Kodoreett by the nee of 7 Millions of Bottler as
The Best Family Medicine
for ( hildren, for Adults, and for the Aged.
ONLY CIINUINZ
has OUT Z Planip in red un fr.nt of wrapper
J. N. ZEMIN & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.,

















Now Era Plifffifig and Publishing Cr.
Or OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING
7tie Street, near Main,
111OPILINISVILLE.
JOHN 0. RUST,  Safer.
ADOklITIOING KA ilkst.
One inch, first ineertion, • 81
vaeh additional hiseridon. -
Raia• by true month. ouerter or year. Can he
aid on appnesados in tee Proprietor
Tromaloot advert/semen's' must be paid for is
advance.
Charges Me yearly advertisements will be col
Lactase quarterly
Ad advertesements inserted without specified
um* b• charged for until ordered out.
onounceounola of Marriages and Deaths not ex-
ceeding See Masa and notices of preaching pub-
itsorel gratis.
1.:3" obituary Notices, Reeolutlous of Respect and
other similar notices are cents per Ilea
01'11 CLII. DATIES.
We have &natured with ten putniseera of ih•
newspapers named below to furnish Tian
T Cele Y New Iwo and any 00110f all Of trolan at the
following low rates. free of postage. to subscribers:
New Eat and Weekly Cseurier-Jounsal. - 12 10
" Louisville Ctsonercial, 2 II
" Daily Louisville commercial. 10 30
" Daily Courier-Journal, 110.130
" Sunday " 1.10
• " Viotti Kvanseille Cooties. 3 la
▪ " Weekly Kvanavillis Journal. M
e " Parent Homo Joorn'l Lou•••11e. SO
• " Weekly **simile Journel. 1 00
e " Weekly New York Sun. SO
"Itarper's Monthly of agamos. Its
Harper's Weekly, 4 70
e Harper's Bissau . 4 70
• Harper's Young reople 10
• Peterson s Magazine 011
▪ liclectie Magazine 3 10
!wily Evening rust 6 50
sooty iveouse Poet. 3 II
" GoOey's Lady's Book. it 00
" Saturday Evening Poet. 3 00
" New York Ledger 4 SI
" Century Yeomen* I 00
" Niceotaa, 4 00
The current, (Chicago) 4 OS
aseinned aaturday Night and New Mrt. 2 Ill
Demorests Mo. Koreans. end New Kra.
flew Kra and Detroit resis roses, m
New Kra end Phlladelpbta Saturday Night * ya
Sow Kra sad Our Little Ones and the Nursery 30
New Era and Louisville filemo Weekly Post 1 MI
Sew Kra and Sour:bora Bivouac, 3 50
N•ce Kra aad Spirit of Um Farm. 1 la
" " " American Former I 00
ew Era and National Stockmen and
F•rmer, 2.70
New Era and Forts and Fireside, :.90
New Era and Burlington Hawkeye. 750
New Era and Semi-Weekly Post, 30
Homo and Farm and New Kra. I I4
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Gen. Buckner's opposers have gener-
ally conceded his nomination.
A correapondent of the Hartford Her-
ald suggests Hon. E. D. Walker as a
mndidate for Governor.
They say Mr. Manning resigned the
Secretaryship of the Treasury to begin
the work of pa•ing his way to the White
House.
Senator Harreson's frank admission of
the legality of Turple'd election estab-
lishes his claims to preferment at the
hands of his party, should the Republi-
cans ever get on top again in Indiana.
The Hart County News haa discovered
that Senator Beck was once a farmer.
The wonderful weakness politicians have
tor asserting their kinship to the farm
exhibits beautifully their enduring love
of a vote.
oweneboro Memenger: Gen. Simon
Bolivar Buckner arrived In the city
yesterday evening and at the Planter's
House last night waa surrounded by a
large number of his friends. It is a fore-
gone conclusion that Gen. Buckner will
carry Daviess county and against the
opposition he has, we are r.ot sorry of it.
They my they are working monkeys
in Northern Kentucky to get out the
hemp crop. When the consignment of
Australian rabbita arivee and joins the
English sparrow in its raids on the far-
mers, the country can be turned over to
the animals. The donkeys now hold a
large corner on creation and the out-
look is very encouraging to the latest
importation.
One eentance in Mr. Cleveland'a veto
of the pension raid is worthy of being
framed and hung up In your parlor :
"lam unwilling to approve a measure
presenting the objections to which a bill
is subject, and which, ruorever, will
have the effecnef disappointing the hope
and the expectation of the people, and
their desire and hope for relief from
war taxation In time of peace."
One of the strong points in Mr. Cleve-
land's character Is manifest in the care
with which he is selecting the Inter-
State Commerce Commiesioners. In-
stead of sticking his hand in the bag and
pulling out a lot of old political duffers
to suck the plum, he is carefully look-
ing for men of energy, experience and
brains. Should he select practical men
who will do their duty and give the pol-
iticians, whose Ideas of railroading are
("unlined to a free pass, the go-by, there
will be another yelp from the trenchea.
The President has let a flood of light
into the Inter-State Commerte Com-
mission and the country is pleased with
the first man of his choke. He said re-
cently "Col. Morrison is just the kind
of man I want to put at the head of this
Commission, and I hesitated some days
before I oould decide what do do. But
I am left to call the Senate together the
4th of March and at the same time do
not wish to have the COOlo.liAili00 CO en-
ter upon its work with any unsettled
feeling about confirmation. Those con-
siderations prompt me te make the se-
lectious before adjournment, and se
soon as possible. The President con-
veyed the impression that the names
would be sent to the Senate early 'met
week."
_ _ _
Nagiville American : The proldhlto•
ry embiniaelutt suisselnient lies pissed
both house, of Um Legialaturs re•
Psalm' now uttly lie levied by the The Tomei Neffererr.
(Toyama, whiels wIll IM SA metier
of newts.. The Legislature must now A ti eppisal full of bittereesa mid woe
Oa II time (Of hOldltog the electkm, etimes the ;WTI. of Kentiney and
the fight for and against prohibition will the whole country front the far off,
be on, rem the tittle that the teem,- droutleatrIcken counties or Texas. Nes
cratic oonvention leelared In favor of ture bee wItheld her blessings from a
submission It was definitely settled that vut area of country •nd thirty murales
the amendment would be submitted and ars In distress. The erope have been
there has been a great Ileal of needless withered sunder ni acerching Olin, and
anxiety on tits part of prohibitiorniats Ike people are not only without the ne.
and a great deal of declamation and Oessitles Ills, hut they have nothing
crimlnation anil denunciation which with which te begin anew the streggie
might as well have been awed. As lt, for existence. They appeal te the
haa been an avowed obtect of prolobb try fur bread arid n011114111 lei stele leg
tionlsts to keep this quesaloes out of put- Wises slid ; they oppeal for
Wes and that aa object sincerely tu oter.1 that they may once *gale test thebe eoiteoe by lee of course the Leftists,. , militancy uf a fickU• climate, end their
tuts will have that la view in liking the ; prayers for asaistanne should ge straight
'late for the pOpular eats to be taken ' to the hearts, of throe whom Previdenue
upon the ataendment. ; has protected fe in !Integer and ant.
It is of no avail for us to hear this sp-
Every now and then some such cute peal as a tall that Is told, but it should
saying as the following, from the Dan- stir the impulses of our people into ac-
%elle Tribune, travels the rounds of Use lion. Donations of money, clothing,
Kentucky press: "If the prese of the seed or food will be acceptable. Al-
Suite would devote one-half of the ener- ready several of our [citizens have prof-
gy, now thrown sway upon political fered assistance to the sufferers and It
bums, to calling tbe attention of capital would be a kindness' of the broadeat
to the undeveloped mineral resew tem of deepeet type for the community to lend
Kentucky, we would soon have a boom a helping hand to the distressed.
all over the State. Let's quit making We have been requested to call at-
eolonels, majors and captains •nd use tention of the people of Hopkinsville
our columns in telling people where and Christian county to this matter by
profitable investments can be made at several gentlemen whose hearts and
home." Now, this is a very catchy re- pocket-books are willing to help. It has
mark but there is absolutely nothing in been suggested that sonie person in the
it. The State press does not devote too city be designated who shall receive
much time to "political bums:" in fact, contributions of money and donations of
if it had time enough to drive them all food and clisthIng, and while we do not
into private lite and give us public men feel authorized to suggest anyone, we
of genuine merit, the time would be will say that we will take pleasure in
well spent, were it to take 50 years and publishing the name of any man who
nothing else was accomplished. Then will assume the duty.
aa to ehe newspspers converting them- , Certainly if there is to be any assist-
selves into real estate circulars and land I ance rendered by our people the contri-
office dodgers, the idea is really absurd. buttons should be sent as • whole to the
If there is any man on the Kentucky parties withorized to recelveariel:dispenee
press wbo can point out "where profi- ' the gift. This is one of choose occasions
table investments ean be made at home," when "man's humanity to man" is call-
he elan throw up his Joh and get rich by ed into play, and nothing we can say
using his index finger. All the world will be so touching en apeeal as the
mipttalista Is looking for just such a thirty counties of auffering, starving
Mak. people.
Tbe Legislature of Al4aina has eitrai-
eiely called on Congress to pase. the
Blair Eiltsi.atiosial bill.
The citifies's. of Madison comity have
indorsed their fellowesitizeri, lion. Jot ii
D. !Jerrie, for Governor.
All the pictures in the paper
ssiongem ladles have their hangs
Cot led like Mrs. Clevelassel's•‘
!leery ‘% aril Bercher eas a he hoe
been bore three times. 'leery wants to
exhaust all the conditions of the future
state.
1 he suggestion that Mr:Carliele be
41‘eti the Treasury portfolio Mut been
received with favorable unanimity by
the entire Country.
Leese is being said about Judge !lines'
candidecy than any other candidate for
Governor, Is the Judge still hunting or
is he melting a still hunt?
Peeeident haesigned the Owens-
boro Public Building bill. Ile hail usu-
ally vetoed bills of this kind but lie had
Polk hard after him this time.
Jacob Corbett, Sr., father of Hon.
Tutu Corbett, Deputy Register of the
Land Ofilee, died Tuesday night at
Blaindville, aged eighty-three years.
At Marton, 0., Miss Mary Fieler mar-
ried Mr. Janne Felton aid then re-
fused to speak to hini. No lady could
be blamed fur refusing to speak to a
felon.
The Owensboro Inquirer advises Gen
Buckner to muzzle his friends. We
suspect that if any harm coulee to the
General it must come from his friends,
u there are very few of the enemy left
to hurt him.
The railraads will probably refuse to
grant paeses to anyone. save employes
since the paseage of the Inter-State
Commerce bill. When the railroads
want to operate on the Legislature the
parse route is a. very tempting path to
travel.
Lieut A. W. Greely has been appoin-
ted chief of the Signal Service Bureau to
succeed Gen. Hazen, deceased. Lieut.
Greely's experience e kir arctic waves
is graphic enough to make him furnish
the country with a very mild variety of
blizzard.
An unknown well dreseed lady en-
tered • Louisville jewelry store and
cooly purchaeed $16,500 worth of dia-
monds paytng cash for the mine. If
you will listen you will hear in a few
days the reverberating report 01 a heavy-
weight robbery.
_
l'rof. St. George Mivart, the eminent
English naturalist, has prepared tor the
March number of the Forum all article
shoeing that Chrietianity has nothing
to fear from the advancement of science,
and that it pmeeeees all the elements of
the univereal and permanently endu-
ring religion.
Denny McAuliffe, a noted sport, is
going to put $20,000 in a pleasure resort
in Louisville, where young men can see
an> thing trom a slugging match to a
cock-roach combat. The tiger and the
rest of the menagerie will be on exhi-
bition and an extensive bar-room will
be operated ou the ground door,
A lady of New York City gave a lunch
party the other day, to which she invi-
ted seventy ladies, and served a plate of
strawberries te each guest.. Strawber-
ries such as theee are fifty cent.; apiece.
Say that each lady had five, and there
goes $175 fur the berries alone. And
Preeident Cleveland is importuned
to turn the Treasury over to a lady.
Several months ago there wee a great
demand ' ?) for a candidate tor Gover-
nor who would express hie views to the
people. Lets see how it works. Col.
CaMlitis Clay been raging on the
stump and has nary vote at this writ-
ing, while Bill Bradley hae kept his
mouth shut and is bringing the coun-
ties into his fold with amazing rapidity.
It is a tact not generally appreciated
that "silence is golden."
Of the 408 senators, members and ter-
ritorial delegates, who corn' me con-
greed, 72 are Mettiodiets, 63 Baptiete,'41
Episcopalians, 27 Presbyterians', 35
Catholics, 25 Unitarians, 3 Lutherans,
10 Chrietlans (Campbellitee), and 2
Quakers, making a total of 2S3 who are
actively connected with some church or-
ganization. This leaves 125 w ho either
never belonged to any church or have
drifted out of such organizations.
Thobe, the Labor candidate, lias chal-
lenged Mr. Carlisle Le run over again
the race for Congrees. Of course the
Speaker will pay no more attention to
it than if be had received a banter from
Tommie Warren, Thobe's idea of an
election is that it is a kind of prize-ring
contest and the victor is not entitled to
the office unless lie can hold it, the de-
feated candidate reserving the right to
isaue a challenge as soon ae lie catehes
breath and gets the backing for another
light.
'rile Mountain Echo says : The signs;
of the times puha to the election of a
Republican Goverzior in the approach-
lug contest, arid if the party in power
do no better in the allot-cord i no two years
than In the put, it need surpriee no
one to see Kentuckyeake her stand in
the Republican column in the Presiden-
tial contest of lits14." The Echo is like
the boy in the school readers who read
the "sign" wrong sod every step he




PUBLIC SPIRIT. There wen. 4,676 line's ieered in this Reienue Assienments for Sixty Base .
I colliery !set 3 ear, :ess Inure Illate From March let, ISS7. ,
Public spirit is one ol three brood, in- I
definable terms w hich meaensever3 tieing ;
mind nothing but modern usage lies I
atrued it into a laudable effort on the
part of a comintinity litt itself by the
tenot-strape lieu a better station in life.
Trite it is nothing bet when but it is wind
that fills the sails arid drive. the (hip
aim*. W ithuut it. a 1,014 le be. alined
Throge color Or a deed plop, alit, dealt)
it becomes as paieful to excite any gent
end activity as it is to move a Hire-
nestle limb. This state of affairs conies
on gradually under slight discourage-
metes until a full fledged case of munic-
ipal di 'meta is developed. First
venire a croak at this eirterprier or that,
then * utiles! smile when any
steward move is mentioned, then a
disparaging jeer v. heti anythieg like a
flood of prosperity is thought of, and at
last. a hopeless contentment with things
as they are and with no Idea that they
can be bettered.
It would be unwise to deny the fact
that trade has been dull here this eraeon.
So it has been everywhere. We have
yet to hear of a town in this section of
country that le not suffering from the
same cause. There is no use, however,
to allow this depression to knock the
"wind" out of tie, if you will allow ihe
expreseion. If we are in a meaeure be-
calmed, we should spread a full cloud of
canvass anti catch every breeze that
blows. This is uo time for cynicism'. on
the other band it is the very OCeile1011 for
every citizen "to talk up" hie town.
There is no eetimatieg the power and
influence of this kind of talk. A gloomy
sentiment currently circulated about a
town leas destructive as a drouth. You
can't answer it. It !luau about like a
noxious miaow* inlecting everything it
touches. On the other hand, if every-
body is hopeful, bright and cheerful, ex-
preesing full confidence in the growth
and prosperity of the town, this very
spirit becomes contagious and the trad-
ing public catch it. The reeult is our
good cheer and assonthience is rewarded
by the confidence and patronage of the
public. These thinge:areabeolutely true
and are endorsed by every man'e com-
mercial experience. They are 8o true
that every citizen who reads these lines
should shape hie conversation to the
sugeestions herein contained.
Sydney Smith defined sympathy to be
"a desire on the part of A for B to help
C," and there is a wonderful amount of
philoeophy and common sense in the re-
mark. And right. here is one of the
weaknesaes of what is called "Public
Spirit." The general desire that affairs
should become prosperous is good, very
good; when the desire is so strong that
we talk it out in full tones of confidence
is still better; but when it stops here
and becomes a dieposition that Rome-
body else should do "the pulling" then
the man at the wheel begins to sweat.
We not only want that kind of public
spirit in our community which feels well
and talks well, but which will act well.
We want men who will not only endorse
public enterprises and praise them, but
men who will step into the ranks and
bear their part of the burden.
This is the simon-pure article of "public
spirit," and we are proud that Hopkine-
ville has so touch of it. Our business
men are full of grit and sense and we
are going to win a lasting smile from
Fortune before the season ends.
Tbe New Party.
The Labor Convention merits in Cin-
ei llll ati to-day to orgenize a new politi-
cal party. The alarming prevalence of
strikes and other social disorders him
given birth to the scheme. Of courae
inie can tell what will be the result
of the meeting, but we dare say a set of
euphonious resolutions will be edopted
fragrant with ideal sweet's and bloom-
! ig with blessings which never can be
realized. To attempt to organize a par-
ty on the personal eomplainta of e lot of
individuals is folly. The very elements
that go into the mixture are inhar-
monious, and they never cars meet a suc-
cessful lesue, because the mode of rem-
idying their wrongs is false in its very
nature.
At the base of all the pelmets of poll-
tics there must rest certain cardinal doe-
trinees which are as unchangeable as fate
and *Welt are unmarried by the whime
and caprices of the multitude. Without
these batik principles a party is nothing
but a temporary co-operative society or
no more stability than the shifting eenti-
mews of a capricious public. No mere
acclaims for the retiree(' cf private
wrongs can give the living principle to
a party, but there must be something
fundamental in its nature thrown in be-
fore a belief can endure.
The laboring men are, no doubt, sub-
ject to great wrongs. There is no
man but min utter the same complaint
against society. The troubles of the
wage-corker are an individual matter
between employer and employe. No
fundamented belief ie involved in their
differences. They must work out the
problem for themselves. No law can
do it for them. Every honeet man
would like to see employers just, getter-
owe sympathetic and upright, and em-
ployes appreciative, energetic, efficient
arid dutiful. But Ito statute ean mould
characters after this fashion; no mu-
vention resolutions can do It; the tri-
emph of no political creed can bring it
bout- It is simply a queetion between
man and man involving the humanity
une and the just appreciation of the
other.
'Iliere is no excite. fer a Libor party
any more than for arti•ts by wale'.
eats a Inirty oil Idea or titiappreclated
genius, or that explorers should build a
aoh001 OH the beggarly eppropriations
for scientific vertigatiou. There IS 110
remedy, however, for men moved by,liss-
pules, awl Dee Labor party will go to
Ogees BO 00fill 110 Ill mimic IlitiOr1110111
le attempted, bee111140 It Iota lel hillisM E0
rest on,
They Made a Mistake.
The Henderson Journal Friday enntain-
ed the follies, ing : "A delegation front
coneistIng of Messrs, J.
Keyes, W.1t. Irwin and J, c. Linn.
representing reopectively the lege', Lo-
bate* and farming I rite reete re r leseay,
were In the (Sty seaternisy, delegated by
their citizens to ask Iroise the 0, V. a
new proposition fur a railroad and
another opportunity tir vote On the init.
ter. Now that It le doubtless Pio late
the peeple of Murray see. their mistake.
and wish they hal voted the tax."
This but demonstrates the principle
that he le wisest who takes advantage of
his opportunities. Few of us can afford
to fiirt with fortune. The people of
Murray thought the 0. V. road would
come through their county rwleas voles.,
but they made a mistake. When people
have a good thing they ought to use
their brains and clinch it.
Jim Breathitt was in Louisville last
Sunday on his way home from Frank-
fort. He met a Courier-Journal man
and delivered himself of the following
batch of political secrets: "He said
that be thought the Republicans would
nominate Bradley for Governor, and
John Toehold for Lieut. Governor. Mr.
Breathitt thought that Larkin T. Bra-
sher would be the Democratic candidate
for the Senate from Christian, and E.
G. Sebree the Republican candidate for
Representative. He said that Buckner
would carry the county for Governor,
and would, he believed, be nominated
by the Democrats of the State on the
first ballot
In the cure of severe coughs, weak
lungs, spitting of blood, and the early
etages of Consumption, Dr. PlerceS•
"Golden Medical Discovery" has as-
toninhed the medical faculty. While it
cures the severest coughs, it etrengthene
the system and purifies the bti0pd. By
druggists.
OBAt CO a0 l'ES.
or•I:i. Ie. try .1a Is madly & tee, of 31 Wide
as futhisi•:
21 1.10e lent at $1 00 lo 6 75.
13 •• lugs " 1.40 us 3.tfit.
Market dull end boactive. A & Co.
Selesol 31 laid. by Wheeler, Mills
Os. ae
15 elide good to 1.1011. riser 18.00 to 5.011.
16 .• gnat tac ranee. Inge 3 DO te 2.0e
11 al If In III ISM, Walla .
W , M at Co•
Gala & 111111/1. (.0 , Ibis r..1. S7
ehile esteese, Ns nem% :
18 Islets leaf $10.25 to 3 BO.
111 " lugs 2 75 to s0e.
market inective. G. & G. Co.
III*116.1"Y Silr) if moll 12 Melt of
tobacco this wilkk Wit 1 IMO :
24 idol, leaf $8 3.3, 7.65, 6.0u, 5.45, 5 00,
4 85. 4 u5, 4 0u. -
4 Mille lugs $2 80; 2 30, 2 30, 2 00.. -
Man ket easier. • . 11. 4S.
Alerinethy & Co., received a ship-
ment of 12 iihtle. of tobseco, Saturday,
from W. C. O'Bryan and J. B. Wal-
trip, of Hopkins eounty.
The Gaut & Gaither Company receiv-
ed a consignment of h 1116116..1A tobectii,
from Springfield, Trim., and more la to
follow. Our home market la beghining
to boom.
Itetidereon News: Jim S. Gaines, of
the Smith 5101a comet"-, Feld 4,850
pounds of the brighter fuel hervier to-
Wee° to E. B. Newconth for the higheet
price paid tide season-$9,$9 and $1.
Hendereon Gleaner: Dr.. Ware, pf
llopkinevflie, has rented the Brooks Toio
terk at Dixon, Qui is buying tobaeco
galling and coniing.• lie is 'a litietler
from a way back. •
There were 125 Wide. of Gleam°, re-
ceived here Wednesday by rail.. air
shipments were from Ilselieniville,
•Ratison, Nebo, Slatightereville and
Pembroke. All of our warehousemen
got a slice.
A farmer of Hatexick cutuity, Ky., paid
$22 rent for tobacco ground. lie ship-
ped his entire crop te Louisville si few
days ago, it being 900 pounds. After
the warehousemen deducted their fees,
he received a check for $8.05 as the net
result of the Pale. Who says there is no
money in growing tobaeco?
The tobacco market was rather dull
yesterday on leaf, but lugs were full up.
A con phte board of buyers v!as oh
band as is always the case with our
market. Of course occasionally priues
are dull but on the whole three has
been a promieing advance since the Rea-
1.011 opeeied.
At Key West, Florida, In 1876iliere
were 29 fatcories, giving employment to
about 2 100 pereons. At present (Jaeu-
ary, there 1887), are nearly 150 factories,
and the ontput for the past year was 90,-
000,000 cigars,• the amount paid to em-
ployee's weekly being about $50,000.
Key Weetpays nineteen- twentiethe of the
internal revenue collected in the State ef
Florida, which is largely titre to the im-
portatice of the leading industry of the
island--cigar manufacturing. .
Tobacco Leaf: Last week W.. Q.
Brawner, who lives in the Crogeh neigh-
borbool, in the Eleventh district of this
county, Fold his individual crop of tot
loaccoeo George tIckering for ten cesnts
round, louses. Ills crop last year- WOW
growis five acres, MINI riejghed out
7,300 potluck, or 1,4e0 'munch; to the
acre, nnaking the gross amount realized
eer mere 016.
Mr. Brawnerhas been living at his
present bone! (lever' yeals ,atinl grows to-
Demo every este Ill that time he has
not bou-e-i a crop of tobacco that made
less than 1,150 pounds to the licre, e
one year he merle 1,550 pound.' per are
'Die secret 4,1* lilt Mb reit. le, be il0o0 not
overcrop filineelf, uses fertilizers _Wilk.
handy, givee his crop hie personal super-
vision, red farms intelligently and with
ay underrtending 'of the walrus of the
The reiseuri some people have iso little
respect tor the 1 tell eervice is because
they have it 'nixed up with the Signal
Servke.
The Ceintral City Republica,' in lllll
hates Ilene Clittou J. Pratt, of Madetissi-
elite, lor the gubernatorial corpse at the
A uguat eleetimi.
They say there is • club of 72 Wiles
men In Elizabethtown. This is the first
tangiele evidence we have had that ti.e
Judge was in the race.
The Seeate committee will report an'.
vet-rely 011 the nomirnation of Mr. Belie-
diet fur Public Printer, because lie is
not a practimil printer.
1'lle wine rooms in Atlanta have con-
cluded to cut tiff their prohibition cueto-
mere, a joke, we should say, Which goes
off at their ownexpense.
The owner of Maud S., the %leen of
the turf with a ressord of 2:0814, has
been offered $100,0t10 for the mare.
Nothin*pays like "heel" power in this
day and generation.
Our Republican friends have failed to
ai•sign a reason for the era of prosperity
that him come over' the South. They
can probably find cause In the invigo-
rating effects of thle rule of Democracy.
WOMati'e suffrage is begioning to be a
live htsue some parts of the country.
The higher branch of the New York
legislature has pout.' a bill giving wo-
men the right to vote at municipal elec-
tions.
The increase in the asseesnient of
property in Union county under the
new law is greater than 40 per cent.
In 1S86 It was assemed at $3,642,213, and
this year at $5,193,73i, or a difference of
$1,15.5, 48,8.
Gen. Williams paid: "The three
great agents In civilization are the pul-
pit, the schoolhouse and the railroad."
Somebody mid the Geh. would accept
a Professorship in the Inter-State Com-
merce College.
An Eastern scientist, who wanted to
discredit the veracity of the Signal Ser-
vice, employed a man of average intel-
ligence to make weather forecasts for
30 days and his average of verifications
was higher than that of the weather
bureau.
The G. A. R. Encampment, of Wis-
consin, has condemned its a set of reeo-
Miens the President's veto of the pen-
Ilion raid. The National Encampment
last summer endorsed exactly what Mr.
Cleveland has done, and DOW It Is a
question e hich is the wiser? the nation
or Wisconain?
There are over a hundred Mormon
Elders in the South engaged in the in-
iquitous work of proselyting ignorant
people with whom they keep alive the
national shame at Salt Lake City. El-
der John Morgan inis charge of the
Southern headquarters and now has 25
new eiders at Chattanooga that lie will
put to work at once.
News comes from Lancaster that the
Garrard County Consolidated Skunk
Company Is the newest thing Olt Use
boards. They will buy 500 polecats and
turn them into an inclosure. At the
end of the first year they expect to have.
20,000 eats; at the end of Out second
year, 80,000; of the third year, 320,000;
of the fourth year, 1,320,000; of the
fifth year, 5,2S0,000. The e'this of these
animals will bring in the market the
enormous sum of 0,280,000. The oil of
the cats is the finest remedy for rheu-
matism in the world. It Is thought tbe
amount obtained from the sale of the
oil will amount to at leaat $6,000,000
more. What oil is not sold fur medici-
nal purposes will be made into oleomar-
garine or bogus butter. There are
other sources of profit, and negotiations




The following statement of facts ate
figures, bearing upon the cost of Repub-
lican administration as compared with
Democratic mausgetnent of affairs in
Kentucky, is clipped from the Maysville
Bulletin. The Bulletin does not know
the author, neither doe§ the Capital
The author deset•ves to have his name
coupled with the publicallen, and only
ignorance as to whom the tredit is due
prevents the proper credit being given.
The figures given make an argument
that can't be answered, and the erticie
should be widely disseminated by the
Democratic press of Kentucky, ready
for the Republican orators when they
begin their usual charges of extrava-
gance and mismanagement by the Dem-
ocratic party in Kentucky :
We quote from A. R. Spofford's
"American Treasury of Facts," a work
whnse statistical accuracy will not be
questioned by any well-informed man.
We find by it that Kentucky owes a fund-
ed debt of $674,000, and an unfunded one
of $500,000, a total of $1,174,000. as-
sachusetta owes a debt of 131,432,660, or
nearly twentAight times as much as
Kentucky, while the assessed valuation
is not quite double as much. Connecti-
cut, with an stemmed valuation of one-
third less than Kentucky, has a debt
nearly four times u large as Kentucky,
namely, $4,272,100. Maine, the home of
Mr. Blaine, and the hot-bed of Republi-
canism', bar a State debt of $5,316,900,
with an aseeeseil valuation but a little
over half ite large as Keitteleky, New
Ilaiiipaldros, wish a still assailer Wallies
11011, has a debtor $2,1110,1610. The greet
and proaperosso State Penesylvassia,
tee whose maimilfsieturlisg itolustrira the
root ol the country Mut pay tribute by
reason of the war tariff, bale a debt of
$18,1065,1007. Even the little State of
Rhode island, with an area of less than
many vowel** in Kentucky, has debt
of $1,372,000. Then, when we come to
look at the Southern States, we find
minty of them hunk:mil %sit,' heavy
debts. When were they created, mid
wino party is responsPile for them? Ale-
banns has a debt of $12,171,623, with a
valuation of $1117,121,59 I. This waa the
result of Respulican carpet-ling rule
w followed the reconstruction era.
virghlia owe. C21,3:1010, due to the
same causer, Tensieseer, 135,122,016, a
nide of Republican rubbery and misrule,
Loulalana ow•es 07,151,933, a legacy of
debt left her by her Kellogg., Packard.,
Warinoths and other good Republican
rulers. Missouri owes $14,309,000, the
result of Republican rule up to 1S70.
North Carolina owes $15 122,045 as an
illustration of the eminent ability of Re-
publican financiers. The list might be
almoet Indefinitely extended. Arkansas,
Georgia, South qtrolina, Florida and
Mississippi all gave brilliant teetiutoity
to the superior ability of the Republi-
cans in managing State finance's. With
this record of facts apnoea them, it is
decidedly cheeky for them to ask the
people of Kentucky to intruet to them
the manageinent of *Milne Let every
Democrat cut this out and paste it In
the crown of las hat, and when a Repub-
lican talks about Democratic misman-
agement just draw the cold figures on
him.
An Enterprising, Reliable House.
H. B. Garner can always be relied
spun, not only to carry In stoek the best
of' everything, but to secure the Agency
for articles Its „have well-known
merit and are popular with the people,
thereby sustaining the reptitetion of be-
ng always enterprising, arid ever relies
Having the agency for the cele-
brated Dr. King's; New Diecovery for
emisumption, he will pelt it on a positive
guarantee. It will surely cure any and
every affection of the Throat, lei mess and
(Sheet, and to show our confitletice, we
Invite you to call and get a Trial Bottle
i okt.- it al loart.
J T Sienese, I) II Wylie, millilitre el.
J K lilglit, 10 !Niels's* CO 1101
CO. o 2
J 0 Madden to J W 51 Isii.1•1/1 No 3
J C Etiwertie, 1.ey. tal
Spriiee W aler 1:0*0 4
A is 1% T I. Noes.
to .1.4in lf, Hooch dt CO N.. 6.
J F Iticeseetnii..1 Reeve*. n•iril
Dorm', .11 Eagle iiie CO Ne8.
A M Ail nir Ho, k Spring Ille len
Nis 10.
J Glees, W Ltiml a n. a I Mini-
1110 Jelin Die cis No 11.
J A Pritchard, J Colson, weer bins.
PII, J '1' Sitieblefleid, eight, to hist-
lifigly N.0 13.
W Evan. to Cliff Falls Die Co No
16
J &Nal , J 11 &ogle, additional, is
Fieber, eight, to Spur Mash Dia Co Nu
17.
li Ft liatieock, E R Pennington, ail-
ditional, to Roek Soling Die Co No
J A Hoffman to Gill it Wlustead Nu
19.
It J Morria, J G Brainliam, addition-
al, to Gienuture Die CH No 21
W F Hawes to R. Monarch & Co No
29
John P Grey to John Thixton Dis
Co No 30.
A Brown to Witlirre Dade & Co
No 32
J Gentry to E C Berry Dis Co No
33.•
EITOKK-KICKPKRAI •ND 0 A UMW.
C Henry to C I. Applegate & Co ,
No. 7.
J L Owen to Best & Taylor, No 85.
Geo.te Priest jo Baker &
No 36.
W W Badger to Riley Dis Co Nu 26.
J J Biandford to 1' M MeReptohle,
No sl.
W Cavairalt to E W Worisham &
Cu No Mi. •
11 1. Evans to Compton-1i Long, No
68.
A M Gilbert to Mitchell & Skaggs,
No 88.
J S Goodwin to W .W Pepleist, NU 35.
J M Higgins hr.; L Ilestves, Nu 42.
Chas Worthant, Jr to H E May &
No40. • .
B D Owens to R II Tuck, No 61. •
F X Roberteon colliiner Bros No 139.
H C Whitescewer J II Quigley,
No 64.
Jno P Hermon to Giles Kelley, No 78.
G Wolford W D Quigley, No 41.
IV W Weathers to IV '1' Pottinger b,
Cu 38.
J F Woods to A C Pile, No 140.
5.11 Waller to N Nichol., No 9'0.
W A Yarbrough to Clark & Harper,
No 53.
J W lisYnes to Clemons & Ducker,
Nu 39.
°HOOKS.
J J Thomas to Beridiebn Bros & Uri
and Thimpeon Wilson & Co.
V E Walker to Cliff Falls Dirt Ca. No
16.
A P Sin.peon to Eagle Dis Co No 8.
W R Davis to Spring Water Die Co
No 4.
•J I) Brasher to M Mattingly, No 13.
J L 51cFarland to Gletimore Die Co
No 24 and Rock Spring Dia Co No 10.
W W David end W Jonas to So ur
Masili Die Cu No 17 amt./ W Field
No 3.
J I) Allison and W II Philips. to E C
Berry Die Co NJ 33; Juno Thixtun Db.
Co No 30; It Mcsearch & Co No •XJ;
Rock Spring Die leo No 18.
R II Neely and J T Orkser to D tviee4
county Dis Co No 2; Juno Henning Dia
Co Nu 11.
W Eaves to 11111 and Winstead,
No 19 and Withers', Dade & Co., No 32.
A S Anderson to Br.rely Diatilleries.




Saturday morning Ber. Herring, col-
teed, of New Providence, Tenn., arri-
ved in the city in search of one Dr.
Lyle. Herring's story is as follows: Ile
says Lyle came to his house last IVeni-
needay ith his wife, a young Irish
woman, and three children. Lyle claim-
ed lie was a government 'detective bent
out to instruct the 'Premiere tiegreee
how to vote in order to overtlifow the
rule of Den oceacy and easily •ingratia-
tett hinteelf into the itegro's affections.
Ile then claimed lie owned a farm in
Christian county, and desired to borrow
Ilerring's spring-wagon and team to
convey himself and family to the farm,
agreeing to return the wagon the next
/ley with 300 pounds of meat as a bonus.
'1'lle loan was readily granted and I.) le
started on the trip. lie did not return
at the appointed time and Herring start,
td in search of his team. Ile Diet the
mall-rider on the New Providenee route
who told him Lyle was making his way
to llopkinoville. Herring inetructed
the mail carrier to arrest Lyle and
cover his team whi n lie returned to
Hopkineville. Friday, the rider, Mr.
Fraek Morris, began to look for Lyle
and found him near Kelly'a station. He
took poseresion of the wagon anti team
and left tlie Doctor anu his fluidly on
foot. Herring arrived in the city Satur-
day mending and promptly more out a
warrant for the arrest of the "govern-
ment detective."
lierrirg says that I.yle got Ilia young
wife in Nutiville anti is now running
front the authorities at that pie( e. It is
probable the Doctor is the pante huh.
vidual figured in the Bowling
Green errisationel divorce case sonic
weeka since,
Saturday Messere Biggerstaff and
Wadlington gave I.) le a long elitile
through the hills in the North part of
the county. •
The officers, as stated, were at one time
in sight of their man aud opened fire on
him, but returned to the city ignorant
of the work or their bullets. Eeq. Bill
Haight, e ho lives in the neighborhood
seliere the encounter occurred, was In
the city Monday and said that Lyle re-
velvet! a flesh wound In the thigh white'
was not serious enough to impede Ills
locoultition. lie left his wife amid Ail-
drell the 1101111. 0( a DeletlIte M lie
Weld 1111 HILO Miffilimberg
Wee have been hiformed that the vill•
le0110 thli itre efetiette
to hate' him captured is he lies threat-
ened oteveral fur giving infatuation to
the officers of Isis whereobauts.
•
Senator Hurls, one of 'the newsy gu-
bernatorial 11°1,44111s, is laboring under
several serious chargvo. One Is that he
has voted the Republiten tit lee anti the
other IS that iltirltig the Oar lie hell
paying govertimetit tenitract to feed
mule., anti on one occasion he edit lie
didiet care how loll the stelle tertian-
tied If lie multi but Imill the (mortise,
Tile Senator has never taken the trouble
to delay these chargeo anti the neural
thing akin to a deniel lo en topology of-
fered for him Cincinnati piper Ly a
Itspiabllean teirresoorident, who say• :
"I am inotructed by Mr. Harris to ma%
that he snakes no denial of the charges,
on the contrary he admite that lie did
vote for two Reptiblicane against two
lientocrats-for Mr. Ballard against
Ed. Turner for Representative, and
Mr. Burnham against Mr. Miller for
County Judge. lle voted for these two
gentlemen for reasons peeullarb satis-
factory to himself, and that le all there
is of it." The most natural thing about
this is that the reasons were "peeullar-
ly satisfactory." Of course they could
not have been unastisfactory to the &su-
mer; but, we dare say, tha; these same
reasons white' were ail agreeable to him
at the time he violated Ids affiliations
now rest on hie weary brain like a hor-
rid night-mare.
The inventor of chestnut bell le going
to afflict the public with an improvement
on the diabolical machine. The new
device consists of an elastic belt connect-
ed with the bell fastened to the other
side of the waistcoat. When the bell Is
struck a miniature rat runs across the
breast of the wearer and stops in full
view of the victim. To make it more ef-
fective the word '•rats" is inscribed on
the rat. The patent officials refused to
grant a patent on the word "rats" but
acted favorably on Lite other features of
the device.
Henderson Gl;•aner : A strike occur-
red at Thos. ilielge'e tobacco yeeutfao-
wry Jtieselay morning. The tobacco
twisters &mended an. anivance Cen
per cent. in wages. The increase being
refused the tei-tera quit work. Mr.
Hedge informs us that they were melting
front fourteen to. nitieteen dollars per
Week before tire ten per rent. Was -de-
manded. When thee stemaieres loused
that the twieters were on (mike and
the cause, they demand an advance
Weir Wegeeand being refused the ad.
entice joitied the teietere iti the strikte
Malisenvtile. niers: Farmers sire
moving the matter retinichig the
acreage. The farmers of Weboter coun-
ty tenet soon, arid a gent rel meeting of
the farmers in the -Purchase" will soon
be held to disrupt! and adopt sonic plen
of pumping over-produtiute-T. B.
and Henschel Porter, of the Maniton
neighborhood. will 'ship ton hog-heade
tebacco to ileneock, Framer & Rags-
dale, Ilopkinsville, this week -Wm.
Littlefiell, wire lives on Eider D. Whit-
UngIll's farm. raked last year 15,000
pound. ef tobacco Oft 3!,, acres, art av-
erage of 1,42S 1-7 pounds to the acre.
Who can beat it?
l'he following advice is from thi
llorganfield Sun: ite mitre that your
wed is of the variety best suited to 3 our
purpose. liai e them carefully cleaned
and then prepare for sowing. Make a
bed of imitable eize-ef live coals in front
of your fire. Scetter your seed evenly
over this and then rake-the whole bus-
hives back into the fire place. While
waitieg for your plants to come on de-
vote the time yott would have puton the
tobacco to your corn, %Inca, oats, hay
and stock, anti tlie remainder to putting
your farm in order and you will soon
leans to thank um for Otir direction for
*owing totnicco reed. -
'Pelmet.° Leaf: The breezy corres-
pondent of the American' at this place
says our where° receipts lest year WM
511,000 hogshinsilm, sod that tits rao•Ipta
this }ear will reach 75,45M Now the
entire revelple1 lore !hall 38,1510
hogallearbs, soil lit till probability WIN
not reach that figure tido year. 'nos
figure' were evidently given !rum a
boom atatid-poillt.
claret City noeuseistan
The tebeeco crop bee begun to move,
but not yet very freely, and only obout
225,000 to 200,0Ou pounder have been
marketed. The crop is prentialily M.
tie heavier thee Reit of lati5, when It
was atiSlit 4,1i00,0u0 lllll Pricer
this aver are lar lower aisle best. The
best grades of the 'Tops have hero most-
ly eold, Mt its eye rage of 31„ mine. The
teener grade. ere how fleeing In and
ihe evermge titles' Is al oset two eruls
E. 1„ eil N'iiiste it Sleet, giver
the followleg sa the ',Nei. preCalling
lea' week ; Trull awl lugs, melting tu
$1 per medium tip good
leitg1 seid ral to, to, $3 to r.
per !smelted.
.
When Tally was sick, we gave her Cretans,
When she waa a Child, slue cried for rastszria,
When she became Mimi, she clung to (*Astoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Caatoria,
le the Mule Trade.
Policeman Itiggeretaff received • tele-
gram from Henderson Saturday instnict-
lug him to arrest J. C. Nielly, a small.
Olin, thin visaged !nen who was earning
this way with six mulcts tenon which
other partite) had legal claims. 'lite
presumption was that Nielly intended
to eel! the aidinala.
Scarlet Fever and Diphtheria
are 'Kesel by coetagion, by the tranefee
of living matter. Theee particles come
from the ekin, the membranous lining
of the month, !tome and threat, and from
the intestines awl urinary organs'. Dis-
infect promptly and thoroughly with
Darbys Prophylateic Fluid, the great
germ destroyer.
Prof. II. '1'. Lupton, of the Vanderbi't
University, Tenne says: "As a disin-
fectant and detergent Darbys Prophy-
lactic Fluid is superior to any prepara-
tion with which I am acquainted."
THE NEWS
A 1.-1C:11 -1.i 1.111111.14111/rt..1 Dar.
kalif COW loadtp XI( g to Elias 01
Troy. Sen. gave birth to !stir time csilies
the tither tiny roil floor died.
Iiineleg in Conlin nia
tie. to les wolf' dee A weir load isf Ilse
big (dr..- Irmo Afri. had* rec. ly
iTsclie I lee .el,eg.-1. s.
Fleur' %Clot, leen, sets a tfoit (Inv. 11111
;ill Hot lw a estelfeice'ler t'ressiderit
avow,' te •telso..1,,prol tank csro.le
net le; s esenietateier 15.41 Sudes
Smear. - . -• .
It Is r, ported Irmo Nearer ibat Eng-
ri ir:el ItPildrrfnr*i:::i rebel.gerei3ewi gu"g 16«ivallivinat:
White feather. have been often etwired
tido v. beer on !tie -pariuwe. „
James A thilek le of bliimouri City,
emstely Iodate tlinche has a cot that can
slog -sweet VIele is." It (lenient speak
the wernteelnit min "carry 'the !Mlle" a°
that it is easily yecogoixed:
.„ .
The firet allowance tinder thenew set
of. Confir'ese peusiotring sutilvore and
"whyifitnhwel‘CATLtihneintetelli°nEnseliftiVireanreloiwitr"'14:lutrdoe-
eicia..yntutockSye,stor Julio rt. W
.
There so about 100repay.fandliee 4n
winter quartere at iluffahe khout
every -trihe in thr rotted Suttee( is rni-
rensentiel. (lite tribe largely represented,
at Bullalo fernier, by the. oldest ge'erisy•
queen's tlie world. •
A yoniee'woinan of Mores's*, Va., WIllo
was blind trout teterat•t, took the ail-,
vice of an yid negro WOMen, put a drop
of itiolasera elicit eye every day, arid
was comodetely cureil. So say s the
Norfolk loold work.
The Coneord. CN. H.) Monitor tells of
a inan chose utile having been killed
by the eats. settled with the railroad
company for $25. Evidently lie did
not Value tile wife as highly as did dust
other farmer elite said he'd rather have
1061. kit best tow than had the oid wo-
mau
Mr. Willia saya lie is very ennfident.of
being able to retains the River and
Harhor-bill the Senate amendmerit foe
the leen:hue of. the Green and Barren
riveriniproveinents. It' the Holier de-
elders to relSot the anienduiente of the
Senate as•a lot, of muerte thins one iieuld
ge aie way uf tile rest. . •
o •
On Jekyl Georgia, is a bind
• horse,t so wild that. their run at thy
oiglet, of wan. William 'furrier, who
has'cliarge of a club house on the island,
says that the other morning one of theee
horses came to the barn, epparently
great pain, allowed herself tOlse halter-
and shewed immistakahle signs of
gratitude when l'urner tkictorrti Pier
and gave her relief. l'stially these
bores's) are very etubLorn and vicious,
and nearly die of starvation before they
will yield to man.
A riling man of Harney Station, N.
B., out afiboting, came tpon a4epar.cifis
which be oseitured awl, (started tovarry
home. But its cries brought RS mother!
who sooiv.overtdok the hunter and grab-
bed him in her etrong Irina. see alie be-
gan to equeeze he pricked the -cub,
which cried, aid at that the mother bear
relaxed lier hold. ran, the
bear eattglit him again, end he repeated
the:trick 'with succees. So they kept It
up tiqtal the man overtook a !mutter-
man's) team, end the olii bear gave up
the clime and w-ent or, leaving the cub
to ite cap*.
)f ever exista:nce beeomes an intolera-
ble bnrilen It ta to the isufferer with
Hemorrhoids of Pike, mid lerver life as-
sunieseemmiler de rose".1t is when he ex-
periSneea the relief always Nanette! by
Tablet-7s ittiekeye Pile Ointnieet. Ties
Fernedy needs no gently these' of lan-
guage to attract the 'While eye but kende
semply on its merle,. If you ?sniffer front
Hemorrhoid's or i'lleteemembertabler'e
Buckeye Pile Ointment is a permanent
cure. For sale by U. E. Gaither.
'rime. Hanlon who was appointed col-
leetor of internal revenue the Sevenith
Indiana ilietrict 'aud whom the Senate
rejeeted, fatally shot Louis Slew. a rail-
road engineer. at New Albeny Thursday
olght. The'difficulty was caused .by a
diseurelon. Hanlon claims to
-have acted Imes-If-defense.
EN ri3L
° MOIL' 4 vERY
DISCO °
ccuta:s ALz. sicatcan3.
from d ormi d Mott ti. • • !oil,
tho worst Scrofula. Salto; •tin,
" Fever - sores," Nosily or slough
Skier, in short, all dieeraws caused 1,g Gail
blood ore reinquered by this powerfed, purl-
rviiiif. tufd invigorntIng modiehie. Great
Eating I'leero nroolly uudor its Lt.-
/1(5n I:OW.1w:-. 11,0welielly lam If mateft112.4
its earring 'fetter. Rose Meeks
lao ibis Carbuncles, So re 14 es, Serials
pious NOreit and !swellings, Mir-
lot tit Disyear, White sty emerge,
itikelese, er Thick !herby and Linea reed
410teds. Pena, es. vela, hi !tamps lie a
were tinetee, with colones' 14nti s, seen
lireAer thee saner arouset lor a treatisedoret Aff..tions.
511.04110 ge THE 1.1EE.111
rh,,,,,,,c.,Icrhitus.• it lilting Dr. Pierre's
Golden Med leaf Discovery, und good
digestions, a fair aklu, booyant •ple-









in ailooresd stages of
Mr"..15•••• PrIce IS eta Co•
boa. The Oesuine Dr. Dutra
Ocoee Imes • mid only la
iMit• aespize-and bears Mr
Harken we,
.48=71/1,Paal las Creek,* Reil.
lirep Cartineeram and tar
facaimlle vaamalear•of J,As w.
inoaciber• ilsel et A.e. sh-p5, 4 t,.. , Solo
Yr.,* Bahamian KA, 15 6, A.
(,... =.16,1,c__Er
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly med seani•
AlMaal Drawings of the i_ouiseana State 1,4
ter, 1-0fIlloally, and In person manage and COO-
aril! the lees w themeel es, and that the Mine
are conilncled itn lioneste, ftirossea, and in
good (soh toward all parties. and we authorize
theiCompany to use this certificate. w ith far,
mallet (dour sionatures attached, in its adver-
tiser:n*1W."
Conamilasioners.
We the unile'rsignes1 Banks and Denkers will
pay •111'rizes drawn in the Louisiana ...tate
Lotteries latch slay be presented al uor coun-
ters
J. M. OGLESIBW,
Pres. Lesolslassa satiesaial Rank.
P LANAI
Pres. state satiosat Bank.
A. BALDWIN,
Pres. flew Orleans National Bank.
iniPnECEDERITWAt-ATTBACTION!
el. II alf a >litho Dh4ributo,1'
LOWSIANASTATE LOTTERY COMP Y
:Iseorporsted Inset foe 26 years by the leers.
(store for Kdoeational arid Charitable purposes
with a eapital of 11,000,000-to a loch a rewrve
fund of OVer115b4,00/ hall since been added.
an overwhelming popular. vote its tolu-
ene* was made a tart of the present State Con-
etittition adopted December 21, A D 187V.
Theondy LOAM seer voied on and keidairsaelby the people of any Stale.
If never scales or postpones.
ft. Grand Single alemiser lerase.Hags Like place monthly. and the Semi.
A nil u it Drawing', regularly every six month.
,June and Dever ber
kaplesdid opportunity to win a fortune. Srd
Drawing. Class t', in the .Arademv of
16th
Music. New Orleana, Tuesday, Malt.
115127-2112.1 Monthly Drawing
. CAPITAL PRIZE $150,000.
girsNottoe--Tickets are Ten Dollan. only.
Ilaivee,M. k dins. fa. Tenths, 11.
LIST OF PRIZIOS.
I Capital Prize of 1130,0150   $190.000
1 Grand - of 50,000  lei,0110
.• of 21000 .... wane
i Laote Prizes of lu,000 ... ..  201.060
4 " " of .000  $6.000
VI Prises of 1,000  110,000
1111 " MO  23.000
11/0 " 3011  SW.140
SOO " 200  01,000
500 " MO 50,000
1000 - 5U 50,0011
•PPKOZIMATION PRIZZS.'
MO A pprerxi mature Prizes of 1300  S110.000
EV ii• do 206 10,100
100 do do Ito 15,090
-
2,175 prizes amou n Li ng to 1533.000
Applic•tion for rates to clubs should be made
only to inie *Mee of the Otion,poiry in New Or -
Leona.
For ft rther Information write clearly riving
full address. nista! Notes, h1preris M.• tic% , er-
t1n•a.or New York Exchange in ordinary miter.




or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
Adder..., Registered Lettere to




and rd:r1 :to, ore ID rhar.gr if Ow tags,
is a guarantee-of aloolute fairuere auil integrity,
that 1 he aril rill espial. 11041 that no ome
ran to..sdoly divine alert uutiliwro, a ill draw a
Prize. All portico there:ors alit ertieung
'ultra n ter Prize. in (hes Lottery, or bolding out
any other isetioesible kulooements, are sa M-




A :Newspaper vespertine the Prnelples
• a Demaeratte Admelnineattesa
Published n the City of Mew York.
WILLIAM DORSHEIMERI
WOE.
Daily, Weekly, and Sunday Editions.
THE WEEKLY STAR
An Eight-page Newspaper. Issued
every Wednesday.
A clean. pure, Wright meal laitereverAmg
which is scrofula of the Longa, is nr- FAMILY PAPER.resod nod elinci liy this remedy, if taken be-
yore tte.• imat 4844541A of the diocese ato nothed.
From ita inarvt•linis pewee over this terribly
fatal dieenfe, when first sneering this now
eelehnite4 remedy to the public, Dr. r•Itlieg
thoutrio weimisly or culling it his "Cott-
suiliptIolt Cure,” hot shandoned that
nano. an Gan Meant filer a medicine whieli,
from its wontierful etiefibinittlon of tonie. or
strewth...nine. alteratiVe, 1.5 blood-cleenteing.
antl-hilimm. mtiorril. and nutritive proper-
ta•-. is unetocaled. not only sit • ririmedv for
e• - :spew,. but for all Cbroule IDIa.
tn.,  A' the
Liver, Blood, and Lun s.
qIf you) find &IN. elr.)wav, dela fitnt4r4. are
sallow es.lor Of skin, or )ellowieh-liriean repots
,,n face or Doily. fnesiient hiedegihr 4* aliZZI-
. 1•04. Immi tort.• iii ocitith. interhul - heat or
Adis. alter-Meting with Mit flushes. low spirits
med 0,..ouly forolsolillea, irregular appetite,
KI.I ,(eftteel itiloirti... )i.li NM itelfeeing froM
IndlirestIon. Dysrperala. and Torpid
Liter, or ••Ifilioneriera." In ninny
,aa ot.ly Net of thi se Cy ITTIOMII f.X0C-
nem.. d. As a for all suet' mesa,
Dr. torten Golden Medical D18-
y •• iitourposed.
For Wools Lungs, !Spitting of
Blood, '•Isorttiess of Breath, Brom.
chill., Asthma, Severe Coughs, and
kordred nOootioos. it is all efficient remedy.
seen Inv Dieroorwrit $1.00. er SIX
Deurl.s:* for $4..
send r, o Ilia in at Owl* for Dr. Pierce's
hook 0. $104.frallt fon. Adder os
Plopetteury Pledleal Assn.
elation, WI Alain Stresst, iterreeo, N. Y.
UN REWARD
la by the ern ee eters
ef sture*k('illareli fli•iiii•dy
ter a ,nint• ..f tvc urrii which
trio' owlet r•iirst If )ou
nitia•luirse• from thin
ones, iprrensiele ea• nelliewees parital Ines le(
lade. 11,11,11111, WI'llS ?PPR
or !negative lite'', sine lint,- tatstreir. I' stet.
aseile ..1 clews irronnoolr Itt
Ile eerie, i'er 4 Ir His gamester ullr,s, flee worst
loose -if rata eft. ',told sis the H11114.40
and alarrknI Hindu, ..ustg







Detartenchea. all under the direction 1.1 toilasd
jisarnialista of ihe highest ability. lie e,Aumne will
be Iowa! crowded wit! good teollip fr,,m beekenteg
end.
sallOSTS by Balorataised Amadeu sad
foZ,151,Yettlen V Solon.
TERMS OF THE WEEKLY STAR YO SUBSCRIBERS.
(free of Postage In dee United States en5 Owola,
oetshle the Ilwies elf New York
ONE DOLLAR FOR ONE YEAR.
cubs of 10 to the Amin* l' 0 •d.:reed. •ith
ad eitional a•go Pr, .4-ranter of Club, . . $10.011
FOlt THREE 11011DIS, on Oral. 2E, waft
!epee-int serm• estraordlonr, endues.
meni• lo agent. sool
acted fur it lecioal.,ra
THE DAILY STAR.
• DarL• PTAS contains/II ehativws of She "ay la
an attractive tuna. 1.. alpectal enrossootems by
esbia from Leedom P•rls, akilfen, Nano. and Dublin,
lea commendable feature
At WashIngt.on, All awl ether newt centers the
'Vest eorveapoodent., hilly :515.1145j by 11,a cv•a,
Inenlek th • latest seto try telniel.rh.
Its literary fastares see wousestiond.
Tn• Mos nal and Market Merlons'.  unusually fel
and complete.
TERMS OF Till DAILY 'TAD TO Suaseeitaill.
retie poseaa.1 n the United Matee end espoids,
side the limiteef hoe 1 odi I II y
thug Dar, ter Milde,Mag knendag). roe
esm, S•8411 hue 01.y.
pro , .1 nonths, . . . r. no
intbsellliosseerslishrlskist • r • 64 $6•00thenday,•Itiossi lelb, end ores, I tie
Addle". 'I.; I 10 L'A. 14 .














1E5 ery cash sulocriber to either the Wee' ly,
at $1.56 a year, or the Tri- week ly. at $2 •nd
every eillecriber sow us the lust who pays all
arrea rage . to date and foe owe ,near in aAli mare,
ts• either paper, gets •
Ticket the Drawing
whieh elves him a chalice to secture. without
cost, one of she follow-log haadmose Premismaa
The list now embrsers 31 articles. the akiire.gate casch value of which is Nos as. IL
will sous be completed to lie ante*, v•hie,
11,000.00.
THE DRAWING •












le stole. 4 nets of Reeds of 2kt
ttelaveo each, mold and fully
ruaranteed by 1). H. ItaliTyrts
•a Louisville, Ky.
Ihight See Meet engravings- .
heoilsonie frames, ilu cent.
Ose otos tar I i-llorte Wagon,
made of thorough!) seasoned
inn lwr, soakol in oil
One Scholarship Certificate la
Soutewgn liusineas ol etre,
Louisville, Ky.. rood tor •••feell
rOurse of Practiea, Itsok -keep:
log aid Commercial Arithme-
tic.
A n elega t Wheeler A Wilson
Sewing liforhite with ail and
!Meet :mproves1 attach menta,
sold snit fully warranted by t
h. West, and on ezhibilsos at
his Mice in Hoplonsville
A dote Wire-Twists side • gaol.,
brearb-loading. shot-gua, war-
ranted Iret-elasee.
A ii•othome. library net of
I itcsen's complete Works
Three Tuition Certificates in the
Evansville lomenerriel (














and 'I ype-WritIng lostitute. •
An Elegaat ooking Stove,
with all the attachments., ei-
ther for wood or coal. wild a•it
warranted hy Caldwell Randle.
A lime Suet of Cloltheo to be se-
lected by the pureirsoor.
A One M etch. elandard
rimer% and es erreinted lint-
el/Me in ever) reoes-t
A kaadenne decorated Dinner
flet of Chine.
,•utieuu ription to the To-Weekly
Five premiums. each mos eeses
Nru Kra.
Ow Tobacco Strew. made by the
Metcalfe Manufacturing Co
One Tobaeco Screw. made by the
Metcalfe ALannfacturtzig to.
Webster's reiabrl tired Diction -
aro 'attest edituin. fully illus-
trated. leather-bound.
A tine Hand-made geritlemka's
or lady's Saddle.
A sins Cottage (leek , !moron -
teed a tiood Time Keeper.
rive premiums, each one ret
looks-43 In a e O.












Worth of •de cringing n To-Week •
ly New Era
Worth of asveriisiair in
Neu Era.
worth te ns %,
Worth id Dore, •
Worth of I allot,.
Worth of ery
e'orte of Wurense are
Worth of cieSerries.
A Pair of rise- IllssiUi.
A Tine Hat.
ra
$3.00 The Week l y Scientlic OrneriestMa' 'ear
prepared to fur ,leli all cISIlassiel O'A,clh ierrin •
WORKING CLASS Attenti°111
the Wilier a the deer. or dip
lbei r spare moment, 11 us ineas betel , I ight end
t"lie-s,e 114it4ine4'lse:athren
BO ...out $1 00 per 1,510,4. $01.1 a pro.
astoria I rail ',armadas saloutin tree. irldrees (tooroldrees, aii,1 teal the lot•inello, ilinke thill of -.0ad one +Olaf lo pa) for I he teoulas ,.2 writing.ten once i 0.. Portnia. Melee.Wee. Tliel alt I./ see thm inns eon,' theirter 1',, such as are hot well sabstled we a ill
Hoye girl...men !War y as omen
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
Coodwin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
T he Most Perfect Halr-lerming le toe.
It keeps your hair from falling out It promotoo the growth, prevents
da ruff, keeps the scalp clean, makes the hair and whoskers glossy, re-





HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE has leen call-
ed • •the mmlel of a hat a periodical for yoong
readers ougbt O. be," eon the Pietism of this
esogonesetation simp'y ,oistalaed by the large
cumulation it 1110 attained both at home and ts
Great ftritain. This success ha* teen rearired
metteele that c01111.perd themselves to
theJudgemeet or pirents. ot, less than to the
lit/171.ES 25 Cents, RE(SUI,AR SIZE 50 Cents. 
taste, of ehildren-natueli by an earnest and
well sustained effort to Pro. tide the beet ape
met &Outer lve recline for young people at aJ. FL COODWIN, Proprietor, price The illustrations are copious and of
oikehlasti. oee, a counpicuottely high slammed of excellent*Western Laboratory.
An epitome of everything that is attractive
see decilrable In juvenile niersture.-fice ton
Fib girls hi every family iss inch it 5 'site.- Brook lynty reast of good Utile %tie boys and
Are the Farmers 1.11011.1* for It a onderful in Ito uraith of pictures. in.
All Diseases Pertaining to H .  t.iriyntniti and interred - linitian A &coral
• N w -rk
Mules, cows, Helga and %beep
It per, ties rise lined root 'reveal* almost any
tedisen,a,aapa.inli •re subject to requiring an in-
Th is pow-der is prepared tee% raw of the old •
eet and be-t reirelpte irernen anong tire stock
raisers and dealers. Thousands of certificates
hare been received testifying to the efficacy of
the Powder. All that is asked lea trial of the
Powder. and the eastoirii.r o ill be et avince I hat it has no equal ae a preventive and cure of
all ill/180CA la all atOek. IT la • PlapliTIVIt CV al MR 1100 CLIGLILIt•. This Powder ta guaranteed
to give eceure itatiehictiun in every sive.
J. It. I:41410W 1 , Proprietor and Manufacturer,
Western 1.aboratory,Cleein•ati, 0.
Ir 0 0 lb %I I NI •
HORSE arl CATTLE MID
Terms. Postage Prepaid, $2. a Y
Vol. VIII. Comminutes lovemissr 2. MON.
sionic sions.eta
Remittances ..hoiod be made li• Post-011ice
Money Order or 'Iran, to avoid cheery of lose.
Newspaper, 5i,-5 roil 01,5 adrer-
filtelft5tOf trithned (he i.rprri,
per it Bririaerru.
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T E NEW ERA
-PUBLISHED BY-
'kW Era Printing end Pithijsking 
Co.! Payne, sec Werth page.
14 extra mules for sale, 15 to 17 hands.
JOIN O. RUST,  Edits,. 
Good ages. Apply to B. e. Wimp. -
a parv of yeitsig frientle Weeliseelay at
Mrs. Rom Brantham haa been unwell
Wendt gocttoino*.
'Or list ol lor sale b 11'
et.° ;Or 
t with a severe cold for sevens' days. 
theieresidence on Virginia street.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1887.
.14)1111 .
Mies Carrie Breathitt ha* been quite
siek for the last few daye.
The poet office and banks e • re rimed
Tuesday in Wesel-twice of George Waush-
ingtosses birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Bush erect tallied
rum o r was afloat 'I uess..sty that
A lifer adeortment of new sty les in "
shelhy %Verrielti, a protieseeit colored
-a. • Jewelry, just re
ceived at lick:het Ca. , war avail. ir (oily slightly ill.
Grissani & brought to Use ;
city from the comers , this work, ove
750 dozen eggs..
Rev. A. C. Biddle will deliver asi ad-
dress to the young ladle's of Bethel Fe-
male College teouight.
w Aerate-Regular mei transient
boarders at Mrs. E. F. Morris', on Rail-
road anti Vine street, Cauipbell House.
Thursday morning at Guthrie a aect-
Ion hand was struck by a moving train
and seriously though not dangerously
hurt.
Warrants were se orn out Monday for
the .areest of several mall. boys who
persist In riding on trains through
tow .
The storm Thursday Hight played
havoc with leucite( the Fairview
neighborlitxtd anti blew down a valuable
tobacco barn belonging to Mr. 0.
Lindley.
'Ile Latham inutiuniente the utagaill-
eetit •hatt tO be placed over the soldier's
rive" In Use city cemetery,
shipped fruits New York to this city a
few weeks.
The Terpoichorean Club met at the yes-
idente of Mr. ,M. Boales, Friday
night, and were royally entertained.
l'he club is arranging tor a swell 
hop
in a few weeks.
AGENTS,
W hit ?are t I e 'tea ;mh-
o rip/Ions to the Nee I.RA :
Lee Thacker-Latayette, Ky.
Dr G. W. River- Willima P. 0.
C. A. Brasher-Crofton.
Gilliland A Kennedy-Bainbridge.
Ie. II A ruestrong-Cerulean Springs.
W. W. et J. P. Garnett-Pembroke.
J. IV. lischartleon-Vrtiit
'OUR CLUB OMR.
St Get iir • club of etre new subscribers, for
ce either WEEKLY at $1. bt) Or TRI-WERELY
•'" at $2. 50 a year aud we will fire ti-14 the,
• limit Nee ERA for one year w ith tick-
•
et in our drawing.
Fur akeub ot gen new subscrsbers we
)', will EARLY NEW ERA one
t. yew., ticket In the drawing and the forty
.five books advertieed in our list of "In-
- tineements."
• • For a deb of more than ten w
e will
Ii/ve the paper, ticket luel books as above
anti a liberal commission, which we
guarantee to be eatisfactery to the club-
' raker. Go to work and UST U8 UP A
c I D.
t) ante nuts tioriciu.
J 6 Nairetale t• in Princeton.
R. W. W •re went to Ilanssin Thurtalay
.
ti tit'ou 11 'tent t. Madisonville Mo
nday
M .M Grave.. Trento'', waa In 
tbe city Moo.
day
John Landrern, May wa• in th
e city
Suaday
Hon it A Burgett, t adis„ was in t
he city
R W. !Coach. ( larksville, o as in th
e city
Tuesday
. • Miss Mollie Lacy. Casty, was i
n the city
Mr. John Garnett, Pembroke, vi as in t
he city
ghursday.
Mr. G. W. Rogers. Kelly*, was in the 
city
Wednesday.
Hon Henry Burnett, of Paduc•h, was
 is the
eity Sunday
Mrs P T is i isiting 
relatives In
New Orleans
Mr John t Latham and wife, New
 York,
arr inithe city,
Kau Samuel N't Madison•Ille, was in
town Monday
Zeno 'ming. of the Madisonville Times, 
w as
in theca), sundry
Moo Mollie Layne, of Fairview, Is 
•isiting
Mrs Polk causer.
cot H Crump, of Howling Green. 
waa
in the city Suaday
Attorney Mike isai age, of ciartevitle. waste
tke,ity
Hon J M. Daniels, of Clarksville. 
was is
the ei ty Weilnisiet•y
. Juba Leaven and Colic Dickinson, Trento.,
spent sunday In the city
Miss Emma Cooper, of Lafayette, is %truing
se lila Harms, of Nashville
Mums Ryehie Boehm has returned from a Tian
hi Mims Mollie Dello. st Karlin/ton
Will Hayes, Denison, Texas, is in the city
shaking hands with his old. friends.
J. Stites and John W. Psi ne went tiowe
, , to Crofton. Thursday, on legal business.
Misses Lod Redd and Lulu W•tkins have re•
. turned frogs •Isit to friends in Clarksville.
s-
Miss Leeds Penny hater, of Lebanon, Tenn ,
is visiting theJamily of Mr K. P. Comptiell.
F ft Dsbney and Dr. It it Bourne left
Mesday on a pruepecting trip through Kansa
s I that a detieimi may not 
be expected hi-
e. a. utort. come, and W. A. Nisbet, Mad- 
1 side of 10 days or two week+.
1•"""lk• attel"le'l the r,)"..r.° "i" Col. 
John W. McPlierem being
day I prominently usentioned in conisee [loll
Jun ooper, • no is attending vehool at j With the :senatorship from this district.
Poughkeepsie. N is at home on a short
visit
hiss 011ie Hinkle, who has been •imitina Mrs
T W Ling. kw returned to her bows in Pa-
4ucah
J %lien. •ii per ntendest of the Iltion
"(span), 1114liaington. wee 1• the city
We.inesita
M tear. Knit sad Monte aeon and Mts. Lizzie
Brown. uf the county. are siting MIAS
empleton.
Mr. A I Ford, tine of the genial and w'bolar-
ly editor,. uf Use Owenebuni Inquirer. paid a
call !friday.
More.' Lionie mad Buckner Linder hair re-
turned from a •isti. to friends eV( min..) and
karlington.
Miss Ella Pratt, who has been •isitiag Mrs
A. D Rodgers, has returned to her home in
Wow v ille
Mr Thor Armistead. who beehive attending
medical lectures in Li-wago, has returned home
tor the summer
Mrs L Yale* Awl nieee, Miss Lillian Lar-
mos, are spending a few d•ys wit. relative@ in
Hopkineville.-Tobaceo Leaf.
Mr Geo T. Herndon has accepted a position
w ith Forbes A Kr° and would be glad to see
his friends at his places( busineer.
Distillery Buried.
The clistieery of W. 4'. Arnold, near
Caney ville, Grayson county, war burned
Saturday night. The warehouse escap-
ed the flames.
Speak' mg !I etlee.
Col. G. A. C. Holt, of Calloway coun-
ty. cendidate for the Demecratic guber-
natorial nomination and a speaker of
power and fluency, will address the citi-
zens of Christian county at the court
house in this city, Monday, March 7th,
at 1 o'clock p. m.
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
tiire'e Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the moot pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the syetem wben bilious or coative; to
dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
clue habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 tents anti $1.00 bet-
tleeby H. B. Garner, Hopkinaville, Ky.
Democratic Committee Meeting.
The Democratic Exet•utive Committee
of Christian county is hereby called to
meet at the court house in Hopkineville
at II o'clock, Monday, March 7th, for
the tranaaction of important business.
A full sttendanoe la pe-eon or by proxy
Js desired.
S. G. Buceleas, Ctim'n.
Cues. M. Ilitecu•sr, See'y.
The Storm.
Thurso:1,y eVenhig a tierce a Ind ca
in on the might shades w blew a ith
were' vengeance. There can be no
question) but that mueltelannage has been
done. smoke stack at Forbes'
planning mill was blown down, and a
ceimney at the Burbridge house Was
toppled over. Out in Sharpe'. field
several trees were up-rooted. Wm.
Skerrittei fence on Jackson street, ilia
blown into the street, and we are In-
formed much damage was done to fen-
cing in the country.
eatiIker Burglary.
Wednesday night the room over Brad-
sisaw'rt restaurant In the Bell building,
on Main sole-, was broken open and
entered by burglars. Tise room con-
tained a quantity of whisky and cigars,
all carefully guarded in an inner box-
room. These goods had been stored
here for safe keeping by Mr. Langley
Bell since the prohibition law went into
effect. The thieves went up the back
steps to the Opera House and broke in a
rear eecond story window. They took
four boxes of cigars and an unkown
amount of whisky. The burglar, who
did the job %ere evidently well ac-
quainted with the preutims anti accus-
tomed to the work. 'Ilse robbery is one
of a series that have been perpetrated
and should be thorosighly investigated.
Thurelay evening Ross Ealing, •
prefix white boy was arreeted charged
with having committed the deed.
P•ms in the small of the beck indicate
a iliaraied y0'041011 of the ',terror Kid-
neys, which may be smelly removed by
the ues. of lir. J. H. W4,4,9111'4 Liver and
Kidney Balm. $1.00 per Bottle. Fur
sale by II. B. Garner.
Lee Johnson went to Casky to repre-
sent the Commonwealth • a ca
se
against Henry Berry, colonel, c
harged
with shooting at aeother urgro witho
ut
wounding, etionday.
Our friend Rote.. B. Welters- fine
mare brought lien a beautiful filly colt,
by Lake Boy, on theletli, and we are
told ene is as line as silk,. She is a dar
k
bay with star in forehead. •
Shelby comity hag instruited for Heil.
John Velem" for Lieutenaut .Govent
er
011 the Republican ticket. U begins
 to
loOk a6 if the Republican can't du a isle
out him on their State ticket.
Mr: Granville Jordan, of Guthrie, had
the misfortune to loose Isis house and
nearly everythiug ‘it by fire 011 last
Monday morning. It' Was a new frame
dwelling and had just been completed.
Mr. J. W. Givens, of Givens, Ileadly
Co., melees° commission merchants.
Louisville, the man who the papers
reported last week had disappeared, was
in this city Thursday looking hale rind
hearty.
Rosie Esling, a small white boy,
charged with burglarizing the room in
the Bell building &lid teliug a quantity
of whisky and cigars, wae tried before
Judge Brasher Monday and held over
under $100 bond.
Mr. II. Abernathy V. G. C. has
gone to Ruaseliville• and Adairville to
organize K. of P. Lodge+. Should Mr.
obernathy be successful in his visit, the
entire Lodge in this city will go up to
do the initiatory a ork.
The attorneys who presented the
Winfree-Anderson cruse to the Supreme
Court last week, returned from Frank-
fort Seturday. We learnt from them
Co.. Illt•Plieraon would make an able
represesitative and deserves Meet any
honor the people might bestow upon,
him.
The Jockey Ciub met Monday in in-
formal meethig. $3,600 of stock was
subseribed anti the books Will be opened
for $1,e00 more, next Tuesday, at which
time the club will be thoroughly Organ-
ized and officers will be elected for the
ensuing year.
The correct voW ou the $20,000 railroad
tax at Princeton, Tuesday, was 210 to
27 in favor of the tax. If Prioceton
can raise $10,000 additional subscrip-
tion, of which $6,000 haa been given by
Fredonia, the capital of Caldwell will
assuredly get the 0. V. road.
Subscriptions to any paper or maga.
zine tit the world taken at this °Met at
club prices that w ill in many instances
save the price of the New ERA. For In-
stance, the daily Courier-Journal (six
Swett a week and Use W MOLLY NaW
ERA for SIU.50 : or Tin-WeiceLv for
$11.50.
Prominent officiate of the L. & N.
Railroad spent a few hours in the city
Sunday morning. They were en route
for it. Louis on a 'tour of inspection.
The following were in the party : Pres-
ident Eckstein Norton, J. G. Metcalfe
and directors John H. Liman, Thos.
Rutter anti J. D. Probst. -
the. Gray had a small boy named
Charley Barnett arrested for swearing,
and Charley responded with a warrant
for Gray charging iiim with striking his
little brother. The owe was heard by
'Squire Rogers Friday ann about 25
witnesses were on hand tnieetly little
boys and they were giving their grown
antagonist a very black eye. All the
parties+ were bulored.
We have heard the following 
three
gentlemen prominently mentioned In
connection with the Democratic senato-
rial nomination from this district, John
T. Scott, Zeno Young and M. D. Brown,
all of Madisonville. As Hopkins coun-
ty is entitled to the privilege of naming
the candidate this time, we can feel as-
sured that she will select the man best
fitted to make the race.
Central City Republican : " ilonor to
whom honor is due" is a motto which
The Republican always eodeavors to
keep in mind. Therefore it feela that it
w'xild lack in an honest duty if it failed
to say that Judge Grace and Common-
wealth. Attortery Garnett are good and
efficient officers and that they dis-
charge the onerous and importaet 11u-
ties incumbent on them with dignity
and fairness.
Sehmiilt, Henry Smith, Chas.
Cstlett and JOlill Overahiner were walk-
ing out the railroad, Saturday, and
when they see to Use crossing of tile
Clarka•ille pike, they discovered that
maw misereant had filled in the space
between the double rails at the crossing
with rock, which would most certainly
have wreelted the first trails that passed.
They had hardly cleared out the rock
before the patteenger trail' came along.
Excitement is at a fever beat over the
great slaughter of the John '1'. Wright
Met of fine custom made clothing and
furnishing goods. Never before ill the
history of Hopkinsville have goods been
sold at such • sacrifice. Suits are sold
at testa than cost of material ; overcoate
almost give. away. Down have gone
the prices, and good, well made cloth-
ing is going at prices which do not
represent the cost of puttieg together.
It is not a tele, its sacrifice. Don't
put off puronasing until It ia too late,
but mole at Once and see for youreelf,
as this stock is the largest and best ever
brought to Southern Kentucky.
Stanford Interior Journal: "Mr. J. G.
Seargent, one of Lincoln county's best
citizens, died at his house Sunday of
blood poison, In his 70th year. He had
been confined to his bed for about three
weeks and his death wee not a surprise
to those who had been with him in his
Illness. Mr. Seargent was • member of
the Lirestisu Church, joining in his
early youth, and was a mast devout
obristian. Ile was born in Albermarle
county, Virginia, but lias spent the
greater port ion of his lif.• III Kentucky."
Mr. Seargent WWI thr fattwr of Dr.
Andrew seargeet, le tills I Ity. Ile is
well known here as eentlemen of no-
ble charseter and niany 
emit.
. amee M. Rite:ell, a pretiiiiient
:en of Todd (Aunty, anti a relative of
Mr. J. D. AlItulic11, died Mulatto, at his
house neer Elkton.
Mr. It. C. Roads, of Clarketille, w ill
be marrted to M IDS Lou Redd, of this
city, at the reside-nee of Mr. :lames E.
Jesup, Monday afternoon at 4.0'cleck.
As will be Seen funu. ativertieMent,
Dr. Sherinats will visit Pembroke On
Saturday, 51arcis 5th. Perties interest-
ed will renumber thii date and call on
the great epecialist. •
Chicken thievesear. on the implore.
One .niglit last week Mr. Tom Brown
lost iiiirty.fovels, and we nave heard ot
several tetlzens who have lust their en-
tire euisply of feathery bipeds.
The set of forty:Ave books, for 50 ets
which we furnish in entsiseetion witis
the New Eit!s makes almost • comple
te
library withiu heel/. See advertisement
tinder the bead of "Incluermente.
There is a band ol about 20 bons tide
Gypolea camped on the Asylum pike:
They have been lodging hi their 
poor
ere littarter• for about three %eel), a
nd
stem to enjoy this eud of the earth.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Ed: Gaither, on
W'etinestlay evening last, gave a Pro-
gresseive Euchre l'arty to a party of
young friends. Quite a large crow
d
was present awl a delightful evening
was spete.
Mrs. M. D. Drown died at lwr home
in Madisonville 'futeday morning. 
at 4
o'clock '1'he deceasesi itaktnany frien
ds
eneVrelativee in this county who will be
shm•keti at the ead intelligence. Col.
Brown hada our eincerest iympatliy 
in
this ids smitten hour of trouble.
Naeliville Union : "Much compinhit
is made by the men on the ilentier
om
Division about the conduct of a gang of
roughs; in Hopkineville, Ky. 'rise poll
ee
aethoritiee appear tu be unable tie pr
o-
teen tlie reilroad melt from anno
yance,
and scarcely a freight train passes the
re
after nights a ithout being atoned.
" theemand dollars Is a Mg 
sum of
.money to invest in advertising, is it not?
But thea."printer's ink" bringa in more
trioney'to the square 'Inch Huth any oth-
er t•ominuslity in the world:' We be-
lieve in printer'a ink and are taki
ng
$1000 worth thin+ year; time out Apr
il
15th. See all about it under "Induc
e-
ments" in another place in.this,paper.
Mr. J. T. Harrahan has resigned. Use
poaition of:general manager ot the L. it
N. to take effect on the 15th ,of next
month. He will go to New York and
take charge of aa Eastern road at air in-
creased salary. lie a Ill be. succeeded
by J. G. Metalfe, the preeent suprein-
tentlent of the St. Louis divielbri. tir the
L. & N., with headquartera at Hender-
son. •
Quite an.excLement waa created Wed:
'motley by the appearance of an oil
epring in the pavement In front of Dr.
Hill's office. 'Fite rains was coming
down in torrents, and pant-deg citizens
Reeked that the water tuniting-off of
the pavement was 'covered with oil,
which gave rise to a report that an oil
well Was poking ita head up through the
pavement.
IeniievIlle Timer: "There is • a sug-
gestion that Simpson and Logan cowl-
Dell Will be represented in the next Leg.
Jointure. lay two ex-members of Congress
-4'. W. Millikiii and John W. Culd well,
As 'nearly every Legislative diatriet in
the State cal boast material, why
not utilize it by eleeting them all?
Warren could Reuel sip Uncle 3ock !fai-
nt!, Adair contribute Get,. Woolkir
d,
Loulaville lend AlLert Willie, and so on.
Subreriptions to the capital Stock of
Use Jockey Club have reached $4,500.
l'ins.leaves only $1,500 to be subsoribett
which will be taken before the end of
the week. By the time the originator.
meet next Tuesday to organize, the elub
will have beers plated on a firm Nude.
A suitable location will be eelected and
work will be beguu on the houses anal
track early in the apring. Tlere will be
tine sport here next fall beyond ques-
tion.
•
Tobacco Leaf : It is a is loitered ill 60-
ciety circles that two of Clarksville',
handsomest young men a ill, witisin the
next ten days, lead to the altar two of
the most popular belles of our sister
city, Hopkinsville. The Tobae.co Leaf,
on good authority vouches for tlw cor-
rectness of the 'rumor. Both marriages
will take place on the same tiay. This
is another evidence of the ultimate in-
tention of Hopkineville to move to
Clarkeville.
Bennett st; Singer - sold for J. N.
Brooke, the College street hardware
merchant, lila pair of chestnut sorrel
mares, by Mar/Aarhus Forrest, to Joseph
Wetter, Esq., of Memphis, Tenn. The
price paid was $2,500. They were prob-
ably the festest pole team in Nashville.
Thia sale was effected through Win. lt.
Martin, manager for the above then, and
reflects credit on him.-Nashville Amer-
lean. Dr. B. S. Woml, of this city,
owties Mambrino Forrest and Country
Girl, the dam of the mares above men-
tioned, and the Doctor is very proud of
the children of the old folks.
Another new swindle is being prac-
ticed upoo the guileless granger. Two
rogues watch papers for estray notices,
when one of them goes and looks at the
animal. Of course, on application, the
unsuspeoting farmer shows the beast,
and the fellow decides that it is not his,
then lie returns to his partner arid de-
scribes it minutely to him. No. 2 goes
to the farm, and after proving by thor-
ough description that he is the owner of
the animal, says he can't take it away,
and offers to sell it at • bargains. Tito
farmer buys it and iu a few days the
owner comes along and claims the ani-
mal, and of course the farmer is out just
so mucli--e Ex.
He Delicacy of Flavor
And the efficacy of ite action have ren-
dered the famous liquid fruit rensetly,
Syrup of Figs, immensely popular. It
cleanses and tones up Ow clogged and
feverieli system,dispels headaches, colds
and fevers, cures Habitual Cottetipation.
Dyspepsia and the many ills di.sending
on a weak or inactive condition of the
Kidneys, Liver and bowels. For sale
In 50 cent and $1 bottles by H.
B. Garner. Manufactured only by the




To the Parishioners of Gruce Church,
Hoplanseille Ky.
Diaa FRIENDS : I5 le my purpose,
(D. V.1 to hold services during the Lent-
en Sexism, as follows:
Ash Wedneeday, (Fed. 23rde at 11 a.
in. Service and Lecture, every Wed-
nesday and Friday, at 3 p. m , except
on Good Friday, when services will be
at 11 a. us. Services; as usual on Sun-
days, at 11 a. m. and p. tn.
When the Church so lovingly calls
her children, in this holy seasons, to en-
ter into her courts, will you not gladly
attend each sacred service, for the bless-
ing promised there? Wilt not everyone
by some aet of self-denial set apart a
weekly mite, however small, to lay on
Godes altar at Easter, for the missionary
work of the Church ?
That God may blest, the efforte to im-
prove this Lenten seamen, to the re-
freshing of our mullein the prayer of





Interesting Stalietics Shoeing Th
at
the County Will boon be Out 
edy Cifinipatir horoduteng the 2 Detee,
of Debt will appear
 at the Opera' House itt,xt
' Very lea. of our citizens realize 
that
in four or five years this county will 
be
entirely. out of debt, and the following
seatIsiitel iniftsrmation carefully violist-
s-el will be * source of joy tit Lax payers.
Tiwre are at this tissue 12e railroad
bombs ometatelleg. AerielirOrtl. re-
turns for last year showed the total Val-
uation otimoperty lot title county to be
$6,263,270. Udder the levy of Is86, lel,
vents to redeem bowls and 16 to pay in-
terest on th3 same, the comity will be
able to call in 16 of thee! bomb reduc-
ing theotitetanding number to 106. The
totel valuation of property fur 1SR7 is
aboett $1,000,000 int•rease over Pesti, and,
as the mount of intereetson the bonds
decreesea as the emitter of bomb de-
crease, under the levy of this year, at
the same rate as last, the county will be
able to retire not leea than 20 of the
refitted impale, leaving only ti6 outstand-
ing: Under this process, tise valuations
of property increasing each year and the
amount of interest deereassing, the coun-
ty will have paid off her entire indebt-
nem at the expiration of 4, at least not
more than 5, 'years front this time.
At this point It may be interestIng to
state that a suit is now pending
between the county and the railroad fur
eke payment of bark taxes, involving
tit $10,000 due the county front the
railroad "lure Bed. During tide emir
fur Use firk time ilie L. & N. iennisany
refused to pay the county tax and has
steadilyepersisted in Ude detirmination
. ,
etv since. Should the suit be decided
in favor of the county, the amount of
this back tax %ill be applied in liquida-
ting the bonded indebtness and will ma-
terially hastens the time alien the coun-
ty will be out of debt.
•A people never feel so well as ellen
entirely out of debt and we cati all pre-
pare (mettle love feast °illy a few years
ahead of us.
Committee Meeting.
A meeting of the County Democratic
ExecutiveCommittee has been called for
March 7th to arrange fur the county
convention am' attend to other matters
of business. It eould be well enough
at thia time for our citizens to acquaint
themselves) with the call for a State con-
vention honied by the State Central and
Executive Committees, as it contains
itetim of valuable Information for Demo-
cratic voters:
01,1111CIAL C•LL FOB • 111.4TM CONVENTION.
ROW'S DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL MED'
E XaCUTI VIC COMMITTEE,
FRANK rota, Kee Nov. 26, '86.
TO the Kentucky Democracy :-At a
meetieg of the Democratic State Central
and Executive Committee held In Dile
city, the following was adopted: You
are hereby requested to meet hi a stele-
gate ronveet  in the city of Louis-
ville, at 12 o'elock noon, on Wedneeday,
tbe 4th day of May, les17, for the pur-
poet of nominating cenditiates for the
various& State suffices to be voted for at
;lie next August election. In. appoint-
ing delegates, it is reel:nit-mended that
the vote taken for •Cleveland sett Hen-
dricks be tsken as a basis, and that the
ratio of repreeeetation be otse delegate
for every two hundred of said votes anti
one for each fractious of one hundred
and over. It le further recommended
that the delegates shall be Detected in
every county on tise dellie•slay, to-wit:
the 23d day of April, Deg, in ouch man-
ner as the Comity COMIllittee ewe,
comity may prescribe. But if from any
coulee a Comity Counnittee 'should fail Li
take action looking to the selection of
delegates, they shall be chotten by a
111/1$11 meeting Of the Democracy, to be
held at the court house of midi outstay
or eountiee, at loe•itok p. m. said
Saturday, April 23, ltif47. Provided,
that, Rd 10 the t•ity of Louisville., I* shall
be the duty of each Legielative district,
seleet a linter %Willi the staid thetriet,
libielltr LileY III" be
The ''StandIng Ad."
P. T. liernium, the great showman,
and a Man a Ito will be generally ad-
edited to know as much e0.ICerhilig the
true value of advertising as au one liv-
ing, recently gave expression to the fol-
Sowleg views in a public speech : "You
do not, any of you, advertise enough.
You ought to use printer's ink every
slay. You are asleep and want your
blisinese to run itself. Standing adver-
tisements hi a paper command eonfl-
denwe. The man whis fur s. year lived
ins one community and lives a reputable
life, even though he be of moderate abil-
ty, will grow in the confidence and es-
:rem oe his fellows. On the same toe .-
••iple, a newspaper atIvertisernent be-
comes so familiar in the eyes of the read
er. It may seldom be read, still it
makes the name and busineee of the
man familiar, and its presence in the
columns of a paper inspires hi it the
stability of the enterprises."
Ilarier Todd.
Hadeneville, Todd county, was the
scene of a bloody murder Sunday after-
neen. The story of the crime is In brief
as follows: niece Johnson and Jesse
Staley, two colored Wen, sometime ago
had a difficulty In which Staley had
drawn a pistol on his enetny. Sunday
they met at Hadensville anti renewed
the row. Johnson told Staley he pro-
posed to settle the matter there and
then and went off to a cabin near by
anti armed himself with a shot gun.
Andrew Beaeley, colored, seeing that
danger was at baud, left Staley and
went towards Johnson to pacify him.
It seems, however, that Beasley bad a
pistol in hirliand and Johneon told him
to stop, which he failed to do, when
Johnson raised his gun and nreel
Beasley instantly.
The murderer took to the woods and
is still at large though a posse of artned
men are ha hot pursuit.
sai•
HOW'S THIS!
We offer line Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any ease of catarrh that ealli
not be sewed by taking Hall's Catorrii
Cure. F. J. eixexv & Co., Proprie
tore, Toledo, 0.
P. 14.-Hali'm Catarrn I eire Is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and muter, roarer ()I the preterit.




Died, on ‘saturday. Yeti ltith. Henry Buck-
ner, cokireil, in the 2Ist )ear of his age.
}teary Buckner, eon of Moees Buck-
ner, Was of unblemished African de-
Keene and was a young mats worthy of
imitation by both white and blaek. He
was honent in tiw bull sense of the word,
faithful to any contract he may have
made, reepectful and obedient to his par-
ents and polite to all. The community
at large and his race particularly have
suffered a loss ins his death Sind 1116 flinti-
ly have the sine.ere sympathy of a neigh-
borhood hi which they are highly re-
opectell. over the sad, lose they have
stestalhed. S.
quality and quantity too.
--
What if the other worm medicines are
driven out of the market? We as Drug-
gists have the satiefaction of knowing
when we sell Whitens Cream Vertnifuge.
we give a good article and our cunt 00000 era
get  for the y than they cars
get in any other Vertninage and White.
Cream Vernilfuge brings; them. Ask
U. X. Gaither, Druggist.
NII owns i li'd Greed li i berisica nod Cum-
Monthly night, Feb. 28." Tide comps-
ny carries its own band and orcheeira.
The prieem a ill be, reserved Nests 75
eta, general admission tilown stalne
ot Regardless of Value
I‘T Ce, X:e,
The piece represetes a tour through 
!
Ireland. Magnificent panoramic views, 
i
There es ill lw plenty .11 ilulit'i lig, sing-




Wets, galierey ets. We copy the
following commeet from the Owensboro
Messenger:
A good audience greeted llowortis'e
excellent company at the Inere House
last eight, multi it ass in ais uproar ol
laughter I o  the time the curtain rose
until it *rut down on the last 'scene. ex-
cept alien viewing the snag:tittered pan-
oramic views, which were introduced
at intervals during tise performance.
l'Itere is . tio plot in the play of "The
Two Dais's," but the lack ol it in no
way detracts from the entertainment,
the interest is thoroughly eisetained
by the eel-ling merit of the playere, who
are all tirst-elass prVornierst. There is
not the least thing tut jeetionable the
performative, and it may be, anti ought
to be, attended to-night by a large au-
diesice. The panorama alone is well
worth the price of admission.
--elle see
Our Progress.
AS stages are quickly abandoned with
the completion sit the huge,
tira-tie, catliartic composted of
crude sell bulky medicines, are quiekly
abandoned with the 'introduction of lir.
Pierce's; "Pleasant -Purgative Pellets,"
which are euger•cuateil. anti little larger
than mustard seeds, but composted of
highly concentrate I vegetable extracts.
By druggiets.
Freak' of the Dependent Peugeot) bill
claim that tRey have outliteeit viers to
overrule tlie Prerldenee veto. 'rimy
attach considerable Importance to the
fact that a good ninteirity of the Penolons
Cobunittee. if not all, favor Use passeage.
Chairman Witteon will make a speech to
Mune that stitIstiena ailVatitvol by the
Preisident are caplisle of a different con-
ortitetion nom that given by the Presi-
dent.
PREFERRED LOCALS.





The dot•tor will stnp at the Gill Smith
House and be there nor one day only.
Dont fail fet consult him.
YOUR ATTENTION
is called to the large
line of Base Balls, Bats,
Hammocks, Croquet




A select line of Pocket
Cutlery, Cartridges &c.
r
\ to 11 and 611ilar
strings, Meerschaum &
Brier Pipes, Smoking
articles of all kinds,
Vases, Toilet set3, Mus-
tache cups and saucers,
Shav ing mug s
Dont forget my prices
on C inned Goods





. F.. Web( I., leis.' Mat hine "fixer"
and the people know it. Bring in an-
other "machine.
Gaither's -Drug Store
Is the best place in
the city for prompt-
ness, accuracy and
scrupulous care in fil-
ing.
Prescriptions
At all hours, day or
night; absolute safety
guaranteed in all cases.
All the leading
PrOplielarti








ho. B. Gaillzalth & Co.
Confectioners and Fancy Grocers.
• 109 So. Main St.
Call for Free Samples.
PAINTS!
G311olls, Half Gallons hilts.
For family use; the
largest stock ever be-
fore carried in Hop-
kinsville Don't buy
a nickel's worth till
you come to see me,
because I am head-
quarters and have
struck bottom on
prices. All colors, all
kinds, all guaranteed.




Do we propose to offer our stock, but we will offer you goods at such prices that will astonish
you for cheapness. We have cut prices way down, in order to reduce our stock to make room
for our immense Spring Stock, which will soon arrive. Our prices are down far below any
goods offered at forced or clearance sales Having a resident buyer in the city with 35 years
experience gives us advantages which no other house in the city has Our stock of
Winter Clothing, Suits: Overcoats, Boots, Shoes,
1LTNTIIMR,W10.1%.Mile NE5COCJIK.SES.
and in filut, everything in our Clothing Department will be sold at prices that cannot be had from any other house in
this city. We ask you to make no purchase until you have seen our stock and learned our prices. We pledge ourselves
to save you money. We will place on sale this week one Hundred Dozen Unlaundried Shirts worth 75c., which we will
clos out at -15e.; also the Gold and Silver Shirts for less than eVer before sold by any one.
WINTER BOOTS AT HALF PRICE. IIWINTER UNDERWEAR AT HALF PRICE.
WINTER SUITS AT HALF PRIuE. WINTER OVERCOATS AT HALF PRICE.
In fact, all our Winter Goods must go. We ask you to call and see for yourself. We stand ready to rove an asser-
tion we make. 1 his is no idle boast but plain facts. In our Dry Goods Department we are ready to oiler better argains
than ever. Our stock has been greatly reduced since eux bargain sale was inaugurated, but our stock is still too large
and must be reduced still morii. We will 'therefore make it to the interest of any one wishing Dry Goods to give us a call
before making a purchase. We are closing out a great many goods at just half their former price. We have 100
Cloaks on hand which must to. Price no object. Call at once on
"TikiEb COld Ft425116503143,99
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
THE MARKETS.
-
Correct il fur etc') Irene I.) the dealers of
Hopkins% ille
Pork, - 51, 4
Hie011 Wilde, - 451
Hams, (sugar clarml, 1,415
Hama (country), - 1.1414
Lard, - . neele
Flour, Fancy. patent - cm
Flour, standard - • - 4,10
Bran and slitiastuff. less than 10 hu. li
Corn Heat. - liw
Pearl Meal. - - itu
New Orleans Molawes, Fancy, .i.-, 00
Candies, star, iiii - - 15420
Butter - - - is
Eggs. - . hiu.15
Hominy, pergallon, - ei
Grits, per gallon, - 2.5e
Clover deed, - 5,1.4440
Cut nails. retail. - 2,75
Beane, navy. pet buebel. . 3,26
Peas, per bushel, 1.40
Beans, Lima. per pound; - 6140
Coffee, green, golden. . 110m15
Coffee, good green riu. - Peal*
Coffee. Jaya. ZS
Cheese. good faction'. - 121.„.A20
Cheese, Young A meriran. - lih SO
Rice.
Cracked thee,









Salt. Kano% a, 5 bilebelP.
Salt Kanawa, 7 bushels,
Lake, 5 bushels,






Potatoes, [rush, per bushel. (seed) I meet U
Sweet, per bushel. - 1 011
Mackerel, No. 1. per kit, . - ii 7541,25
Mackerel Barrels. No.s. - letkettiel
Lemons, per ilosen, - - U
Oranges. tier dossn. - 40
Apples. per bushel, choice I Ou
Corn in ear, per barrel. - 2.05
Oats, per unshed. - 410,50
Hay, per cwt. (clover, . 40450
Timothy,per cwt. BO




Beef Cattle, gross - 1,4,k3!%




Country mealtime . ..... . 12 to 17
Dairy . hi 25
REA NcutrearoryPicAs-




Mixed  M 40
rimuste.t:orecloer'pits,teto.  winter w.
Climbs' Minnow'. .... . 4.150,3 us
Plain patents 4.; 4 5.uu
. . 3.7i to 4.00
Bottom grades ........ SAS to 3.60
ritovlstosie-
uses PuRE-Per libl. 13 54)
Beene-per lb loose . 7:1%c.
Shoulder.. ..... cos






Clear rib sides . .  6.75
LAC Kitt smile. 
. .7 05
Choice leaf . .
StPlIrriteL ts'ies:DmM B.A.T,- -




LAhnliCiaSeV011111e0.1 St. Louis .
GRAIN
WEI! AT-0.
N Re2 it ......
No.3 Lungberry  N4
UN) -2 mixed ....... .  





No.11   3s4
tonal-ILLS LIVE itTOCII o .
C•TTI.s--truod to extra shipping, or
export cattle  4 40 to 4 25
I.igot shipping . ..... . . Ion •• to
friss! to extra . 3 5o 6. 3 73
*oleo ...OSMIUM Mitt Nigh 2111i 335
Itul's good .  2 Ou " 2 75
Light stockers •  I 70 "2 71
Feeders. gime!   . ..... .. 3 71" 3 5.1
Butchers. twat . . . 3 TS " 4 25
Butchers. medium to good 3 25 '• 50
Buteners. common to medium. a 50 *. 00
Thin, rough steers, pour cows and
ecalawaes . 2 nO " 1 SO
Hooe---Chotoe peeking and butchers 4 th "5 10
Fair to gas' butchers ...  4 " 4
Light medium Len:hers..  4 65 " 4 7".
Shoats    575 " 4 13
001,-
".;lear medium, Kentucky  % to 27
ilksoorted Clothing  En
Awirted Combing .. 25
Burry. southern ......... 10 t'S
Hurry, Kentucky  21 to Pt
Bi . .7 to 25
Tub- washed ...... ..... to es
GieNsettie-
tessi ti. prime 51.40 1 50 per lbon ar-
rival, for clean larae roots
LI I DES-
Pri me flint ltse
Prime .lry salted
?io. 3 " " .  103%
HAY-
All Timothy go.4 to prime. 10 se to it 00
Medium to unseal  titi to 10.00









Cures Backache. I.,: TreaVes
Fifiedmahsm. Di;
A trial will Convince thh rr,-t skeptical th-it
they are tee Mgt. Thyv arc medwatrd alth ca :-
cum th- ao.tive pritwiple of petrol.i.m. Is
far more powerloi in their action ,has other pl.“1 rs.
1st not be indiwed to take others. but he sore ais'
get the genuine `'Petivline." which Is always en-
dosed In an envelop,. sita the siguitore .1 de
prr.prietors, The 1'. W. P. ( ro, and directions in
four lanKnages; alsn acal nn front bail( .4




Are the beat knoso relii• lir for hard and soft COHAN
end never MI to cure. Price sy cents.
IrfiePelegWhIte Proprietary EG
MANurAcTUlattl,
113 W. Broadway, W. Y.. t. --
OF FIRST-CLASS DRUGGI.STs





I I.. ;n1..rte the 4 ;I II.
and surrounding tuountry that I have in in.
male. ruoin the largest and finest telio•tion of
Monumental Work in the South,
And lave superior facilities hir supplying all
kindsof Marble and Granite oiirk desired. I
manufacture sotto xir Mit the hest tijiciii,.. 
ni
porting DIRECT from ITA LY and si arr.
LAN Is enables me to succeeefully (Siln pets. ith
any house In lite countr). A large and due se•
lection of lieeigus always on hand. (inters so-
licited.





Never fails tn cure every form of disorder
pet:utter to Malaria-info:Wel districts. .1t
Is Warranted, '
In every ease, when used In accordance
with directions. It contains no (Pulite.




Jan. 1,5, 1884. 1
"Dr. J. C. ayer t  Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in locali-
ties abouruling Malarial
disorders ; have been the suldect
of their attacks in niany forms,
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as .4yer's .4eue
Cure. Taken, according to
directions, it will never fail to
cure.
J. B. .1f. 1TUNTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
1 IIWP Br
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Kass.
Sold by all Drtiggisbi.





-And be convinced that my new stock of-
Watches,Clocks,Jcivelry,Silverware
FITTING
annot be.eurpassed in styles and LOW Prices.
ei El="=Cr11.49-C-1-1=S • SPECIALTY.
Itepairing Engrai ing by W. H. (Ihey. f t workman the' CannOi be excelled is his line.
If you want a
3P'IA.I•TCO COIEL CORGIAL.Dir
You will flnil it greatly to your interest to see me before purchasing Don't fall to
inspect my stock. Nit trouide to show goods




C. W. METCALFE; Pres't. G lIsTeALM Vice Preys
°IC -11110  Mill1111C111111111 0111Pillt 
General Founders and Machinist..
--Manufacturers of-
 _ ;.aw fills and Mill Machinery,
Will purify the ISSN?. ,Tlat•
ths Levan •nd I nay and
Hearn lir th• 1.1 /, it • n VIG-
OR of YOUTH Dyspepsia.% mit
of Appetit.. Indigestion.hark of
bowman and Timed Feeling •ti.
pistol- eured• Km.. Ina.
alas and Derma room. new
force. Tediren. the mind
mot atipplias Brain Dower.
bu ming from complaiam pees-
liset“ths, eel will find in DR.
H•RTIE'S IRON TONIC a
safe. aimed y curs (II...a else,. boalthromni.lelion.
All ailment i• si counterfeiting only add* to 1,..Poro•
larttr. Iso not •apsrloient--imt 011101W•L •MI, Mtn
(01110 Oonsupation Li•sr complaint and Mel
inallad on reestpt of two cont. In postage.
Headache K•enple Dose and Dream Book
Or. HARTER'S LIVER PILLS )
TR OR. HARTER MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
utts Pills
stlmnl•testhe torpid Ilver.eteength•
fins the (lige...III orisan•. regulates
the how els, said tare tilitvi mauled as an
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
la m•larIal ill•trietis their sirtnes
are idely rect..; of refl. os they peer.
dews pert. liar prophrt freeing
the sy %tem f roin hat pfilserld. Dose
small. Steely •tigar cooled. Price,
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
ss cents p(cr bii‘.
Office, 44 Murray St..Ne•ev York.
(Dr. Tutta Manna bent L'ine to any address.)
Blank Notes for sale
at this office, cheaper
than can be bought in
Louisville or Cincin-
nati.





Julius Ciesar as Pontifax Maximus
reestee....... Fr..tti the 1111-4. in the Nunes
Cluaramonti. in the Vatican. Engraved by
W. It. Ctossusi, after a photograph from the
original.
The Liken ..... of Jelin• Caesar.
With 11111.tr:tt.tt. frotu thc author's collection.
JOU!: l.. HOVE,.
The Residuary Legate; OR VIM
IsisTIICAliit's JEST the 'MK l„kTE 250.
A l's.TIN Part lir.A.-THE W ILI.. J. 6 of
DALE.
Half a Cur•e. A story OcrAvle Titswir
r
Ivory and Gold. Poem. CH•aLes Hes-
ST Li 10 K..
Illeminiecencer of the Melte and
Commune of Paris. !.......1.•1 pateri-
TIIE NI ti.i,E. Willi illustration. fr  portra
its
and iloeitisients iii Mr WardiloUrne's pli
metrnai011.
iiR. R. "'Salle! she. Ex- Minister to France
hire My Bros her,* Wille.--thapsers VI.
IX • Soli, FKL01:111,
Tie Last FurroW. Cits•: F. IN 
AILED kli
Glimpses at the Diallers.' Gonve
r.
neer Morris. sd NAM. LIFE AND( 
HA It-
ACTER IN THE PARIS OF THE HE% DIX
-
TION. Second eoncluding) Paper. ANNIE C
11114.Kut.
The Pitory of a New Work House.
-III
Illii.dratud liN I It I iiiitiT..F. iliihk I ‘ s SMITH
and ts W. 1...litii Aerie. II C. Di a NIKK.
Our Naval Polliry.-A I.EssioN FRO
M
Isotl .11.. K Siii,gv. U. N. Navy.
The Dorkarines sof Ike Kaskatoss
ie
11. C --i ..T r. .1 SI,,t
Alter Death. P.eni. 'I. 4 . MouLTort.
M. Coquelin. Itics‘t,rs M ATTHEWS.
Ussaftian N we's. T. S. l't key.
25 Cents a Number.
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS,
Publisitere,
743 & 745 Broadway, New York.
PATEN rS
Obtainetl.for new inventions, or for improve-
meta« iin old onea, for medical or other co
m-
pounds, iraile•mark• and labels. Caveats, As-
signments. Interferences, Appeals, Suits for 
In-
fringements, and alienates arising under Patent
Laws promptly attended to. Inventions t
hat
have been REACTKIII hy the Patent office m
ay
still, in most cases, be patented by us. 
Being op-
posite the U. S. Patent °Mee DepartMent.
being engaged in the Patent Ittleinena caciti•i
vi-
ly, we can make closer searches awl ii
ecure Pat-
ents more protnptly, and with 
broader claims,
than those who areremote from Washington.
INVENTORS. send us a nosh.] or sketch of
your device. We make examinations
 and ad-
vice as to patentability, free of charge. All eor-
reepondenci- strictly confidential. Pried& IOW,
Stol no charge unlem patent la necured.
We refer in Washington to Hon. Pod-Master
General D. M. Key, Rev. F. It. Power, Tbe
German-American National Bank, to officials in
the U. S. Patent otter, and to Senators 
and
Repreaentativea in Congress. and ea_pecially
our clients in every State in the union a
nd
cantos.
C. A. SNOW CO•1





And Make a Specialty of Repairing En -
ginee and Mill Machinery.
we have ̂ ecently add. to our factor) a
General Repair Dtspartment,
where we will do ri i.J..rIng of
WACONS, PLOWS,
sHOEINC
Anil such like. Our smiths soil wood-
w urk men are
Mechanics at agrerlosisee.
Our Iron Cistern Top
ie the 1114 est (1(Inventent. durable •ni1 (*heap
cet lop Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS







A MLLE, Sec'y &Tress
Wrought Iron Fencing
In all designs,
WROLGHT IRON TOBAGC0 SCREWS
And Ratchet Screw,.
We are manufactors of the Ansorteas
Gonibipatiop Foto
For hrotisn. Todd andrTrigg counties
It le the heat and
CHEAPEST
reset manufactured. Call and exam
ire manufacture all goods we se:' a na
Guarantee Them Fully.
Shall be glad to quote prices or mate




EVENT HODK OHO! LD SEE THE N IP.W 
ISTOCEL OF FALL AND HINTER
GOODS OFFERED BY
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
--CONSISTLNG OT-
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing., Hats,' Boots Shoes, &C.
All of the Latest StyleN at the Lowest Prices.
JOHN MOAYON,
ijor. Ninth and Virginia
lElt
ixikoril AN 13- A
LEADS THE WORLD1
TUE l'HII MPH %NY UUUNII Olt
HARDMAN PIANO
; \
"To Be Seen Is But To Be Admired:'
But When Heard Is Sure To Be Desired.
Its elei:Inve of design and flnish challenge- ,asapariso
nawinie piarveluns tone, lovely
touch and plit•tiomenal durability, has made it the
Leading and Standard Piano of America,
and it is rapidly taking front rank in Europe. They hav
e recently introduced the woad:Will
harp etop Weevil and metal iron frame key bottom, two of
 the moot valuable ireprovitassitt•
of the sei•. Vi i• bait- also a full line of other makes of Piano@ a
nd Organs,
LOU Ott .4041i, or on Ear) nolcrimi OH 4$2.114YERLE PAYMENT
S•
Send for atalognea, Terms, KW
JESSE FRENCH,
":77'1%.olenemle EntatritesatIng =epct
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bit ourdidalo foe State Superintendent of Pub-
*" laidirmetioa„ sabjeet the action of the Demo-
relate Stele Conveateon
IN treturnintol'ieue„,La.outil wthel'uolul It sean:I
'saw *est importantse to vow.
that will st.rt you in bussuree which will lame
you in tonere money right assay than ans thing
n'se 11. tee wort& Any one cau do the n ork
assi live at noose, Either sex. all ages. some-
thiug new, that post roans money fur all work-
ers. WO e will start you, capital not needed
This LS one ad the genuine, important ch•neels
ile a life-time. Thooe who are •nilialioue sad
IS enterpraing will not delay. Grand outset free
Ashiress Tithe & CO.. Auguista, Maine.




*item Change aid OM Sped Uerivaled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
Frans St Loa* Ivanevill• sad Heeders, •
au the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
fliiiit'a-Civaritilirrere *tete coos le




sae porde is rows.
as* el ael$11$11
t.e ell pollit.
NORTH, EA‘T, SOUTH WtST
 la ho tame Palm lises 
EMIGRANTS  illieneak taste :.");nries :a wt Adel
recta:ye seeci•1 low
14* Agent. of this i',onissn• rm.,  routes.












teaday, Tioday and Satirday
of each week. A staunch:Democratic organ.
Beat inducemento ever offered to advertiser?
THE WEEKLk NEW ERA
WUll be Issued every Friday aa usual.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The following are the subsseriptioa rates of
se ZirrerteIr New Idea, payable strictly cash
I advance.
Tri-Weekly.
tor one year  $3 $
for months  1 ff
For 3 months  T1
Weekly.
For one year .  $1 10
ror 6 month(  TS
Ter 4 sonars 
Club Rates.
hi-Weekly in clubs of  VI 16
'Fri-Weekly :o club* of 10  ISO
Weekly in clubs of U
Iltestkly in clubs of 10  I 00
Perms. sow taking the Weekly New Era who
desire to change to the In-Weekly, eaa do so
and pewee a credit for all unexpired Mee dne
tame ron the Weekly.
Plum&Orglos
=aszr Terrn.s..
We furn:sh hundreds of home. yearly with floe
Pianos en.1 organs, and allow cue-
towers to pay in small month-




J. & C. FiEcher,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND 1201404. I' CA1tEle. SPECIAL





D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
Z36 Feeea.rtela.
: : Hy.
Choice Styles of Organs for the Sit-
ting Boom. Library and Hal
DR. DARR BELL
Offers his professional berets:es to the people of
Hopkiasville and •iciaity.
//dr-Oace over Planters Bank. MaN
MIKE MONEY!
Fortunes are daily made by sucreseful opera-
tors! in stneek•, Grain and 01111.
Thome investments frequentiy pay from 1300 to









Oillete W heeler, M A 5 is.'" -
eor. 7th awl Bane-oast dree 04





NTED-Notee of well rated business men
IS* ohs month to twelve month,. A mounts
0,41 to 11.060,060. Strictly confluiential and
Safe. Bonds given, settlement." matte. Caere..-
.4.4mm wuukuu. ‘4, gr. poncr ER, Banker,
40 Broadway. N.
The First Siorn.7)
Of tailing health, r tio loi to .1
Night Sweate and Net, (mantes. or in a
sense of General \Veal:Metes and Loss et
Appetite, should suggest the use cs
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. This preparat kin
is most effective for giving tone and
strength to the enfeebled system. pro-
moting the digestion aud af.similation
food, restoring the nervous forces to
their normal condition, and for purify-
ing, enriching. and vitalixiug the blood.
Failing Health.
Ten years ago niv health began to fail.
I wea troubled with a distressing Cough,
Night Sweats, Weakness. and Nervous-
ness. I tried various remedies pre-
scribed by different physicians, but
became go weak that could not go up
stairs without stopping to rest. My
friends recommended me to try Ayer's
Sarsaparilla, which I did, and I am now
as healthy and strong as ever. -Mrs.
E. L. Williams, Alexandria, Minn.
I have used Ayer's Sarsaparilla. in my
faintly, for Scrofula, and know, if it is
taken faithfully, that it will thoroughly
era! icat e this terrible disease. I have
also prescribed it as • tonic. as well as ow
alterative, and must aay that I honestly
believe it to be the best blood medicine
ever conipormded.-W. F. Fowler, M. D.,
D. D. S., Greenville, Tenn.
Dyspepsia Cured.
It would be inipo6sible for me to de-
scribe what I suffered from Indigestion
and Headache up to the time I began
taking A yer'n Saraeitarilla. I was under
the care of various physicians. and tried
a great many kinds of medicine*, but
never obtained more than temporary re.
lief. After taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla
for a short time, tuy headache disap-
peared, and my stomach performed its
duties more perfectly. To-day my
health is Isointiletelv restored.- Mary
Harley, Springnehl, Mass.
I have been greatly benefited by the
pronile 11,141 1tf .\.‘••t's Sarsaparilla. It
tones and invigorates the Fly strni. regu-
lates the actioff of the digestive mei
aesitnilative organs, and 'entire* th6
blood. It Is withent tioubt, the mos!
i
emotes teem punnet yret niestorereu.
1 Il Jilifinr, VIA Atlaetie stekhits.
the‘k411,
Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
l'hists1 tik ilea./ 0 Ayer 4 Ow, lowill,
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-Aid All Points In- _
Arkansas and
i Texas
Through Tickets are now on Sale. Call ce or
address
B. F. MITCHELL,
Gen.1 Pam. and Ticket AO, Louisville, Ky•
TIME TABLE
-OF TH E_
Owensboro & Nashfille R.R. Co.
Mail. Mixed
Dapart-lerom Oweesbore. 3 :31) p m 8:40 a m
A rrive-Oweneboro .. ... 10:45 a m 6:10 p m
Depart-Central City  4:30 a m 3:30 p m
" "   4:23pm 1:00pm
Arrive- " 
„ 
4:113 p m 11:15p m
•• •• 8:50am 1:00pm
Depart-Rumellville  6:55 a m 9:15 a m
" 4:15 p m
Arrive- . CIO p m 4:10 p re.. 6:34 am  ..
Depart- Ailairville 5:310 a m
Arrive-Aulairville   , 9.11 p m
R W ELLS, Gen'l Man'ter„ Louisville, Ky.

















0..1 st....., opp. Planters Bank,
.
• .Hop e, - lientucky„
__ _ . _
Barber Shop!
I have reopened my Barter Shop, on Russell-
•ille street. between Mr. rent. es-bleat sad
Caldwell & Southworth, where I will be glad
to see all My old customers and the public.
thawing, Hair-Cutting. ehempooing and Boot-
Blacking done in the !mitt manner.
JASIENHAUGMAVES.
EVAMIWILL• a t. •is sigr011i Merle raoaso
The Light Dr•ught atomism
Eprz:xir
J . B. THOMPSON  Manager
Clerk.ED NASH.
Will leave E•ansville f Cannelton daily
exeept Sunday, at • o'clock. • m„ mak ingsure
connections with the 0., R.. A N. It. R.
Returning, lea es Cannelton daily at ale p
me., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at 9 p.
IIPSIDAT ?lei 0•11ID.
lia. m. sharpLeaves Svaasvilis 
4 p. m. sharpLeaves Owensboro 
F•re *Oc. for round trip on Sunday, tint not
rospvasibie for stores perch/teed be the steward.
BYRNES & Ageats
For freight or passage anni• law ward.
!Livery and Feed
-STABLE,-
' T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
lion fr; no4reers. 6"1:11eatatnedittlaomnpgite•en tan f11%11411)
rgsgood horses and vehicles to &II livery outeas
.nolotolion• connection ••orywhers.
LAND t4-OR SALE.
We will sell 200 aeries of the Peebles Farm





Lase week ten prieonere were pun-
ished at the public whipping poet in
Delaware.
Mrs. Marley is reported to have ate
moiled a brilliant sapphire from a ',repay
ottesiatt prime- tor the tritile of e150,000.
Gov. Davie, elle Senetor-eleet from
Miami-seta *to oll the door of the Cie.
tad Suttee Seeate Motteety and Wat.=. IBIS-
tato II for Grit. Ile,' Hotter.
Mr. Iltaitithog, HS tecretary of the
treasury, gete a sal .ry of $s,1100. Mr.
Manning. as preelde ot of the new bank
in New York, gets $15,000
The president has allowed the act ap-
propriating $100,000 a year, to provide
ernes and t quipmetate for the militia to
become a law without his signature.
In the Pauly divorce rove at Milwau-
kee, testimony was given Motalay to
the effect that Mrs. Pauly appeared in
the @meets twice attired in her hus-
band's clothes.
The Rev. Mr. Reed, who is conduct-
ing a etteetoeful revival at Odin, Ills ,
'et/Warty makes proclamation that the
religion he preaches is all wool and a
yard a ide.
J. K. O'Brien, a staltionkeetter of Min-
neappoliss, who tied two weeks ago,
leaving a wife and six ehildren, is be-
lieved to have gone to Vancouver Is-
land, The claims of creditors are abou-
$50,000.
Benjamin Calender et Co., wholesale
hardware dealers of Boston, have failed
for $117,000 S. G. Krerger, gloves and
fancy goods, at New Orleans, has ceded
Ide property to 'reenters, to a limn he
owes $72,000.
Joiner' Winslow, a intichiniet, who
woo pilfering from a vetiver on his face,
tee lllll itted suicide Monday at St. Louie
by thellieliss ilium-It under the a lieels
tot a lueoniotiee.
The Iona loutal Hoard of lipoid' a.
1,011,11 awl 11111111111111144.1 a Ilftiliditt Whll
04111111114011 1110 111114441 Milli hike HI tillillt
kindle nli'llliit: Ha 1411101111011 ill ON
Slate Ittmrsli.whIelt alltritts41 the asithili
so the Instal MANI,
hire ii, P, Po hat, A respeoleide old la,
itl. , vi 5.4 brutelly Murdered at Pound,
WiP., Wethit witty night by *brute, who
cito 'loped and mutilated her body . The
murder was wititea+ed b) a little girl.
The men Is iu leil.
Captain Williams Cottrell. a promi-
nent turfman and breeder, died Monday
morning at Megnolia, item- Mobile, Ala.
His horses a ill, the coming peewee he
run tueler the oupervieem of Captain
W. II. William-mt. '
'Me otearal Traffic Arietelation and
the Ex,eleive Co, toe-eel the Trunk
lime are in woolen oit .Coortmissiotter
Fieke office le New York, tot arrive at
a di finite teriderst ending oil the inter-
State Commerce bill.
The hearing hi the carte of Cele. E t-
weed Unger for the  der of Loud'
Belde ill New York, wed tetticludeol and
given to the jury. At 11:30 hot night
the jury, loving failed lti agree, acre
locked up lor the night.
Mrs. Mary Silva, aged 30, the wife of
a Railer, committed enicide at tetroott
became she had been aecueed el infi-
delity to Iter litishan I by hie brooteer'e
elle. The nefortunate *Oinell se ate
about to beeonie a mother.
Miss Louise Hungry, aged 17, died
from pollee), selfetetninietered, at St.
Louis Monday. She took the drug in-
tending to frighten her family into ac-
quiescent* with her marrie l to a young
luau whom her relatives disliked.
Gov. Abbett, of New Jersey, declares
that he will withdraw from the Senator-
ial contest In the State when any other
man can command the support of forg-
one Democrats. Ile will not, however,
sacrifice his chances to mere experi-
ment.
War to the death has beets opened by
the Knights of Labor against the Arne'.
ifgamated Aesociation Iron and Steel
Workers, caused by he effarta of the
Knights; to itesume • riedietion over Else
striking members ot the association at
Mingo, 0.
The 300 men employed in the Spang,
Chalfant et Co.'s wrought irou pipe
mills, at Etna, Pe., have presented a
wale to the company which demands an
advance in wages of from 15 to 75 cents
a day. It is thought that the increase
will be granted.
Judgment given yesterday in the case
of Thomae Blackstone, who robbed the
National Bank of Portland, Me., of PO,-
COO refuses the extradition of prisoners
on grounds that the offense is not forg-
ery, but only embezzeiment. The pris-
oner was released.
The Reorganization Committee of the
Nickle Platers Road states that Lake
Shore signed the agreement for 250,000
shires of Nickle plate neck, but will not
state whether the stock is divided in the
same proportion between common and
preferred as it was when Lake Shore
purchased control.
Charles 0. Clark, of Detroit, admin-
istrator of Lieut. Kislingbery, ii; en-
deavoring to arouse opposition to the
confiniation by the Senate of Capt. A.
W. Ureely to be chief of the Signal Ser-
viee. The reason given is Cape Gree-
ly's reported ill-treatment of 1.ieut.
Kislingberry in the Antic regions.
Kraus et Co., maletere, of M il waukee,
have received a letter front their New
York agent, in which he states that he
has been approached by an accredited
agent of the German Government who
came to this cOUntry to purchase corn,
oats and red winter wheat in enormous
quantities. Kraus et Co. have been re-
quested to bid on furnishing 200,000
bushels of oats and their figures have
been forward to the agent at New York.
Ise • ess
"Who, did you say is to be the next
President?" "Ohl I don't know and
don't care. I'm not looking for Presi-
dents-I'm hunting for a pain-killer."
"Ali, you've only to ark at the next
corner for Salvation Oil, it kills pain
every time.
Regarding the persistent effort of the
Massachusetts Legislature to control af-
fairs in the city ot Boston, the Ileralol of
that city says for the State to hiterfere
with the adminietration, to direct that
such and such a thing should be done at
the expellee of the city, Is not only to
enforce texetion without adequate rep-
reeentation, but it is to enter upon a vie-
ion@ system that Ilea 110 W here been tried
a ith satiodoctory reputes. It would be
vastly better for the people of Boston to
forego desirable client/es or improve-
ments in the management of their local
affairs, rather than establish by the In-
terference of the State a pewee's-lit w hich
may later on be utted greatly to their ad-
vantage.
--eleseee
FREQUICNTLY accidents occur in the
household which cause burns, cuts,
sprains and bruises; for nee in such
(wets Dr. J. MeLeau's Volcanic Oil
Liniment has for many years been the
constard favorite family remedy. For
dale by H. B. Garner.
Senator-elect Davis, of Minnesota,
closely reeembles Benj. F. Butler lie
personal appearance. He chanties to
have been one of the earliest to advo-
cate from the rostrum a strict State su-
pervision of railroads.
A SENSATION.
Why is it that three bottles of B. B. B are
sold In Atlanta to one of any other blood reme.
sly, lied twice as much commuted in the slate of
Georgia as any other preparation, No one
need tate our wont but simply ask the drug-
gists. Adt the people They are etimpetent
witnesse• Six homsee in Atlanta are buying B.
It. in live and ten grass lots, and sonic of
teem aa often aa et ery two nutothe. Why them
unprectelenteloalts here at home with au little
advert:ging, Musicals, forbid. tie makine a re-
ply. Had It B. B. been before the public a
quarter or half aetentury, it would not to tier -
momary to be lobstered tip with crutches of page
advertieemente now. Merit will conquer and
down money.
$1.00 WORTH $500.00.
Voir four years hat • Isen &sufferer from a
terrible form of litheumatiem, which reduced
me so low that •Il hope of recovery Wall given
up I heve 'suffered the meet excruciating pain
day and night. anti often while writhing in ag-
ony have a shed I could the. I have tried ev-
en-thing known for that disease, but nothing
dia me any good, awl have hati dtmie of the finest
physicians of the State to work on me, but all
to no effect, I have spent over pest without
dieting relief. I am now proud to say that af-
ter using only one deltic of B. B I am able
to walk around •nui attend to bust nem, awl I
would not take Ks* for the benefit received
front one single bottle of It. It. B. I refer to all
merchatiteill111 Mistiness men of this tows.
Tours, most truly.
to 0. esat•.
W a verl y. Walker county. Te
tEr‘77-.43e.2.i.T.40WED
I have been troubled with a seritium blood 1101-
eh.. for six years, and have expended over
$255) 00 for werthlens remedies whir hat.' me no
good The low of 15 bottles of B. B. B. has aboutcured ink-Amor more good than all other rein -
elite. condoned It is a quick and cheap blood
0. II Itilmheti.purifier.
Taliadega„tla., Ahril SO, Deft
Demenstrited Merit
SPAltr•, ., May 15, Isseh
Biotin littieCo:
Toti will please ship us per first freight one
gross B. B. B
It levee no pleasure to report a grim I trade for
thin preparation. Indeed it has far rinsed all
other blood remedies, both in demonstrated
merit and rapid sale with us.
Bogle,' A V.seimute.
--
•11 who deeire fall Information about the
cause and cure of Blood Poisons, Scruf ii la and
Rends' lous Swell ings, Ulcers, Sores, !Vico ma -
Dom, K idney Complaint., Catarrh, rte., can es -
cure by mail free, a espy of our 31 page illustra-
ted Book oil' Wonders, 111101 with the niont won-
derful and death ng prior ever before known.
Address i /BLOOD BALM
AtIsata, Ga.
FIDELITY.
Ve,th irsenitling lip; my hoe bole re" farewell;
A horning kiss sbe press'd upon my brow --
The Manse I sm. My temples" even now
Throb o'er the spot her lips nought but to dwell
In one's hi artfelt caress, My pulses swell
And tears fall fast as I recall h. r vow:
"Ill loyal be, theiC true or faithless thou,
Till eta-nor love from twilliTht skies dispel!"
I drew Ise form unto my tetraing heart
And erowneel the Er. s of our misting dreams
With Iasi wrisths end stroult, iumasteoued art,
white flowing swift canto thought In !nighty
stream*:
"'I'll loyal be till lifts and soul depart
And shades of love blot out the spirit's Wein'!"
-William Wallace Cook.
THE NAUTCH GIRLS' DANCE.
A Performance Artistic and Decorous.
Bicyclist St ' Description.
I had been wondering whether an op-
portunity to see the famous dance would
occur during my tour througlandia. and
so, When four or five of the prettiest of
these dusky damsels gathered around me,
smiled at me winsomely, ogled me with
with their bewitching leack eyes, /smiled
again, smiled separately, &united tumni-
mouely. smiled all over their *lend ma-
hogany but neverthelere not unhandsome
faces. and every time dispLaying ee;s of
pearly teeth, what could I do? What
could one have done but smile in return?
There is no language mitre eloquent or
more easily understood. under certain cir-
cum.staucce. than the language of facial
expresee tn. No verbal queetion or answer
neectesary. I interpreted the winsom,
smiles ott the Nautch dancers right and
they interpreted very quickly the per-
miseion to go ahead that revealed itself in
the smile they had forced from me.
Eight of the twelve were commonplace
girls of from 14 to 18 and the other four
were quite hambsome, as handsome goes
among the Ilindos. Their arms were
bare el ant thing nave briteelets and the
apper pont; ei of the holy was but soodey
-hello!. toter the Monier and custom of
Heidoo feitialeet but an Mettle skirt pt
ratios rpflet,,m1tp 1110101MM Wings WM*,
411111014,
lads tilidelitelt Me& Meek,
*hell thee %tinted la slitlietelo They
wore It proftleilill 11041441th 1104,1411144*
Of Naos, Wel iiroantonts, offf vitals and
iscitolants and a soweavo assist or brass
rule hi the left nista The nostril was
rellet el ite burden by a string that de-
scended from hoed ornament and took
up the weight
The Nautelt girls arranged themselves
into a half circle, their scarlet costumes
forming a bright crescent, terminating at
either end in a mass of spectators, whose
half naked bodice. varying in color from
pale olive to mahogany, were arrayed in
costumes scarcely less showy than the
dancers. The chaperone tom-toms an
uppropriato Nautch accompaniment on a
drum with his fingers, and four pretty
girls advance from the half circle, and,
favoring me with a quiatette of killine
smiles and a quartette of coquetta
glance* from their bright dark eyers, they
commence to dance. An idea Seems to
prevail in occidental minda that the In-
dian Nautch dance is a very naughty
thing, but nothing is further from the
truth. Of course it can be made naugh-
ty, and no doubt often is, but then so
can numy another form of innocent
amusement. The proper Nautch dance
le a &sour )113 and artistic performance
when properly danced; the graceful nut
tions and elegant proportions of the hu-
man form, as revealed by lithe and grace-
ful dancers, aro to be reviewed with an
eye as purely artistic and critical as a
Venus or other production of the sculp-
tor's studio. Only the "British matron"
would consider a Nautch dance in any
degree indecorous.
The four dancers take the hem or their
red garment between the thumb and
fmger of the right hand. spreading its
ample folds into the figure of an open
:an by bringing the outetretched arm al-
most on a level with the shoulder. A
mantle of transparent muslin, fringed
with silver spangles, is worn about the
head and shoulders in the same indeecrib-
ably grareful manner as the mantilla of
the Spanish senorita. Raising a portion
of this aloft in the left hand and keeping
the "fan" intact with the right the danc-
ers twirl araind and change positions
with each other, their supple figures
meanwhile aesuming a variety of grace-
ful motions and postures from time to
time. Now they imitate the spiral move-
ments of the serpent, climbing around
and upward on an imaginary pole; again
they niMUMO a charming posture, their
dusky countenances half hidden in PeCM-
ing coquetry behind the muslin mantle.
the large red fan waved gently to and
fro, the fort unmoving. but the undulat-
ing motions of the body and the trem-
bling of the limbs eufficing to jingle the
tiny ankle bulls.
A Great Slave Hunting Region.
The country between the Zambesi river
and the lake regions of central Africa is
ono of the great slave hunting grounds of
that dark continent. An Engligh trav-
eler who recently journeyed through the
country says that every village shows the
familiar sight of the slave in the yoke
awaiting. the departure of a caravan.
This yoke is made from the forked
branches of a tree ; about five or six feet
long-some are much longur-and from
diree to four indict; in diameter at the
thickest part. Through each prong of
the fork a hole is bored for the nsception
of an iron loin. This ready, a soft fibrous
bark is wrapped around until the whole
forms a thick collar of bark, making a
sort of pad much rougher than a horse's
collar. It is often allowed to remain
upon a slave for nine months or a year,
night and day. without being once taken
off. When a caravan is ready to start
the men are coupled by the yoke being
lashed so as to form a rigid pole, binding
the pair from neck to neck together.
With bode on their heads, they then turn
their faces to the eastward and leave their
homes forvver.-Pittsburg Commercial
Gazette.
For lloys and Girls.
President le C. Gilman. of Johns Hop-
kimi university, says that for a girl or a
boy there is nothing better than the
needle and sciseors, and, particularly for
a boy. the jackk nife; that still more
fundamental is the pencil, which enables
ono to delineate with more precision than
the pen what one wishes to exproo, and
that a tuan is a better thinker and a
more accurate worker if he can repro-
duce with his hand what he has thought
with his brain.-listper's Bazar.
Some heathen, are not se much of the
heathen as we think ; read a Mahomet-
an proverb. "God has beetowed the
good thinge of this world to relieve our
neceseitiee, not to reward our virtties;
therse will be rewarded In another
world." we know of no greater neces-
sity to be relieved, than a stubborn cold,
and we know of no better relief theft
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
----e. -ewe.
New York benk presidents are well
paid. They have little to do and plenty
of time to do it. A half dozen receive
$50,000 per year each for their not very
arduous labors. A score are pa141 $25,-
000, and even the very small institutions
pay the respectable old gentlemen who
lend grace and elegance to their concerns
$12,000 and $15,000 each.
Fortelle favors Faith lea St. Louis
Mau.
Many persons are made happy by The
Louisiana State Lottery Compeny. Lase
drawing Fortune smiled upon Mr.Cor-
nelius Becantion, a prominent 11111 es-
teemed citizen of St. Louis, Moo., who
has great fnith in this Company.
For years he has invested in every
drawing, aini nine times out of ten he
hart drawn a prize. Last month he
"'sent it alone" Atli came within Otte
n leer of the capital. Ile this month
purchased another ticket, and happily
got one-tenth of No, 91,960. which drew
$150,000, and at the office of the Coalmi-
ne', was Riven a check on the New Or-
leans National Bank.-New Orleans
Picayune, Jan. 22.
J . If . McLrest's Strengthening
Cordial and Blood Purifier, by its vital-
izing properties, will brighten pale
etirrite, and trarteform a pale, flagon',
dispirited woman into one of sparkling
health and beauty. $1.00 per bottle.
For sale by IL B. Garner.
Mrs. Kate Chase Sprague, who is at
ter old home called Eolgewowel, near
Washington, is engaged writing her
memoirs. She had opportunities of ac-
piaintance with the public men of her
time that ought to make euch a work
from her pen a great addition to the lit-
erature of tbe oountry.
+O.
For colds, fevers and inflammatory
attacks, as well as for cholera morbus,
diarrhoea, tlysentery or blootly-dux,
colic or cramps in stomach, use Dr.
Pierce's Extract of Smart-Weed, com-
posed of beet Grape Brandy, Smart-
Weed or Water Per, Jamaica Ginger
and Camphor Water.
Maseachusetts pays her Governor
$4,000 a year and a bill is pending to in-
crease it.
Itch, Mange and Smatchen of every
knot cured In 3U minetee by Vfoolfordeo
Sanitary Lotion. A sure cure mod per-
fectly harmless. 1Yarranted by H. B.
Garner Druggist, Hopkinsville.
Moseont roe Cellete.
the Man witty id 3 VV311101
yonr opinion of hilli of essIliollilog
iho cal did truth, and then opiarreb
with you for giving it to him. Ile has
varioue metheds„ but this is ono of the
neuteet I've heard for a long fettle for •
judicious hint. A celebrated artist in
New York hail just finished a picture.
Artists don't like to be advertised. It Li
for love ef art they paint. mid tie y are
hurt if their name rets inte the trews-
poeoert favor: Lly. That, hoveever. a
univereal feeling. The licturto lool bean
on show hi his author in a private way.
and the painter called upon the ert critic
of a big New York elaile, en obi friend
of hie. Ile found him very gLed to see
him, of course.
"I want you to come and take a look
at my new picture," said he. "It's just
finished."
"I'll be delighted, certainly."
"I've only one thing to ask. We've
been close friends for years, and of
couree that may influence you. But I
don't want it to. I wait you to Ley
wide all recolkotion of our friendship;
look upon me simply 11,8 painter who
has painted a picture. I want you to
come to my studio, anti rive me a cold
blooded coitieism of the work. I've juse
licked one fellow who said he didn't
it "-San Fr..Incise° Chronicke
Reef In Southwestern Teems.
In some of the yards we see the people
drying long strips of beef on frames,
which is their favorite way of keeping it,
the flitch locomine dry and hard. AO that
it will last a long time. Even in hot
a-miller the evaporation is rapid and the
meat dries before tainting, and ean then
be carried anywhere without sanger of
losing it. Thus treated the beet is whole-
some and good. and by no means; unpala-
table. It may be sold by the yard, as it
looks like to tnany brown tepee hanging
from the [ranee. Melt iretti I outeliers have
the knack of etringing tin* lined out its
this sally, kr111111 Ildets lamdl W11111114
1111111 the Indians, whit tin the mho,. No
halt Is tisiessusitty, When tine of the lit,
Weiler. Its Melte a trip thin
Mekioti Ito siois his MORS ropily, theft lee
tOrtilliettlo 141111 AWAY Wale, finding
water (14.11601*a 1110 iittfettsil hums
tho animal foisting sot what grow
it can Mei, and doing well -
Chihuahua, Tex., Cor. Chicago Timm.
Mistreatment of Colds.
There have tern more colds than I
have noticed during the winter, and men
with stuffed heads are taking nauseous
medicines to break up the blockade.
There's the trouble with most people-too
much medicine. You have heard the ad-
age: "Feed a cold and starve a fever."
That's not the modern reading, which
should be: "Starve a (sold," etc. It is
cruel to deny patients with a fever food
and drink, and it is very bad to eat
heavily when your syheem is filled with
congestion from a cold. Don't stuff your
stomach, for abstemiousners with simple
remedies is a sure cure. Take no supper,
bathe your feet in hot water and go to
bed to prespire, and you will wake up re-
lieved. Going out at nights and eating
at establisinnente or indulging in ban-
quets; is the beet aid to a cold. Serve the
courses slowly. got home after 12 n'clock
and you will be out of shape for a week
afterevanlit.-Physician in Globe-Demo-
crat.
Reverence Tor River Soares,.
The nativoi of India have a great rev-
erenco for the sources of a number (4
their largest rivers, whose waters by
means of irrigating works are often used
in times of drougld to nourish the soil
and prevent or mitigate famine. The
Godavery, the moot important river in
south India, takes its rise in a brook that
iseues from a hillside near the village of
Naasik. The spot where this brook
gushes from the rock is approached by a
flight of 690 gone steps, at the top of
which is a grate stone platform built at
the foot of the rock from which the
stream issues. An image under a largo
canopy has been so placed that tho water
pours out of its mouth and then goes
eparkling down tho Ital. From this spot
the stream flows 000 miles right across
the peninsula, growing on the way into a
mighty river, and draining 120,000
square miles. The source of the Goda-
very is one of the sights of the Bombay
prosidency.-New York Sun.
?he Parvenu's Plate.
I have known Boston parvenues to buy
Engliah pLete already eupplied with coats
of arms. etc., and then faithfully live up
to the pictures on the silver, Here this
is a positive fact: An English lord who
came over here to visit some American
friends wall very much plietsed to find
that all the bowls, pitchers and glasses
in the apartments olevoted to his lute bore
his family crtot. He commented on the
delicacy of the compliment to his wife.
They found out subsequently, however,
that several years before their American
friends had appropriated the pictorial de-
vice for their own use simply because
they thought it pretty and attractive.
When the guest's chamber had been done
up by the artist, then admiration for it
had weakened, and the mat of arms in
uae in other portions of the house war
entirely different.- New York Mail and
Exprees.
A Hard now to Hoe.
Doetma aro not all quacks; you hay
got wrong noshuns about this. Doktors,
lawyers and ministers hay a hard row to
ho; they hay to deal with the kredulity,
knavery and fears ov the people- -three
ov the most difficult traits in human
natur tew handle. If i was a doktor and
understood mi business, i should doktor
mi paehunts and let the disease take care
ov itself. More folks are kured this way
than enny other. It ain't much trouble
tew doktor sick folks, but to doktor the
well ones ie bothersum.---Josh Billings.
Patience a Great Help.
A lady who had been prostrated toy a
serious accident underwent a critical
surgical operation. After it was over she
inquired of the surm,on how long she
should have to nomain in lad. "Only
one day at a time," he cheerfully re-
sponded. The thought had a soothing in-
fluence upon her, and its she gave utter-
ance to it from day to day, a feeling of
resignation was engendered which did
much to neutralize the effect of months
of weary confinement to bed. Heroic ef-
fort often restores the mind to a healthy
balance, but patient*, in tho true mean-
ing of the word. is the best aid to recov-
exy in pore:cal cases.-Herald of Health.
Cured of Pleurisy.
James .1. Gallagher, 203 9th St., Brook-
lyn, say.: "An applieation of one of
l'orneroy's Petroline Plasters cured me
entirely in a few hours. I consider
them the more wonderful of remede-s."
Sold by druggiet H. B. Garner,
Hopkineville, Ky.
A lady of New York city geve a hutch
party the other day, to which she invited
seventy ladies, and sterved a plate of
straw berriee to each gueet. Straw berries
such as these are fifty touts apiece. Say
that each lady had five, and there goes
$175 for the berrien
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve In the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Salt Rheum, Fever,
Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Handle Chil-
Maine, Corns, and all Skin Eruptions,
anti poeitively cures Piles or no pay re-
quired. It is guaranteed to give per-
fect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 erne@ per Pox. For sale by II.
B. Garuer.
The Spaniel' Government lets essent-
ed to the finatieial autonomy of the
llikelpie provineee, on the b trio of their
eontribution of 50 per cent. extra to the
Exchequer.
FAR better Mu. the harsh treatment
of medicines which horribly gripe the
patient and destroy the coding of the
stomach. Dr. J. if. MeLean's Chills
and Fever Cure by mild yet effective ac-
tion will cure. Sood at 50 mute a bottle.
Fur sale by II. B. Garner.
Dr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, la n good
story-teller. He ha+ a high regsni for
the discreet men of the protesdon, am'
plenty of charity for thoese who are in-
clined to be convivial. Ile appreciates&
good joke, no matter at whose expense
it may be.
PromoNs who lead a life of exposure
are aubject to rheumatism, neuralgia
and lumbago, and will Mill a valuable
remedy in Dr. J. II. MeLean'e Volcanic
()I1 Liniment; it will banish pain and
subdue inflammation. For sale by II. B.
Garner.
Congressman Smith, recently elected
from the Fourth Wideonsin district,
thinks' the national industrial enliven-
don whirl' meets in Cincinnati Febru-
ary '22, will result in a movement that
will break down both of the old parties.
St. the na-
m--ert-ary,s oli -17---se--00,1 stmd to
thou as II will cure all pain of every die-
cription, both Internal and external.
Thin oil fa a family doctor ; merit• are
unequaled. Sold by all dealers in med-
icines. eample bottles 25 eenta, hull size
e0 cents and $1,00. A rude cure for
rheumatism. All that le *eked is a trial.
J. II. Goodwin, proprietor, 60 west
fourth street, Cincinnati. Ohio.
A Dank ri sidearm Mode.* entree.
A reporter ;he other day happened into
one of lour moot suirevroftil banks and
noticed the president. a matt of large
wealth and geeierous Itoepitality, feting a
cracker. "I have ulways," said the
banker, -had a liable almost an uncon-
scious one, of bringing a cracker or a bite
cuit or scene simple lunch with me from
the I reaefaet table te eat nt the office.
It hae beclene a custom with net to do
this and I have not deviated from it for
thirty year:. I never care to eat much
at this hour and 1 eimply want a bite to
etay my etemeich. I prefer to take it as
I care for it. rather tigui go out to a rye-
taurant and tott mint-thing that might
tempt me to eat too lauds. Anotletr
thiug that I have made a rule of my life
hast Is,en never to touch any stimulant
during banking hours. You know I am
a temperate man always. but I take a
giallo of wine at dinner. I have not per-
mitted myself to take a glare of ale or
wine at lunch or between breakfast and
dinner." These words from one of the
meet successful bankers that Albany has
ever krown convey a kvetion to young
men who aspire to successful careers hero
and elsewherte-Albany Journal.
Trade Schools and the Merhanical Arts.
The apprentice learnt; his trade by
what he can FAN' or by what advice the
foreman or jottnetyman hi good natured
enough to give him. It is a toyidem of
chance that does not count for much in
the long run. The remedy for thim evil is
to be found in the trade 'schools, where
the boy is to be taught before it is seneelit
to make any moiety through hint. Pro-
fessional men learn their profteesions at
their own expenne and :tee the better for
it; so it will be with the mechanic. No
modification of the old apprentice law is
Aveirable. In thew reboots the lad learns;
to tele the took ahd Kigne of the tratle,
then he wive to the shop tut an apprentiee.
where ripped is nctiniml. and becomes a
Mrelitinit.. Thule wilted% hare hreort110
necessity in the estitivoittliss hottrocts
hotel' lireene
ellt1Wit Ittl* Hilt-
bliy hero itelfil HMO: 1110
litoett 01/1ISIO filtathistilei
thp lasiklittse Ins& la Now York, of [lasso
loss Heel Illothdi wore ut Isittoric.an birth,




A Mexican would tett know how to
live witliout his blanket. which is at once
hie cheek by clay and his bed clothing by
nigid, so that he is prepared wherever
darknees may overtake him. Of course
the winter nights aro cold, but in the
summer time. under the bright starry
heaven', the blanket makes a good enough
bed. The Mexican carts are certainly
objects ot a good deal of curiosity. the
wlevls being in some instances made of
solid blocks of wood. which have been
chopped out with an ax. The bodies of
thcee carts are rudely formed, but when
uprights are properly placed, and a good
covering is thrown over. they are quite
comfortable. The tropic carry their pro-
vistions aloag when traleling, and with a
keg of water are able to cook their mealy
alnusit any place along the road. They
ean do with very little. and are frueal
beyond any Cancel itiOn. --Chihuahua.
Tex., Cor. Chicago Times.
Tennymen's Golden Haired Girls.
Tennyiron is lasting. His girls are all
of golden hair. So are his men, for that
matter. L'ut we respect his cold, golden
haired girls. We don't love them. They
send a chill throngh you: yet it is a re-
spectable chill. They are ride that yen
would like to have for sisters. He is the
poet who has evolvel from icy respecta-
bility the girl of blonde hair, tall. gentle,
whom you can worship for nothingneas
of brain, but large. pale aristocracy of
nuumere, and you could go out of the
world in &nth without regret of her; but
you know that she could be trusted not to
violate the gentle:it nicety of life. Such
a girl Tennytoon has put into his poems.
lehakospeare crmted Miranda; Tennyson
hoe created the girl with the cold, golden
hair.
Clearing trent the Sphinx.
Between the Sphinx and the edge of
the Pyramid plateau a vast space has
been cleared, thus bringing to view a fine
flight of steps some forty feet in width.
To the right of the Sphinx a further ex-
cavation i5 in progress, the result of which
will probably confirm the surmises of
those who believe the Sphinx to stand in
the midst of a hnge artificial amphithea-
tre hewn out of the solid rock. This gi-
gantic work would, of course, bo con-
temporaneous with the Sphinx itself,
which Marlette attributed to the mythic
egos before the advent of Mena, the first
king of the fast dynaety. -London Stand-
ard.
A Strange Religious Sect.
One of the strangest of religious sects
is that which calls itself The New and
Latter Howie of Lima Its headquarters
is in Chatham, England, in which town
its devoteee an, building an immense
temple which will cost $250,000. They
believe that they will not die. and that
they are the remnant of true Ieeaelites
who will reign with Christ for a thou-
sand years. Their founder was a man
named Jemiel. who is now dead. His
death wee; a great shock to the believers,
lea his wife claimed that it was an acci-
dent and claimed herself to bo his sue-
cesson-New York Tribune.
A DR of Alleles.
Happineses ie a mosaic formed frotn
many small stones, mid those are found
and set hi beauty by the lituel of love-
love in little things, loving words, loving
acts, and a large part of this work is in
the home, where the greatest portion of
our time and the best should be spent.
Live this year for wife and husband and
children. and let selfish plensure take a
back seat. Keep unspoken the quick re-
tort, the fretful (+complaining, the angry
word, for lift, is too short for such cruel
blows. anol then the scar never heaLs,
though you may lathe it with bitter
Ware -Rev. Dr. Kittredge.
Compnleory Yateeinnatioss.
Tartmaninns. in future, will be per-
mitted to vaccinate or not, as they please.
Following the example of the mother
(estuary, Lr' ighnel. they enacted a cone
puLeory vaccination law some years ago.
Resistance ti it became to Ix, en strung
that the house of assembly. toward the
close of List year, deckled to nwert to the
optional system.-Iltindd of Health.
Everybody nerds a spring medicine.
By ueing Ayer's Sarsapatilla, the blood
is thoroughly elealused and invigorated,
the appetite stimulated, and the eystem
prepareol to resist the diseases peculiar
to the sunitner months. Ask for Ayer'e
Sersaparilla. Take ho other.
Gov. Foraker, of Ohio, calls upon the
long-haireol men and ehort-haireol wo-
men to go to the rear while the Repub-
lican party 'iterates on to triuinpli.
Wonderful Cures.
W. D. Hoyt Co., Wholenale ano
Retail Druggist+ of !tome. Ga., gay
We have Wen selling Dr. King'ot New
Diecovery, Electric Bitters and Buck
len's Artily* Salve for two years. Hay
never handled remedies that sell so well
or give alleil univereal satisbetion
There have been some  14.0111 cure
effected by these medicine@ in this city
Several cases of pro llllll 'iced ittille lotion
have been entirely cured by use of a few
bottles of Dr. King'a New Diecovery
taken in counection with Electric Bit-
tern. We guarantee them always
Sold by II. B. Garner.
A St. Petereburg dotterel' says that
o aline inteiliog troops in Kotehor and
littiolja, and that :10,0tal men are already
areeembleol in those districts.
SICK headache is the bane of tnany liv-
es. 'l'o cure and prevent tine annoying
complaint use lor..1. II. Mehean's Lit-
tle Liver antl Kidney Pillets. They are
agreeable to take and gentle In their ac-
tion. '25 cents a vial. For sale by
B. Garner.
Sere, permanent awl miniolete are the
cure* of bilious' and iittermittent
see, made by Prickly Ash Bitters. Dye-
pepda, general debility, habitual cous-
stipation, liver aud kidney complainte
are speedily eradicate,' from the eystini.
It dieetifects, cleanses atel climinatee *II
malaria. Health and vigor are obtained
more rapidly and perniatieetly by the
lige Of tide great natural antiolote than by
any other rermely heretofore known. As
a blood purifier and tonic it brings health
renews energy and vitality to a worn
and dieeseed body.
Parte papers esontinue to publish de-
tails of movements of German troops in
medicines as are known to be worthy of
eOlifilenee. It has been the experience
of thousands that Ayer's Cherry Pastor-
al Is the beet medicine ever used for
throat and lung Illaeatten.
I know you denounce drunkenness,
but how few pulpita pull out their dag-








This powder never Varies. A marvel of puri-
ty. strength and wholesomeness" More ecumson
Mel than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be odd
in competition With the multitude of ow test.
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold
only in con+. ROV•i. BAKING POWDZII CO ,
W•Il Street, N. Y.
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No.
lot 'organ+, nontaintag ee acre, east of rail-
road and north of mad to fair grounds. It 411 •
cheats lot for some one desiring a home Hop-
kieaville. Price $110.00.
No. 10.
Lot for sale containing% of an acre and situ-
ated on Nashville street, opposite South Ken-
ucky College. It is a splendad lot for building
purposes. Price $100. A good bargain is :a
store, for some one.
No. II.
A parcel of ground containing eons 3 or 11
acres, situated on Russellville maul. just outside
the corporate limn. of the city of Hopkinsville,
and fronting the Blakemore property. Thie
piece of ground ha* a frontage of NM feet. It is
an excellent piece of property and in percepti-
ble of being divided into 4 or good building
ote, with an averare depth of 300 feet. There is
quite a 'mintier°, ruit trees in bearing On the
place and also a good vitieyard. For timeline
purposes there in we a more desirable piece of
property in or near the city. Price and terms
reanonable.
No. 12.
Perm for sale, containing about 175 acres ot
land, eitindel on the old Canton road, si x milts
from IllopkinsvIlie. The land is of good quality
and grows toloicco, corn. wheat, clover aid
grasses freely. The .1weillag is not iu very
reel repair, lout with • little expenditure of
money It could be made quite ottinfortates.
there is a good barn aud stable besides other
itnproveMeuts on the place. Any one desiring
a reel feria rould secure • wed barillate
purchaeing dud tract of land. Terme and prim
reasunable.
No. 13.
House and lot in Hopisinsville, smoke] on
Rusisell•ille street. The home i. a large and
Commodious !inviter rooms, itli kitchen,
dervant's room, awl all neceesary out-build-
ings. There is a good new stable on the plater
that will accouiteodate 9 head of horror, a
good carriage or buggy how*, a good cistern,
&c. There are 11 acres of gruund iu the lot, and
upon it are over $00 peaels, pear and apple treee
in full bearing. The location Is healthy awl tee
property is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot iu city of llopkinsv Ole, North weat curter
of Jackson and Elm streete, in Jeoup's addition
to maid city. Lot [route On Jackson street 96
feet and runs back 190 feet to a 2D ft. alley.
Liss beautifully and is well drained from front
to bark. Price ;360.
No. 15.
A splentlid residence on Nashville street, this
city. nut ter from Main, with *good rooms, all
of which are in excellent co:m.1010n. Besides
this there are • nervante room, kitchen, stable,
coal house, and in fact all necemary outbuild-
ings. A reel cellar and cistern and quite a
number of fruit trees in bearing. Any person
wanting a good home should see this one. Price
and terms reasonable.
Nu. 16.
Farm. of acres of land near tiarrettetsurg,
Christian count), Ky. with no acres cleared and
balance In fine timber. The farm us located
within Its miles of the depot of the I. A. &T. Rail-
road which will penetrate the Mouthern part of
the county, and Is also located within tulle of
churches' and a stbool-bouse. There is a good
dwelling with good rooms. • new stable that will
shelter ls head of stack, and all other neersaary
.....thialtdIngs on the place: also a barn [het will
acres of tobacco. ruacresof tile land are
us clover. Terms and price reasonable.
Noy :.
A good house and lot for sale in the city of Hom
Sloss-Ms with three good rooms. kitchen, servants
• astern, stable. hc,, with Is acre of Maid, situ-
sued on Browli street. It la an exceuent home
and a good bargain Is In store for some mos
No. 19.
A farm for sale of S3 acres situated near the
soldieries of Garrettsburg, this county, with
good. roomy realdence and all necessary out-
buildings. The soil is of excellent quality:
Also store bowie and tobacco factory in Gar.
retteburg.
No. 90.
A good business house on Russellville street,
within 1-1 equate.- of Main, for isle or rent. The
boiler has large store room with- a couple of
roc ins, good for Mecca or bed rooms, above.
No.
House and lot for sale in the clty of Ilopkine-
cilia and In the southern portion thereof. Lot
containing K of an acre. Nice frame dwelling,
with I good rooms and tA1,11, •itchen. servant •
room and all nes y outbuildings A gesel cis-
tern with plenty of good water in it. Price, 050.
No. 2L
Hons. and lot for sale In city of Ropkinsville, In
front of Dr. D. J. taish's rushlencr, frame, 2 story
residence with S rooms. kitchen Arc. Price and
terms reasonable
No. 24.
Farm for sale In this county 4 or 3 miles from
Hopkinsville sod I mile from Princetoo pike, of
4 acressiSor 'Nacres of the land In cleared,balance
in fine timber. There Is • frame bowie on same
ith 2 large and eon.fortalile rooms, kitchen,
servant's rime,. good stable. harm stc. The land-
will gnaw wheat. tobacco. coru and grass splendid
ly. Here la a good hareem for sons Wes. Price
and terms reasonable.
No. U.
A good and desirable store-house, situated at
Kelly's Station. &aid In ?Doris feet of the tit. Louie
and s. K. R. H. The building is • frame ODA, 18x2D
feet, with two good family *sums over same.
There GA of an acre in the lot sad the store-bouse
is admirably adopted for the dry goods or grocery
busts**. Apply to nie for price, terms Ac.
No. 17.
A house and lot for sale in the city of Hopkins-
•Ille. Jerup Avenue; there Is Li of ground
&Daybed. House has five good rooms. stable.
with 4 ensile and loft. a good cistern, coal house
anti all ueceseary out house*. There is also a
good plank fence around the premises. ?nee
*ad terms nenemable.
Ho. 1.
House and lot on Jesup Avenue, In city of
ilopkinsvoile. The dwelliag has Ire ;good
rooms, coal honee and other good aad aecemary
out buil.illigs, sod also • good plank fence
around eame. There is Le acre of ground at-
tached. Price and terns reasonaine.
No. N.
Farm of 114 acres for sale, In the beighbor-
hood of Metiehee's store, Christian county,
Ky., on Cerulean Springs road. 91) acres of the
land are cleared and in good state of cultiva-
tion, balance in timber, under good fence.
There is a dwelling house with two rooms and
ball; crib, stable, smoke house, an excellent
cistern, plenty of fruit trees, a good vineyard
stilt choice grape.; convenient to schools,
churches and post-oMom anti in rod neighbor-
hood Terms and price reaeonable.
No. 110.
Farm for sale, situated in thin county, within
I mile* of Crofton. containing about 8711 acres.
A greater portion of this land Is cleared and in
an excellent state of cultivation, the balance is
in doe timber. There is on the place a dret-rate
dwelling with 6 good anti comfortable rooms,
barns. stalile and all other neeessary out-
houses There is alao on the premises a pima'
awl vieoroue orchard. bearing the latest and
beet varieties of peaches, apples, pears &c.
Chute:hes, schools anNtlo.puelLt office are in easy
reach of the place. Price and terms reasonable.
House and kit for sale junt outaide the corpor-
ate limits of the city of Hopkinnville, betesen
W.sod's mill awl the railroad. There is an sere
of ground attached, a good frame cottage and
cabin on the premises. Property rents for $13
per month. Price aud terms reasonable.
No.01.
Farm fors le situated about 6 mtleenortheast
of the city of flopkinsiville, Um middle fork
of Little river, containing 100 acres. 75 acre.
of this land is cleared, balance In extraordi-
narily tine timber. This land is in excellent
condition for cultivation, every foot of It being
suitable to the growth of wheat. tobacco, corn,
and grarses. There is plenty of drinking as.1
stock water on the place. There three 51: good.
never-failing springs awl streatnit. There is
also a small orchard of select fruit already In
bearing, strawberries, raspberries, &c. Tier.
is* good double story log house, cabin, Utast
goo(' etable. hares &c., cm the premises. Term.
and price reasonable.
P.operty for sale consigtos.tiltnig of erre of ground
_ring between the Madisionvill• road and the 1.. &
Raliroad at Kelly's Station. Christian s ounty,
Ky. There Is • neat and desirable cottage Imild•
ng on the place, with good rooms, a bus store
house which could be easily converted Into • ho-
tel. an exoelleideletere &e. Prim low and terms
very reasonable.
Property for male at Kelly's "nation. Chrtstlaa
No.17.
county, Ky., consisting of 4 acres of ground, log
building with le feet rooms, passoge and 2 shed
rooms', good cistern. There are also on the premi-
ses quite a Romper of fruit trees already bear-
ing. Price low mid terms reasonable.
No. I.
troperty for sate consisting of Is. &cies of pound
al ileum at Kelly's MiattOn, Chrlislisin county, Ky.
There is • good log building IS stories high. within
a) yards of depot. risers is a rood well o• the
place. The property is on the L. & N. K. R.
No. M.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Christlan
emu rity. Ky„ on the L.& N. ft ". acre aground
with box house with two M feet rooms.
No. IS.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Christian
county. Ky.. on 1.. & R. R. There are 4 acres of
;rotund. cottage building witn I rooms, friint and
back porch. lathed, plastered and nicely papered,
rod cistern, he. 200 glue fruit trees In good bear-
No. 41.
eroperty at Kelly', station, Christian county.
Ky. 10 acres of land lying near eerie, Hoot log
cabiu on the place.
Mo. 41.
Farm- 4 miles from Hopkineville, ta mile
from Canton road pike, adjoins James C. Moore
and Iten. S. Catnishell. contains 101 acres, No. I
Alasek, vonehing for the aectiracy ee Diener. 115 acres open land in good heart. hay:-
its been cloy els dam! well cultivated for sixtheir statements.
ese--- 
years; good noose of four roonis and closets,
(talon, seethe crib, sheds. Ac; fine wider in
It is a good rule to accept only such abundant.. for Mock; good femme, and In every
way desirable. Prete 322 per acre . Terms easy.
No. U.
Farm for sale.-Tract of 170 acne. In this
county 51.4 miles northeast ot Honk insville sit
sueardpnt !Iry eiliately on the Greenville road.
and baiaa„wealaecaresinf this land are In timber,
re and in •n excellent state
of eilitivation. There is • double log cabin 181
10 ft. story and • heir high, on the place, Wen-
netted all necessary outbuildings. There are
also 3 good barns, blacksmith shop, good spring
of  failing water and an abundanc-e of
saock w•ter. A au eight seer la or :hard of
peach. apple. plum end clierr trete. Pries. and
terms leaesnalult,
No 41
I: arm, situated 7 miles west of llopkiusyillt
on tbs. .sid anton road. utile. from end of
the pike, and 3!1, from 1. A & T. It. R., new ir
cutetructios. otitains lures of law', IN
cleared, balance in ti her ; of the cleared land
100 scree Is in clover and grass, balm's*. in rued
state of cultivation. I inprotemente coming a
comfortable dwelling of 6 nouns, titehen.onsuski
how.e. Louse, f•fl loge Ali.1 other Dec
eateary outbuildings, a good barn. engem, if.,
iitn1.1.. for get head of otock. h lic1e crt m i .1
BENEYOLENT SOCULTIES.
MoritlItill Li Li Loose. No. er, •. E. • A. U.
kt rairleigt, "of. R.
J B Hopper,
* Henry, J. W.
J 1 Landes.
C H Dietrich, See'y.
It II A ammeoss, 8. D.
kal Ittihraten. J. D
le B. Lauder, ts. & T,
Leen biu and shelling ruoni awl cos stable to Lodge meets at Ila•usse Hall, Srd story6 or eight head uf cows attached. I lies- stables Thompson Block, sr* Monday sight eachhate large. 1.110111) lofte, sinficielit to hold 11 lon montn.
of hay, one log and 4 frame tue 
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. It.,latter a ill, to, story above eat Is 111.1 orehard
in bearing and )oung orchant of lin select tree. Stated convocations Sd Mosday of eve
no% Not y rani. Plenty of stock otter anul 41",0131 at liklaulosc
ex, ellent neigeborhood. Terms easy . Awl)
to John . Payee. or L. I.. paste oil premise..
No. 46.
ontain• Mei acres. all timber, am: Ds
Sinking York, adjoining tne farms of bine Jobs.
and limit Mt sort), is all good lanai mei e in Ur
*Ad separately or iu conaiectien Oh
TT is parcel of best acres ns a part of lila SAO Vac.
mention...1 in above oust bier mid .hoeol oe see
se a part ..1 mime, but if nut desired as • part •
the .ame tract, can •nul will be sold separateet
Apple to John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade tsti
pretillees.
M. Z. Thomas Rod-
\
o 
Pritchett, K.; Z.. Wm.
tam, Il. P.; Z , J. R .
- ekerrith 8.; Comp. J.
- ,` ' I. umber, C. 111.4.1esap
1).2\ B. W. 'Mona, P 11 :
v It. A. L.; Comp. IL 1111.
Comp. Iftyaa llespor,
• •aderimon, G. M Sd V ;
Loop, A. II. Fairkairb.
G. N. fd V.; Comp.
Li II Severe, 0 I.
A . ;
No. 44. t outgo. 0.. sc. Lander, Treas.
ss 5... H. Dietrich, ese'y.House and ot for sale, on Clarksville street " W. B. Lander, Guard.opposite Liu PO soleness of Eugene Wood, iu the
Mt) of Hopkihsville. The lot contains % acres. 1100XX CONMAXLMAT X0.4,the dwelliug is a two story frame, s I
rooms, kitchen, cellar, stable. carrier
, la faci at. Deceseary outbuildings, cutter
&c. •Do quite a variety of fruit trees on Lb
place. Price ...ad terms reassimaide.
No.47,
Farm of 130 acres for sale, situated in hr.
Dan county, 11% tulles west of Hopkinsville, os.
the Prineetou nike, with frawe 1-siory build-
ing, 4 rooms, kitchen, smoke house, stal.le. In
addition to the building above described, thereis a tenement home growls a mile of theformer our and on the SAWA place. There is aoexcellent baru 1001sie feet w it h petulant! doub-
le shed on the premises. I reek rans tl rough
the place and affords c.c.-Sleet *kick wet. •
spring Whieh furnishes uneking water et
during the entire ye•r, also a never l AvoiD,
acre. are cleared, balaoce in line mule Ise
seres ha•e been in rioter for 3 3ears sr ' we -
broken tip this fall. This is one of 0 hist
tracts of land in the rounty. every foot of the
O011 being rich and fertile awl well &dal ted
theg row th o,f tolmeco. torn •nui wheat. n et
nellent bargain eau tes seeured here Prom Rue
terms reasonable.
Pro 4.
farm tor sate sometimes ko arres ot land
•Ittifitri: In the istitheth pueistie of the easel/
11 the eitainesi beighliehimii, Milli '1.04 los
MOP Sikh 9 hielliiii .1telteh. remelt, otablo,
4}41 olattiflio %II:4. hie 111 4:IrtiOltkle .1t4 *4,tittle iltirfo 1 Ilfir le Illiero 4 1040 oos thyr,i1.44,,Alir %URI ilsr:4•. 34:Atfri7.,17.1.
'ouriirri""•.,...",,0:11h":514511.41 14er'oo.o4:11161t4kile“.41,47:r44. lith re"4:Histil 14:1:41"ull'Iii. 0!
Nu. si.
Firm for sale td me term, situated Is
Dough ( lirstimi ovum), in LAO hewsurad
neighborhood, a ith dwelling of II good rooms, 1cabin., .moke nollO41, excellent stsblea said
crib., a large an.1 cum tuolious barn. There arealso 1 fine fish ponds on the premsee, a good,never-failing spring, which affords a natural
dairy house, also a large cistern. A bout 300acres of this land is in cultivation, balance in
This land is peculiar]) adopted to
fithneetLinime lu'acriion of tobacco, wheat and sewn. A
bargain can be bad In the purchase of thi. tract
Pnce ang terms reason•ble.
No. SO.
Farm fo. sale consisting of 100 acres of land.
situated in ( hristian county, Ky., 3 miles
north* est of Buipkineville, on Use Buttermilk
road. There is a gosti cottage dwelliog of five
crib and bare that a Ili how. 11 acres of toltac•
room., with front And back porch, good etables
Vs, on the place There in also an excellent ap-ple orchard. a good well and • branch of neves
failing stock water on the premises Also 44
acres of 0ne timber. This laud is fertile and
well adopted to the growth of tobaecu, corn.
wheat, closer, Ac.
No. 51.
Farm forsale, !situated Is Christian county.
Ky.. about mile* Own llopkinot die, its the
Neu send v win ty , containing leo acre. of land,
all of which is cleared land. There is a good
cistern and an abundance of ittock water on
the farm. There is a frame buisthue with two
mime ott the premises; &Do a reel barn, ice
houm &c. Also a ) oung peach end •pple or-
chard now beariug. The erighliorhood is
which this land is located t. a goos our. Schools
awl churchese.oavemest. A rood mill witein
lit mile. of the place. The prothietlie qualit3
of the len.1 is exceptionably good. Price and
terms reasulealste
NO. 51.
Farm of 131 acre. flaunted near Newetased in
Christian count, Ky.. with a comfortable doub-
le log cabin, good barn and all neeessary out-
bu ildingeon the plates, ale, a good well, stock
pond, awl the land is cleared. Thia place le
within 31... miles of the I. A & T. It R. Med of
excellent quality,
No 61
Farm of 1140 sores situated near Newsiest!
Christian county, Ky., within 12 miles. of Hop-
kinsville and V., miles of the I. A. & T R.
There are two good log cabins .`ti the place, also
barn. stabler, Ac ,1.06 acres cleared halance is
ffne timber land rich awl productive.
No U.
Farm Mr sale, containing 135 acree, moulded
in the vicinity of Itaintindee. 'hrlstian county,
Ky.. on the Cadiz and Mad:Runt ale road. .t.I
acres eleared, balance in gtssl timber. There
lea good double log house with four rooms and
hall, a large shealded barn, stable, cabin, two
good springs awl a line spine orchard on the
plasm. This is cheap and will LIC sold on eesy
terms.
FARM FOR SALK -Consietine of ts acres
of land situated tie Sumei.cine pike, one mile
east of the city of Hopkinsville. There le on
the land a [siege log weather-hoarded holism,
storiee, and 7 . onsforteble rooms; I fine cellars;
alno reel stable, servant's house aud aline;
spring of never-failing water; le erre* tillable
and could be eons-pried int, excellent building
lots; balance in timber A valuable place for
'someone ho desires a goosl house near city
'Mots.
Sufi ilawkills & Co.,
Respectfully invite the obeying nubby iu ed
Tonsorial Parlor!






Itone In the •ert beststyie. Amsted by
Jones and I. H. Jones. All
learbosrus
Dcns't forget the plane.
at., a lialinIng Rs Press Mace
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S. L. setter. lien. W
Bein.W..Sterr'ultt„jr8tW'd 'Br.
E. W "'Awards, Sw. Nr.
H. H A bereathy, W Leder
J. W. Pritchett. Treasurer.
C. 11 Dietrich, Reeerder.
IOTA'. ARCANUM, HIOPEINeVILLE cOU111
W m. cLana.dNero..Cm. of. Li.
los. 1 ..1.aedee. Nevin.
aaa. . Illetrieh, Past 11,1ro•
Alpkint. Vice Iteaeok.
Jo h none, UMW.
.111rooltill.01 111?::, fitiel
pa es as, A It oo4
4111111110.A1:0141114:017it1411‘ulL No.ot HtMEN rill IN fin
Oki ao Tb000kyo la stab oaski•
V Lipson*, Chief Coe Nelor
jj1k.urhiPD.liu' Ia. ni e!. hu, :AT .nr e. r re er
TJ Jr .141ra: Pb‘rekimaiten.
Geo W rritt, Guard.'
J C Day. Sentry
Trustees:-J. Hipline, J T. Ricketts mid
GMeeitai. ihinetrnt.ottill. Room Sd Ith Monday i•
eacCHIRLSmTallAhloT. LODGHEO,NNOOR..f110. KNIGHTS 101
R. N. An.ierion. Dictator.
Tjvro. hrIn..:ElarTma'idt‘inei,cAe Di'lotriArteDit:rtitr. 'toe,
W. T. Tandy, F Reporter.
J. 8. Torrey, T assurer
I Busnett, Ch• in, •
J. M. Demos, rhea' Examiner.
.11'. rBa.YJneol:e6wiunid.elnside Guard.
J W Poff, (Monde Guard.







W i Wright P C.
.1Jui Breethitt, C C
E ss Nelms., V c
A lairk, Prelate
L. )(bleaches, K of R. A
W T Tanali, M. of R.
R. r Wesi, M. of Ir
I) t.. w 'ley. II at Arms.
• I. KILL In Guard.
A Pheir..,.tr out ; W Wright, 7.
for L. T. ; J. A Young, K. G. behest) mid Joan
W. Pa, ne, Trustees W. • 4.) rued.
Lodge meet. the 11 and ith Thuredays am -
fey month.
END0WMENT RANK, K. ow le
Meets every DI Monday in every swoosh.
L. R. Davie. Pres't.
II. K P
E. A uuleroon. See,: and Treas.
KNIGHTS OF THE G0LligN CROfts".
Meets the 1st and al Fridays in earls onsiets
V. W. Crabb, N. C.
R. W. Norwood, V N
Roes A . Rogers, K . R.
r. K. It.
R. F. Mc( amy, Treasurer.
V M Metcalfe P.
Y J Nortnineton, H.
Tom Gaines.. I t.
B It Nance. s t.
ANCIENT ORDER. Ur l'NITKI) Woltitll
Time ot meeting, Sal •nal 4th Tuesdays.
W. H. Lee, 11. W.




W. C. Wright, E.
R. F. West, R.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, )40. 64, 1. 0 5). r.
W. Y. Kindle, N.G.
s t aldwell. V 0.
.B%Csfrnre8ecss.Y.
Meets every Friday sight
MERCY ENCAMPMENT, NO.31, I. r
E. Henderson, C. P.
H. F. McCamy. H. P
J•nsec.,
D. IL. Fleard, Treas.
Lodge meets 1st Kos] Thursday sights.
ORDER OF THE IKON HALL
Jolla Moayon, P. C. J.
Jesse Payee, C.J.






John Young, H. F. lIcCamy •ed Loan r.
Payne, Trustees.
Y. M. C A -Boom. over Russell's' sire roods
store, corner MAIO and N In . Room ops• es




Meeta 1st and Id Woodsy evening In each
asooth, T La o'clock, at thine lodge room, Mats
street...cooed story over Hooser and 0 worst'''.
er's building. R. McNeal, Preevieet; Ned Tisr•
ner, itteey.
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. U. B.
Meets 1st and led Tuesday sights Is Peeteles
Hall, tourt street. E. W. Glaaa, W. 11; L. a.
Buckner. Secretary.
MULIA DORA TEMPLE, NO. IC 8. or P.
Meets DI awl ete Taeisdaes is sash nioeth is
U. B. F. Hall Poeteill's block Court street.
  Augusta Momea. W. P; Carrie Basks, D. P;
Katie Lasky, secretary.
HOPEINSAILLE LODGICIF.NO. 141111, G. C.()
Musician and Surgeon,
HOPI INTSVILLE, K RNTUCET.
011ce over Phelps' law "Mee. Court street.
oVis A-Ter/mit. D. Jxo. A. balm, Al D.
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN,
HOMCEOPATHISTS,
110PRINSVILL1k, ht




ilopkinsville, - - Kentucky.




°Zoe over Kelly's Jewelry Store.
ATTO11/4 SW a.
JOHN FICL•ND. JOHN FELAND, Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
Will practice la all kw eourts of this Com-
moewest1te.
OMe • Hopper Sleek.
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney and Connsellor at Law
Oft* over Planters Bank,
Hopkinsville, - - - - Ky.
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
adveri:,Ing in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.
N•etrispaper Ades's-listing Pluesseu,
10 Spruoe St , N•ese York_




The Fall Term will open on MONDAY, AU-
eI so, *43 An experieneed faculty, thor-
ouglionstruction and terms as heretofore. Feet
other i•formetion call on or address
J. O. KURT.
IlOjek In. a I l le, Ey
OF O. .
Mesta 2nd and 4th Monday nights •t Hooter
and Overshiner's Ha 11 Main street. Charm
Jesup N. G; William Gray, V. 4.; Z. W. Glass,
P.5; William Clark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. HOT, G. N. 0.
OF F.
Meets 1st and lel Wednesday nights of sada
mooch. Silas Johnson, N. 0; C If . au•a P .5
G•1101 DILL. LOME 40.-11 P. 3 S.-meets !ad
4th night in each month at their Lodge room •t




































THIS COOD OLD STAND-BY
.-com:.itsats for ceerybody •x what Is e hums d
'or it tine of then:A.1AS for the great impulerity us(
.he Mustang Liniment Is found In tts mei ',rani
applicability. Everytiody seeds •uch a medico..
The Lumberman needs It IL cam or accialont.
The I ierecvrite needs It for general ou.s.
The ease ler needs It for hie teems and hi. moot
Tee elechasle nee* It aiwagi os an work
nencti
Ter Miner need., It In filo! Of etAf•rfoney.
The Pl• Deer nosh it -can't gat mons alias...et I..
The Farmer weeds it la Lis house La. etatele,
•na! lite stock yard
The illseansbeet lawn ere she Reetiesia
it tai Ilisoral supply anosit and a.horra.
Tim li•esse.fanrier needs it-- a 1. ia. isat
, Mend and safest reliance,
The eteek-grewer needs it-it will mare idm
Iteiusands of dollars and world of lroutals,
The it •Iiroad mats needs it and will need st on
one AA his life II a round of accidental...1 dangers.
Th• Backwoodsman iioed. it. There isis noon
I.ke tt an 111.11dulf for the Ilanimprs to lir, .
Ilmti anal comfort which surround the pioneer
Tts• Messch•nt needs It •rout kits store &ie.., r;
on.iaLayeea Accidents will happen. and le e
Mese coins the Mustang Liniment is wanted At Or. c•
R see • Bettie In the Hausa*. 'Tie Ms Imst
asoonotny.
Keeps lietile tbe Fact•ry. IMInedist•
tine In ease ot accident maces paha and low et es. es
Keep a Settle Alwa•• la th• Stehle • •
see when wasted.
NOTICE.
All persons holding claims against tbe lat•
firni of Buckner A Wooldridge are hereby -p-
illed to ale them with me, verified according
to law, on or before the Oro day of Marsh, 1NT.
. If BUSH.
Assignee of Buckner & Wootdridge.
February 1st, 16147.
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